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H e a t e d  A r g u m e n t
Hon. K. C. MacDonald Accused Board Of Trade Of Try­
ing To Bulldoze Government-—Accusation Is Hotly 
Denied— Minister Doubts Veracity Of Board Mem­
bers— N o New  Information On Ferry
R e f u s e s  T o  H e l p  In  B u l l d o z i n g  A t t e m p t
Li v e l y  and at times hectic debate and a sharp clash of opinions marked the meeting betwen the executive of the Kelowna Board 
of Trade and the Hon. K. C. MacDonald, minister of agriculture in 
the provincial government, when they met on Thursday to discuss 
the local ferry situation.
Dr. [j^acDonaid, apparently anticipating an attack, took the best 
defense by launching an attack himself. ..It was some time before 
the meeting settled down to a serious discussion of the ferry problem. 
The minister charged that the meeting the previous Friday had been 
a deliberate attempt to bulldoze the government and plainly stated 
that if the local districts were going to assume that attitude, that 
he personally would refuse to assist in the efforts to secure better 
ferry accommodation. When asked point blank questions he did 
express himself as willing to dp everything in his power to correct 
the situation and stated that he was confident that, if finances permit, 
the ferry would be built this year, and, should it not be in com­
mission when the rush was on^  an adequate auxiliary service would 
be inaugurated.
The meeting had been called whenfl* 
it was found that.Hoji. F. M. MacPher
Large Trucks And Bus Tax Capacity Of Ferry
A l r e a d y  M a d e  
P o s t i n g  H o u s e  
N u m b e r s  I n  C i t y
Bernard Avenue From Richter Street To Vernon Road 
And Other Sections Have Numbers U p  Already As  
Two Years’ W ork By Junior Board And City Officials 
Culminated:— Every Building In Kolowna To Have 
Numbers Posted By Volunteer Junior Board Members
C i t y  B y - L a w  P r o v i d e s  R e g u l a t i o n s
0 'N  T U E S D A Y  evening, another milestone was reached in Ke­lowna’s history with the posting of the first house numbers on 
Bernard Avenue from the Vernon Road to Richter Street. On Wed­
nesday morning another section, including Clement Avenue, was 
numbered, and each day this week other sections will be concluded.
It is hoped that within the next few days the entire city will be 
covered and every house and business premises will have a number 
affixed. This will mean the culmination of more than a year and a 
half hard work on the part of the Civic Affairs Committee of the 
Junior Board of Trade and the City of Kelpwna engineering de­
partment.
Junior Board Started Plan
son, minister of public works, would 
be unable to attend, with the hope 
that Hon. K. C. MacDonald would be 
able to throw some light on the-gpv- 
emment’s plans regarding a new 
or failing that, the plans for giving 
adequate service during the i^Joming 
busy sununer months.
Adds Nothing 
The minister however, was able to 
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LIBERALS TO HAVE 
HOUSING COMMITTEE
Senior And Junior Boards Of 
Trade Aid Convention Plans
In order to arrange well in advance 
for all possible housing accommoda­
tion for the big provincial Liberal 
convention, to be held in Kelowna 
early in September, the aid of the Ke­
lowna boards of trade has been solicit­
ed by the Liberal Association here.
Walter Hamilton and Fred Tutt are 
the two Liberals on a special committee 
to look after billeting and housing. 
Charles Hubbard and George Ander­
son have been appointed from the Ke- 
lownia Board of Trade and' Dick Par­
kinson and W- W. Riddell are repre­
senting the Kelowna Junior Board of 
Trade.
Every available means of accommo­
dation will be necessary to house the 
eight hundred or more visitors who 
will pour into Kelowna at that time.
W e e k ’ s W e a t h e r
April Max Min
6 59 37
7 63 30
8 58 30
9 60 41
10' 63 30
11 63 42
12 60 31
Means 60.85 34.42
Much has been heard recently 
about the trucks and buses 
crowding the accommodation of 
the ferry. The Courier one after­
noon this week caught these 
three scenes. Above' is shown 
the mail truck, a load of lumber, 
a load of 1,200 apple boxes and 
the southbound bus ready to pro­
ceed on the ferry. At ..the left 
an idea can be obtalm^’ of the 
small amount of clearance there 
is for the load of boxes as It goes 
on the ferry. The loaded ferry is 
shown at the right as it left the 
wharf. The vehicles shown above 
and a light delivery truck com­
prised the load on this trip.
“
SEEK TEST CASE 
TO LICENSE 
LIQUOR STORE
City- To Approach U.B.C.M.—  
Feel Government Store Shoulc 
Conform With City By-Laws
The city council will contact the 
U.B.C.M. to ascertain i f  there,, is any 
legal reason why Kelowna cannot im­
pose a trading licence on the^govern- 
ment liquor store. The council will 
suggest that a test case be made, with 
the municipalities in the union sharing 
the cost.
This action arose out of a discussion 
involving the liquor store. One mem­
ber of the council asked why the store 
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R u m o u r  S t a t e s  S i c a m b u s . M a y  B e  
R e m o d e l l e d  T o  S e r v e  A s  F e r r y  
O n  W e s t b a n k - K e l o w n a  R u n
Report States That Sicamous Could Be Remodelled For 
H alf Cost O f New Ferry—-Instal Diesel Engines—  
W ould Carry Forty Cars—-Use C. P. R. W harf
Th e  question of operation of a new and larger ferry this year on the Kelowna-Westbank run may not hinge entirely on whether
or not the government will sanction the building of a new vessel.
S.S. Sicamous, last of the C.P.R. stern-wheelers on Okanagan 
Lake, is being merttioned as a possibility to replace the present boat. 
It is understood that the Sicamous Sicamous could be on the run within
could be converted into an efficient 
ferry vessel, with Diesel engines, for 
half the proposed expenditure of the 
new government boat. Further,  ^ the
D u b s  F o r  T h e  T u b  S t i l l
A r r i v i n g  B y  E v e r y  M a i l
Contest Closes Next Wednesday Night —  Entry From  
Calgary—-Many Humorous Names Suggested— Three 
Cash Prizes
go ! The Courier’s dubbing the tub contestJUST  one week tocloses on Wednesday night next, April 20th. If you haven’t
submitted your entry yet you had better get busy and do so or it may 
be lost in the last minute rush. ..The entries are pouring in and com­
ing from spots as distant as Calgary. As yet no two persons have 
submitted the same name. You. have the whole English language 
from which to choose a name for the tub which controls—and im­
pedes— t^he life blood of the Okanagan. Just send in your name in a 
letter stating why you think the name appropriate and you may win 
three, two or one dollars. In any" case you will be having some fun.
A  few of the entries which have4*
been sent in this week are given below. 
It is impossible of course to print them 
all and these have been selected at 
random. Read ’em over and then send, 
your suggestion along. Everybody is 
doing it.
Incidentally tub dubbers will find 
an interesting letter in the “Letters to 
the Editor” column.
ELEVEN BIRTHS AT 
HOSPITAL IN APRIL
Calgary, Alta., April 7th, 1938. 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
In your “Dub the Tub” contest I 
would like to submit the name, “M.S. 
EYE,”
A n  easy name to remember and 
might prompt people to ask what it 
means. Suggest the letter “I” contain­
ed in such words as:
Impediment. Inexorable, Infernal, 
Inertia, Inadequate, Impolitic. Initant, 
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During April, to date, nine babies 
were born in the Kelowna maternity 
hospital, they being six boys-and three 
girls. On April 3, a son was born to 
Mr. and Mrs. Holger Halverson; on 
April 4, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Judson 
Schamerhorn; on April 5, a boy to Mr. 
and Mrs. Gillis Johnson; on April 6, a 
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Sanger; on 
April 6, a son to Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Wilson; on April 9, a daughter to Mr. 
and Mrs. Harold Cornish; on April 9, a 
daughter to Mr. and Mrs, Gordon 
Hodges; on April 11, a son to Mr. and 
Mrs. Duncan Tutt; and on April 12, a 
son to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Snodgrass.
four months from this date, whereas 
construction of the new boat, even if 
started this year, which does not ap­
pear likely, would take longer than 
that.
It is understood that a Coast..firm is 
interested in the proposition ^  re­
building the Sicamous to suit the needs 
of the ferry situation.. If this' were 
done, it is likely that the C.P.R. wharf 
at Kelowna would be used, and a new 
landing would be constructed on the 
Westbank side on the Indian reserve 
at a point approximately half a mile 
nearer Kelowna. This would necessit­
ate re-aligning the road from Westbank 
to the lake.
According to suggested plans, the 
supei’structure on the Sicamous would 
be entirely removed, her present en­
gines taken out and the paddle wheel 
removed. There would be ample room 
on her increased desk space. The ves­
sel could, it is considered, handle any 
traffic which is likely to develop for 
many years.
Twenty-Four-Hour Service?
If these were put into effect it might 
mean that thp, present ferry would be 
retained and run during the slack night 
hours; providing 24-hour service, which 
has long been felt to be an urgent need.
At the present time it is not possible 
to get any definite information on the 
plan. Much hinges on developments 
in the next week or two in the valley 
and on a definite statement of ^ ^govern­
ment policy in regard to the question.
However, if the government definit­
ely declines to go through with the 
estimated $170,000 construction of a 
new ferry and slips as promised, it is 
likely that this alternative feature will 
be presented.
Questioned regarding this possibility 
a short time ago, W. J. McLean, C.P.R. 
superintendent, disclaimed any know­
ledge of this plan, pointing out that it 
did not come in his territory.
WEST SHORE 
URGES BETTER 
FERRY SERVICE
Penticton Joins West Shore Mun­
icipalities In Resolution Passed 
At Meeting Tuesday Night
A D V O C A T E  IM M E D IA T E  
A C T IO N
Fruit Houses To Be Contacted 
‘ To Enlist Their Support— Val­
ley Boards To Receive Resolu­
tion
Crystallizing the strong wave of pub­
lic opinion throughout the Okanagan 
on the Kelowna-Westbank ferry situ­
ation, a resolution was. passed at a 
special meeting in Summerland Tues­
day night which urges immediate ac­
tion upon the government in the mat- 
'ter of a new ferry.
Copies of this resolution will be for­
warded to public bodies and important 
organizations throughout the Okan­
agan in an effort to obtain a united 
front with which to impress upon Vic­
toria the urgent need of action.
Tuesday night’s, meeting, called by 
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P r o v i n c e  L o o k s  F o r w a r d  T o  L a r g e  
I n f l u x  O f  T o u r i s t s  I n t o  P r o v i n c e  
T h i s  Y e a r  A n d  A g a i n  In
W . Lloyd Craig, Director Of Tourist Development Bureau, 
Has Cheerful Message On Provincial Government 
Plans For Publicizing British C o lu m b ia W o r ld ’s 
Fair A t ’Frisco Included
The plan of numbering every street 
and house in Kelowna was the first 
scheme broached by the Kelowna Jun­
ior Board of Trade at its inception two 
years ago. The Civic Affairs group was 
placed in charge of this work, and 
plans have gradually been evolved 
under the chairmanship of Roy Hunt, 
assisted by an energetic group of 
workers.
H. A. Blakeborough and his staff 
afforded the younger business men 
every assistance in drawing up the 
plans and working out each detail, so 
that a systematic scheme of numbering 
could be carried out.
In order to overcome any legal as­
pect of this house numbering plan, the 
city council has passed a House Num­
bering By-law, enforcing every owner 
of business or residence to comply with 
the regulations and submit to the af­
fixing of the numbers.
PenaUy Clause
A  penalty clause is being included 
in the by-law, to take care of any in­
terference with posting of the numbers 
or any tampering with them after they 
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POST OFFICE HOURS 
ARE CHANGED AGAIN
Revert To One Hour Opening Of 
Wickets On Legal Holidays
WE H A V E  three dme as many enquiries from prospective tour­ists as we had a year ago,” was W . Lloyd Craig’s cheerful 
message to A joint Senior-Junior Board of Trade session at the 
Board of Trade rooms on Wednesday morning, called hurriedly to . 
meet the director of the newly-formed Bureau of Industrial and but all mail^ will be despatched as 
Tourist Development, Victoria.
Opposite Statement '** ~ ~~ ~  ~
The Post Offic^ in Kelowna has been 
notified that its holiday hour.s have 
been reverted to ^ e  former schedule 
of one hour opening of wickets on each 
holiday, instead of the four hours 
made necessary under regulations 
brought in about fourteen months ago.
Consequently, the Pbk  Office wick-» 
ets. here will only be. open for one 
hour on Good Friday and Easter Mon­
day, from 10 to 11 o’clock each morn-
A m e r i c a n  T r a v e l  B u r e a u  
T h i n g s  K e l o w n a  R o a d s  
A r e  S n o w  B o u n d
SIXTY BOYS ON CLEAN-UP JOB
a On Sahirday, April 9, some sixty 
members of the newly-formed Junior 
Rod and Gun Club, journeyed to the 
Kelowna rearing ponds on q t clean-up 
expedition.
“Away up in Canada.”
You have heard that familiar 
phraseology in many a story 
which has emanated from the 
United States, designating the 
Americans^ general idea of where 
Canada is located.
Recently, Len Richards, Canad­
ian Legion secretary, wrote to the 
Conoco Travel Bureau at Den­
ver, Colorado, asking for inform­
ation concerning routes for, a 
proposed jaunt into the States. 
In reply, was this priceless gem: 
“According to our information, 
roads between Kelowna and the 
border are blocked by heavy 
snow until June 1st. If your trip 
is planned before that time we 
suggest you enquire about tb6 
latest road conditions before 
leaving.”
This letter has been turned 
over to E. W. Barton, Board of 
Trade secretary, who, no doubt, 
will inform the Conoco Travdl 
Bureiau in no uncertain terms 
that it bad better study its geo­
graphy books and become better 
acquainted with the country at 
its back door. •
This statement was especially en­
couraging, in face of Hon. K. G. Mac­
Donald’s remarks at a recent ferry dis­
cussion, when the latter minister de­
clared that the influx of American 
tourists would be greatly diminished 
because of the recession in the States.
Mr. Craig enfolded a plan of tourist 
publicity for this province which was 
heartening and encom'aging, and show­
ed that the provincial government de­
partment is fully aware of the need of 
publicizing this province and its nat­
ural resources to the utmost. '
He also spoke strongly on the need 
of co-operation from every man and 
woman in business in this province, 
and especially garage attendants, to 
carry on the government work and 
see that the tourists are properly taken 
care of once they are here.
“Once they get to B.C. it is your job 
to direct these people.” remarked Mr. 
Craig to the Trade Board members in 
attendance. He stressed that garage 
attendants in this province are causing 
a great deal of difficulty in tourist pro­
motion with their continuous talk about 
poor roads. He urged that an infor­
mation bureau be placed in Kelowna, 
and that each ferry be greeted and 
the tourists welcomed and shown that 
their arrival means something.
Mounted Police And Kilties
s t o r e s  o p e n  THURSDAY BUT  
CLOSED FRIDAY
usual, Mr. E: R. Bailey, postmaster, 
states. I
It was thought that the mail from 
the east, which would normally tie up 
at Sicamous over Sunday an^ l^  arrive in 
Kelowna on Monday afternoon’s C. P. 
train, would be brought in over the 
Kettle Valley railway last Sunday and 
be here on Monday morning.
However, this service did not start
Kelowna shoppers should bear in 
mind that the shopping hours in the 
city will be radically altered this week­
end. The retail merchants’ branch of week, but is expected to be put
the Board of Trade have announced force shortly. Recently, a. Sun-
,, . . . . .  , , , day mail service east and west out of
that the business places will be closed penticton was instituted on the Kettle 
all day to-mori:ow. Good Friday, April valley line. The Okanagan Valley 
15th, and all day Monday, April 18th. mail which would ordinarily tie up at 
On the other hand the stores will all Sicamous, would be diverted to the 
remain open today, until five-thirty southern route probably at Medicine 
and on Saturday until nine-thirty. Hat, Alta.
H b r s e  R a c i n g  ^X ^ ill B e  R e v i v e d  T h i s  
F a l l  b y  G y r o  C l u b  O f  K e l o w n a
But it was Mr. Craig’s description <of 
the plans for advertising B.C. at the 
San Francisco "World's Fair in 1939 that 
really caught the attention of the gath­
ering, for they were complete in nearly 
every detail. Mr. Craig pointed out 
the stress which will be laid on the 
R.C.M.P. officers at the Exposition as 
well as the Scottish pipes.
The Mounties and the Highlanders 
have a ""definite appeal to the Ameri­
cans, he pointed out, and they are Can­
ada’s greatest publicity medium.
Already thb department has made a 
start on publicizing B.C. from the bor­
der through to Pasadena on Highway 
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I Grounds with the idea of providing a 
Race Meet At^ recreational centre for youngsters 
j in the north end of the city is a big 
Big Liberal I undertaking,;,the Gyros realize, and a 
big endeavour is needed in order to' 
raise sufficient funds to finance the
Decision to bring the “Sport of „
Kings” and to undertake a race meet H a n d  K u g h  a'hTrse raje S
in Kelowna at the old Exhibition ^  ^
Grounds, some time this fall, was made
Expect To Stage 
Same Time As  
Convention Here
by the Kelowna Gyro Club on Tuesday ^^ough one or two did not favour this 
evening at the Roya^ Anne, after the ^^her money
entire subject had been threshed out 
at considerable length.
With the aid of the city council, 
which has promised its support in put­
ting the track in shape, the Gyros in-
However, the Gyro 
Club was almost unanimous on the 
proposal. ,
Jack Ward Leads Discussion
Jack Ward was the chief speaker for
tend to get the Exhibition Grounds in the proponents of horse racing. “We 
first-class shape and to stage a race have a big objective and if we go after 
meet in Kelowna second to none in the the public in a big way it will respond,” 
Interior. Gyro Ward declared.
„  I i j  nrii*. ^  He outlined possblo costs of operat-
Coincide With Convention .^g ^ meeLand getting the track
This w ill be a banner year in which in shape, and also intiinated the strong 
to stage such an affair, the Gyros con- support the Gyro Club could expect 
sidered, as it will coincide with the from Kelowna, and district citizens in 
big Liberal convention, when some staging this affqir, and reviving horse 
eight to nine hundred persons will ar- racing here.
rive in Kelowna. j Dates and details of the meet will
The taking over of. the Exhibition' not be decided by the. Gyros until later.
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S o u n d  A n d  F u r y
Tluir.sday’s meeting between Hon. K. C. Mac­
Donald and the e.Kecntive of the board of trade added 
notliing (o the ferry sitiiiition. For two liours the 
wordy llowetl endleyyly but v^hen sifted carefully 
tliere wa.s no meat in any of tlie statements. It was 
“full of sound and fury, signifying nothing".
Dr. MacDonald had no new information' to add 
to the ctuestion and apparently came to the meeting 
for the sole purpose of warning the local body that if 
it continued to pre;;s in this manner for action on the 
ferry ciuestion, the government might be antagonized 
to such an extent tl^t it would deliberately ignore 
the situation. That is the only possible interpretation 
an onlooker could obtain from the meeting.
The minister of agriculture lost no time in at­
tacking, evidentally believing that to attack is the 
best method of defense. He charged that the local, 
board of trade was attempting to bulldoze the gov­
ernment and doubted the government’s statements 
while he intimated that politics were being played. 
He launched his barrage so heavily that for the better 
part of two hours, the ferry played but little part in 
the discussion. When members of the board attempt­
ed to present their case, their statements were chal­
lenged and on one occasion the veracity of every 
member of the executive was questioned.
If the verbose minister came to Kelowna with the 
intention of talking the ferry question out of the 
picture, he may well consider the meeting a success­
ful one. The board of trade however, may well regret 
the meeting being held. That spectre, 'politics, 
has been dragged into the question and despite the 
protestations and assurances of the members, once its 
ugly head is reared, it is difficult to scotch.
C. E. Bartley of Westbank struck to the heart of 
the question when he pointed out that the board was 
only asking for information and immediately had 
been accused of an attempt to bulldoze the govern­
ment and pleaded that the matter be discussed sanely 
and fairly. The meeting, however, was not a sane 
one. Apparently there were undercurrents at work 
which failed to come into the open; external influ­
ences which were exerting a guiding hand over the 
meeting.
Considered dispassionately, it is doubtful if the 
meeting did much to further the cause of the new 
ferry. True, the district received a new pledge of 
service from the minister of agriculture, but his 
splendid record of service for the Valley is already 
too well known to necessitate a renewal of that pledge 
of support.
but it docs believe that Hon. K. C. MucDonuUl did
I I'l,
not launch the attack he did at the ferry meeting oii 
Friday without sufUcient reason. As was carefully 
pointed out, the meetings have only been called in 
an endeavour to ascertain the government’s jiluns re­
garding the ferry. Dr. MacDonald is too seasoned a 
campaigner to let a little liot air throw him out of 
his stride— unless, of course, the hot air chanced to 
be the final item in a long succession of irritating 
clrcumstiinces.
Just what these other irritating circumstances 
may be The Courier does not know. There is, of 
course, the new work on the Naramata road, which 
can only be described ns pouring turpentine into a 
badly festered sore. Then, too, there have been re­
ports—denied, it is true—that a body,of Liberals in 
tile Kelowna area arc opposing the ferry.
'riie Courier believes that the provincial govern­
ment has every intention of building the ferry. It 
has been stated that the ferry will be built and we 
believe that it will. We tlo not, however, believe flat 
it will be in operation this year. Whether that be the 
fault of the government or in part due to the people 
of Kelowna and the rest of the Okanagan, we do not 
know. We do know tliat governments are after all 
merely human beings and are influenced by personal 
tastes and personal friendships., They are more likely 
to come to the aid of a district which speaks with 
one voice and with which their relations arc har­
monious.
The ferry, the Naramata road, the paving of other 
roads in the district—all cannot come at once. The 
district must decide which is the greatest need and 
with a united voice speak for that single item. Forget 
the rest until that is achieved. Ask for one thing and 
there is a possibility of getting it; ask for two things 
and you probably will fall between them. Few will 
challenge the statement that the ferry is the most im­
portant problem in this district today. It affects every 
man, woman and child in the valley, and the great 
mass of the public is behind it. Those who are bend­
ing their energies in other directions and giving their 
influence to other causes are doing a grave injustice 
to the Valley, to the City of Kelowna, to their friends 
— and to themselves.
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
E l e c t o r a l  R e f o r m
F o u r  M o n t h s — o r  E ig h t  ?
On Thursday Hon. K. C. MacDonald told the 
Board of Trade that he was confident that if the con­
struction of the new ferry was commenced early in 
May that it would be ready to handle the heavy rush 
of traffic during the peak of the harvest season. He 
expressed the opinion that it could be built within 
four months. 1
Dr. MacDonald’s opinion, is doubtless, a carefully 
considered one and one influenced by technical opin­
ions. If the ferry can be ih commission within the 
four months Dr. MacDonald estimates, everyone will
be‘happy about the whole thing. •
•'5 However. The Courier is forced to the conclusion 
that the minister of agriculture was being a trifle 
optimistic. Officials of the department of public 
works informed Capt. Bull that it would take four 
' months to build the ferry once it was started. Capt. 
Bull has expressed himself as feeling it would be 
more probably five months. Governmental depart­
ments are not noted for the speed with which they 
move and it will require a month to call the tenders, 
Allowing five months for calling tenders and con­
struction, if tenders W ere called on May 1st, it would 
mean the end of September before construction would 
be completed. In work of this type there are always 
unexpected delays which might conservatively be 
estimated at one month, which would make construc­
tion, end about October 30th. Then another month 
would elapse before the vessel w as running on its 
regular schedule across Okanagan Lake.
The above is presuming that tenders will be call­
ed the first of May, and that is a supposition too 
optimistic to be even entertained. It has been de­
finitely stated that whether or not the ferry will be 
built this year depends upon the success of the negot­
iations between Premier Pattullo and the Dominion 
government. Recent news despatches from the east 
indicate that these negotiations will not commence 
until after the Easter recess of the House of Com­
mons and this means that it will be well into May 
before the result of the negotiations are announced.
The Courier sincerely hopes that the minister of 
agriculture is correct in his estimate of the time re­
quired but, at the same time, feels constrained to 
warnWny pei-sons planning to hold their New Year’s 
Eve, 1939. party on the new ferry that they had better 
make plans for another locale.
The two bills designed to generally overhaul the 
Canadian electoral laws are winning the approval of 
all parties in the House of Commons, and doubtless 
will be adopted before the current session is finished.
A  munber of important items in the bills, it is 
hoped, will tend to eliminate corruption in the elec­
tions, and if the bills can satisfactorily do this, they 
will be the cause of wide acclaim throughout the 
country.
One important suggestion would make it illegal 
for a candidate to promise expenditure of money by 
a goverxunent in his constituency or promise to advo­
cate spending money by the government for particular 
projects. At the same time the bill proposes that 
political expenditures be made by special corporate 
bodies constituted for that purpose. A ll political con­
tributions will be confined td these corporate bodies 
and must be deposited in a bank with duplicate de­
posit slips and cheqjies must be made by cheque and 
the duplicate deposit slips and cheques must be sent 
to a new federal officer, the inspector general of elec­
tions. At the same time a limit will be set on the 
money any candidate may spend, based on the nuniber 
of voters, in his riding.
Another proposal is aimed at preventing candi­
dates being asked to pledge themselves in advance of 
elections to certain policies or courses of action. This 
would prevent such action as that used by the temp­
erance forces in Ontario when, during the provincial 
election last year, they endeavoured to make every 
candidate pledge himself to support the abolition of 
beer parlours. The proposed innovations, if passed, 
will apply, of course, only to Federal elections.
Any sincere effort to eliniirtate corrupt practices 
in our electiorS‘“^ iLl meet with a ready acceptance 
by the large majority of the electorate. It must be 
remembered however that even should stringent reg­
ulations be adopted, our elections will not become 
snow-white affairs. Laws may be made and rigid 
penalties provided but the human element cannot, be 
entirely eliminated. At the present time election 
b ribe^  is an offense but there is no one who would 
shy it ’ is not practised in every constituency. Just 
how successful the new legislation may be, time alone 
can tell, but any effort to clean up Canadian election 
practices will meet the entire approbation of the Can­
adian electorate.
THIRTY YEARS AGO  
Thursday, April 9, 1908
Pleasant weather, if not very sunny, and the at­
tendance of over 200 spectators, made the Hospital 
opening on Thursday last a successful function. T. 
W. Stirling, president of the Hospital Society, opened 
the proceedings by a short address on the benefits of 
a hospital to town and district. Religious services fol­
lowed, conducted by Rev. Messrs. Greene, Herdman, 
Thorpe and Wright. Then came Price Ellison, M.L.A., 
who was not in his happiest vein, as throughout his 
remarks the tenor of his opinion was antagonism to 
the establishment of a hospital in Kelowna. He 
thought multiplication of local hospitals should be 
avoided wherever possible and that Kelowna would 
find upkeep of its hospital a heavy burden and per­
haps would have done better to combine with Vernon 
in making the hospital there serve two communities. 
Mayor Sutherland followed with an eloquent speech.
Mr. Scott used his automobile for stage purposes 
last Saturday and made the run froni Vernon in 2 
hours and 45 minutes, arriving here at 2,20 p.m. Tbe 
early arrival of the mail was appreciated by the gen­
eral public.
TW ENTY YEARS A g o  
Thursday, April 11, 1918
To arrange new minimums for carloads of fruit' 
and vegetables to be shipped out of the valley, F. W. 
Peters and W. B, Lannigan, C.P. freight manager, met 
Okanagan shippers in the Board of Trade room in 
one of. the most successful sessions held here ini years. 
Mr. Lranigan was there, he said, to listen to proposals
and if they appeared reasonable he would adopt 
them, otherwise he would be forced to take the matter 
into his own hands and increase the weights accord­
ing to his own knowledge of the business. However, 
an amicable arrangement appeared to be made. The 
minimum for apples was raisedi from 30,000 lbs. to 
36,000 lbs.; fresh fruit from 24,000 to 30,000 lbs., mini­
mum for vegetables in bulk, 45,Ci()() lbs. In later dis­
cussion, Mr. B. McDonald requestecl a direct telegraph 
wire with the east without having to send messages 
through Vancouver.
♦ * • ■
Officers of Women’s Auxiliary of St. Michael 
and A ll Angels’ Church elected at the annual geneiral 
meeting were: President, Mre. Crawford; Vice-Pres­
idents, Mrs. Binger and Mrs. Grote Stirling; Financial 
Secretary, Mrs. Crowley; Corresponding Secretary, 
Mrs. DuMoulin; Dorcas Secretary, Mrs. Poole; Assist­
ant Dorcas Secretary, Mrs. Bagley; Leaflet Secretary, 
Mrs. Whiffin; Thanksgiving boxes. Miss Edgell; Super­
intendent of Juniors, Mrs. MacKenzie.
Sir Robert Borden intimated on Tuesday that 
Canada’s daylight saving bill will go into effect on 
Monday, April 15.
David Lloyd George, British prime minister, today 
made the boldest stroke of his career by coupling 
home rule for Ireland with conscription for the 
Irishnien.
• • •
OUT IN VANCOUVER the old cry that the press 
lias been misreporting the city council meeting has 
flared anew, 'fhe trouble seems to have arisen when 
the couneil held a secret session and the resultant re- 
jjorts In the press did not meet with the approval of 
the council. This situation is no new thing and breaka 
oift periodically in some Canadian centre. In every 
case investigation usually shows that tlie council doing 
the complaining had been holding meetinf',s from  
which the press was barred and the press had to
obtain its information secondhand..........
r p m
THAT SEEMS 'fO HAVE been exactly what hap­
pened at the Coast metropoljs. One alderman declar­
ed that there had been a tendency at the city hall to 
“hide away in some private room and hold meetings’*
..........“We ought to discontinue such gatherings,” ho
urged. “Taxpayers are interested in what we do and 
we ought to give up hole-in-the-wall meetings which 
possibly savor of star chamber tactics. The public 
wants information and there will be no danger of mis­
representation at public meetings. I do not blame the 
press. I blame ourselves for conducting private meet­
ings” . . . .
r p m
THAT COUNCILLOR IS RIGHT. The work a city 
council or any other public body, docs is nows and the 
taxpayers have a right to demand full information on 
it. Some city councils have the habit of doing their 
work in committee and only releasing to the press 
that which it sees fit. The press, if it sots out to do 
so, can usually obtain some information about the 
meeting, but it is necessarily biased and often incor- 
rect. It is when such a report on some contentious 
subject is printed that the trouble flairs. The very  
fact that trouble arises is in itself proof that the 
matter was one of public interest and the press should 
have, been present to obtain a correct report.
r p m
IN  THESE CITIES WHERE hole-in-the-wall 
council meetings are held, there often arises the time 
when the members of the council regret that a fair 
and impartial reporter was not present, that a correct 
interpretation of the council’s, actions might have been 
presented to the taxpayers . . . .  Reporters and news­
papers for the most part have no desire to create 
dissention in their communities and they have a re­
putation for playing fair. The difficulty in some cities 
is that the council lacks confidence in the press and 
holds secret meetings which in the long run inevitably 
creates the impression in the minds of the taxpayers 
that “there is something wrong in Denmark” , . . .
r p rh
RECENT NEWSPAPER REPORTS eminating in  
the East suggest that it will not be many mooUs be­
fore Hon. H. H. Stevens, erstwhile Conservative cab­
inet minister and now leader of the one-man Recon­
struction Party, will soon be back in the arms of his 
first love . . . . No person who has watched the trend 
of political events during the last three years could 
doubt that this step was inevitable. The only thing 
which has prevented Mr. Stevens’ return to the fold 
long before this was the presence of his erstwhile 
leader and now (ieadly enemy, Hon. R. B. Bennett. 
It has taken no mind reader to see that while Mr. 
Bennett remained at the helm of the Conservative 
Party Mr. Stevens would be forced to continue to lead 
himself from the Reconstruction benches . . . . pardem 
me, bench . . . .
r p m
WITH MR. BENNETT DEFINI'TELY on the way  
out, the coast is clear for the rapprochement between
Officers of the Kelowna branch of the Canadian theJHoji. Harry and the Party. Indeed some quarters
_ i. r C11 rrrTAci4-Ai^  *1? 13 ^oll r\nPatriotic Fund were elected as follows: President, J. 
W .‘Jones, M.L.A.; Vice-Presidents, R. E. Denison and 
Mrs. S. M. Gore; Secretary, J. R. B^ale; Committee, 
Mayor D. W. Sutherland, *Rev. E. D. Braden..
(Ten Years Ago continued in next column)
»  »
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H i t l e r  N o t  B l u f f i n g
C o u n t e r  I r r i t a n t s
An impartial observer is forced to the conclusion 
that the phrase “nigger in the woodpile’’ is peculiarly 
applicable to the ferry situation. It would seem to 
be fairly obvious that there are prejudices which have 
created obstacles to a satisfactory solution or infiu- 
ences which, working quietly, have created a counter 
objective which would seem to indicate a divided 
community. , .
The Courier does not hold the key to the puzzle
Events of the past few weeks, especially in Central 
Europe, should help considerably to remove a number 
of misconceptions held by many regarding the Third 
Reich. This is all to the good, since whether the 
particular persons concerned look with favour or dis­
favour upon National Socialism, a truer interpretation 
of its aims and. methods Can only serve to clarify 
fundamental issues.
Today, after five years’ development of the Third 
Reich, it should hardly be necessary to state that 
Herr Hitler means what he says and has always meant 
it, Those people who minimized this fact not only 
did a grave injustice to Hitler’s determination and 
honesty of purpose but defeated their own ends. They 
should carefully read “Mein Kampf” and see how 
much of the 25-point party programme has already 
been realized.
The woi’d “bluff” has continuously been used with 
reference to Germany’s efforts. It is true only insofar 
as it touches methods occasionally, not as it applies 
to ends.
This is clearly revealed in the difference in tone 
of Der Fuhrer’s Reichstag utterances when the Third 
Reich had no strong armed forced and today, when 
it feels able to resist all-comers. But the ends are the 
same. Hitler, as his follower’s affirm, is “fanatically 
honest,” and he will not be to blame if the Reich does 
not recover its equal status, which means the restora­
tion of what was lost in 1918, and, in addition, the 
unity of the German-speaking races in Europe.
Today the Third Reich goes its own way, con­
fident in the strength of its new armed forces to carry 
out its every desire. Anyone who has read'the re­
ports of Der Peuhrer’s pronouncement in the Reich-
When the fruit is ripe, the farmers in some parts 
of England employ men to guard the orchards in 
order to prevent holiday-makers helping themselves 
from the trees. It seems that many townsfolk, on 
seeing fruit growing close to the roadside, conclude 
that it can be had by anyone for the trouble of pick­
ing. That someone has spent considerabl'fe money in 
labour and materials for jthe sole purpose of growing 
the fruit for market does not seem to be realized. 
But if, on return to their homes, they found that some­
one had entei’ed their house and removed some of 
their treasures, they would, . to say the least, feel 
very annoyed.
There are (many matters that have a like habit 
of appearing quite differently when viewed or ex­
perienced from different sides of the hedge, so to 
speak. There is a tendency in the human mind to 
carry ideas to extremes, and when that happens the 
idea often becomes self-destructive and results in 
something very different sfrom what was originally 
intended. This is because human ideas are seldom 
based upon an impartial principle which, if consulted, 
would check any extreme bias in either this or that 
direction,
Thus the present world-wide lack of understand­
ing of the true foundations of the democratic ideal, 
is really Democracy’s most dangerous enemy today. 
For Democracy does not stand upon the maintenance 
of economic equality as seems to be generally believed 
by many folk. If such beliefs could be fully examined 
they would be found to be opposed, one to the other, 
regarding the meaning of equality. But the equality 
upon which the democratic ideal does rest, is that of 
the divine possibility that exists in all humanity alike 
as expressed in Genesis 1:26, “And God said. Let us 
make man in our image,, after our likeness.”
From that standpoint every human being is heir " 
to the divine power and right to refiect the highest 
creative intelligence, and the duty of a Democratic 
government is to prevent all personal human aims, 
from restricting the free expression of this divine 
birthright. But the individual also has a Democratic 
part to play, which is to cultivate and reflect the 
divine intelligeqce in such manner as will assist in
stag a few weeks ago, must have remembered the 
words of another German chancellor. Bismark, fifty 
- years earlier, ‘“we Gernians fear God and nothing 
ij else in the world!” And the German drive to the east, 
culminating in the seizure of Austria, gives astound­
ing impact tq the boldness of national purpose sur­
passing even that of the Iron Chancellor.
increasing the general level of intelligence reflected 
by the whole community.
It will not be difficult to think of human activities 
which at present result in darkening and, distorting 
the national intelligence and therefore injuring De-. 
mocracy. Revolutions have been used for the purpose 
of destroying some of them, and the object of the 
revolution has been to establish state control over all 
the activities of the people as the purest form Of 
Derriocracy.
Few seem to realize that when the something 
loosely called “the state” takes complete control. De­
mocracy ceases to exist, and with it goes freedom. 
For under Democracy men, consciously or unconsci­
ously, knowingly or unknowingly, look to'divine in­
spiration for ideas wherewith to meet their needs. 
But where “the state” is supreme, a human intellectual 
theory of nationalism must needs become the source 
of national inspiration and the community must re­
strict its thought and action to the„.confines of the 
national theory of life. <
The national outlook is materially narrowed and 
freedom-of thought and action is no longer permis­
sible. For if “the state” is to remain supreme, its 
supremacy must be expressed in terms of restrictive 
law over national activities, and as action is motiv­
ated by thought “the state” must also control the na­
tion’s thinking. There is no other way in which state 
absolutism can be maintained.
■When folk cry out for comple'te state control they 
are unknowingly offering to surrender all freedom of 
thought and action, since once “the state” is made 
absolute it cannot possibly allow anyone to become a 
member of its executive who does not fully accept 
the state theory of Rational life, and neither can alter­
native way of living be allowed to the people.
If Democracy sometimes works badly it is not the 
fault of the ideal, but is due to the fact that the people 
do not think democratically, but personally. The gov­
ernment of a Democracy is there to correct the abuses 
that arise out of the bias^of such personal thinking, 
and it is the right and privilege of a Democratic peo­
ple to see that its elected government does so act.
Yet here is the snag; The Democratic ideal, in the 
first place, was an ideal or inspiration that reflected 
the nature of divine government. But like many of 
the ideas conceived in earliest times, men had no clear 
understanding of their true origin. Democracies usu­
ally had short lives because men lacked consciousness 
.of the directive Principle. This Principle was made 
clear by Christ Jesus, for he revealed the fundamental 
moral nature of life and creation, and the vital neces­
sity for man to live accordingly. In effect he re-stated 
the Democratic idea of human guidance when he said 
“on earth as it is in heaven,” as the law that men 
need to obey if they wish to remain free.
have suggested that R. B.’s mantle should fall on the 
shoulders of the Hon. Harry . . . . that sound was just 
the soughing of R. B.’s sigh as he cried “a me misera.* 
The Hon. Harry has of course many staunch friends 
and a host of admirers who think he would make a  
splendid leader. His attack oh Big Busihses certainly 
won him some enthusiastic support but is betrayal 
of his leader antagonized as many Conservatives as  
' his crusade won for him Liberal friends. Whether <jr 
not, the Conservatives who resented The Great Be­
trayal would be willing to accept the leadership of 
the Hoh. Brutus time alone can tell. Certain it is  
that Big Business is no friend of his and certain it 
is that a large section of the eastern electorate which 
should normally support him, have little use for him. 
Many consider him a political opportimist who is not 
so smart as that. The Hon. Harry was definitely on 
' the way to go places but he chose to try the Double- 
Cross short cut and is now finding that the longest 
way round is the shortest way home. His political 
future lies in the lap of the gods . . . .  and the hands 
of the Conservative party . . . .
' ■ ; TEN-.YEARS AGO, ■
Thursday, April 12, 1928
Easter Monday-seems to be a fateful day for K e- , 
lowna, as it has been signalized now for two-years 
running by the only two serious outbreaks of fire in  
the city within that period. Last year, on Monday, 
April 18, the A. J. Smith Garage was the victim, withi 
a loss of about $40,000, wWle this year a much heav­
ier loss was suffered when the cannery and ware­
house of the Dominion Canners, B.C. Ltd., were com­
pletely' destroyed, with all the elaborate plant and 
equipment and a huge stock of canned goods, estim­
ated at about twenty carloads. ,
A ir  but one of the nearby buildings were savedi, 
this one being the Kelo-vyna, Growers’ Exchange 
feed warehouse, containing about two carloads of hay 
and straw. Local estimates of the. loss run -betweai 
$100,000 and $200,000 but the coimpany officials refuse 
to be quoted on; any definite figure.
m ' HI
R. J. Gordon, School Boardl chairman, presented 
the financial estimates of that body and gave the 
Council at its Monday sitting rather an unpleasant 
surprise when he announced an increase of $12,000 
over last year’s figures.
A  telegram to The Courier from Dr. G. L. Camp­
bell, at "Vancouver, conveyed the gratifying news that 
Mayor Sutherland had been successful, as a resUlt of 
a conference with Premier MacLean, in obtaining a 
government grant of $25,000 for the Kelowna 
Hospital.
Grote Stirling, M.P., stated today that it was not 
true the Customs A^ t^ had been altered, the clause 
enabling anti-dumping duties to be established not 
having been rescinded, but the order-in-council con­
ferring certain enforcement powers upon the Minister 
of Customs had been'rescinded and the means of en­
abling the anti-dumping clauses to become effective 
had been done away with for the time being. He cem- 
sidered the situation to be sufficiently serious to war­
rant all his constituents understanding the position as 
it really existed.
The following officers were elected at the annual 
meeting of the Glenmore Gun Club:: Hon. President, 
Mayor D. W - Sutherland; Hon. Vice-President, J. V. L. 
Lyell; President, Morton Paige; Vice-President, W. P. 
Schell; Secretary-Treasurer, Ben Hoy; Field Captain, , 
J. B. Spurrier; Executive, W . G. Lock, O. Jennehs and 
J. N. Cushing. I ,.
^ in' ■
Kelowna’s Intermediate B team won the IVestem 
Fuel Company cup and the B.C. title at Vancouver 
when they defeated Vancouver Y.M.C.A. 31-17. 
Scores follow: C. Pettman 18, Chater 7, Taggart 2, 
"Weatherill, Leathley, Griffith 4, V Stuart, Poole.—31.
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M e e t i n g  A t  O l i v e r
Glenmore Grower-Shipjper Finally Made To Sit Down As 
He Upsets Grower Meeting Called By Fruit Board—  
Calls BPard Members “Bunch Of Parasites”— Alleges 
Board (Controls Press In North— Throws Notice Of 
Appeal On Platform
AND YOUR general MOTORS DIALER
B. C, Fruit Board on Wednesday night of last week
Ritchie, near the close of the session, advanced to the front of 
the room, waving a,sheet of paper in his hand, and yelling, “I think 
the Board members are a bunch of parasites”. His words were al­
most drowned out by the yells of other members of the large aud­
ience for Ritchie to sit down.
Dentists recom m end W rig ley 's  
G um  as on aid to strong, healthy 
teeth, cleanses them of food par­
ticles, massages the gums. Aidsdi- 
gestlon,relievesstuflyfeelingafter ' 
meals. H elps keep yon h ea lth y ! 
Take some home for the children 
too —  they will love it! cs-35
G e t  W i s e  to  
C o n s t ip a t io n !
When you’re constipated, it’s a 
great temptation to be satisfied 
with quick relief. But physics 
may become a habit. And they . 
don’t keep constipation from re­
turning. It’s so much better to get 
at the cause of the trouble.
If you eat what most people do, 
chances are the only thing the 
matter is you don’t get enouglt 
"bulfc.” And “bulk” doesn’t mean 
hom much you eat. It means a 
hind ot food that isn’t consumed 
in the body, but leaves a  soft 
“bulky” mass in the intestines 
and helps a. bowel movement. .
What to do? Eat a little Kel­
logg’s All-Bran for breakfast 
every.' day, and drink plenty of 
water. This crunchy toasted ce­
real is not only rich in “bulk”-^  
it also contains the natmal in­
testinal tonic, vitamin B,. All- 
Bran is made by Kellogg in Lon­
don, Ontario.Soldby every grocer.
WHEAT FLOUR BY-PRODUCTS
Mill by-products of wheat flour in 
Canada niust be sold in- their pure 
state and according to fixed standards 
of quality. Commercial mixed feeds 
or mineral supplements are required 
to be registered ■ with tl^e Dominion 
Department of Agriculture and when
Throws Notice Of Appeal
Ho practically threw the shoot of 
paper at W. E. Haskins, Board Chair­
man, who presided at the meeting. The 
paper turned out to be his appeal from 
the conviction *of Acting Magistrate T. 
F. McWilliams, in, Kelowna, on a 
charge brought agadnst Ritchie of pack­
ing fruit at Glenmore last fall without 
a licence.
"You see reports of meetings which 
are held in the north and elsewhere 
and they say that everything went oil’ 
fine , when it didn’t. That is because 
the press is controlled,” alleged Mr. 
Ritchie.
Mr. Ritchie ondeavoui’ed to Continue 
his tirade but the prote.stations of the 
audience proved too great and he fin­
ally subsHled. His final act was to 
move an amendment to the motion to 
adjourn, but the growers were leaving 
the hall and the meeting was oyer be­
fore, he obtained a chance to continue.
This .Ritchie episode was only one 
part of a meeting which nearly equall­
ed in excitement the grower displays 
of 193.3, 'when the cent-a-pound move­
ment had the Valley on fire. . But the 
ultimate outcome was practically a 
victory for the Fruit Board members.
Mr. Haskins believes that if a vote 
of confidence had been taken, a vote 
of about 130 to 20 would have support­
ed ■ those in charge of regulating the 
marketing of Okanagan apples.'
■There was still evidence of a strong 
minority group in favour of the one- 
cartel system, which the Board has .de­
cried as being impractical. , It appeared 
that there was a considerable body of 
opinion at the meeting which would 
have supported the Board had a, show­
down been declared.
Barking Up Wrong Tree 
“You are barking . up the wrong 
tree,” was Chairman Tlaskins reply' to 
the Oliver, growers. “The Board has 
never, curtailed, "the shipment of any 
of your fruit. It is the shippers you 
ought to get after.” ; . -
Principal _ highlight of the meeting 
was the,- denunciation of Albert .Mil­
lar’s statementr appealing to . southern 
growers to break aWay from the board, 
branding, board members a;s persons 
seeking, their own. advancement, by 
Board member . O. W. Hembling.
“You have a spokesman down here,” 
said Mr.' Hernbling, “who has done a 
lot of talking. "Whether he has done 
any thinking or not, I don’t know. 
Whether he has been thinking pr hot, 
however, I  do object to- his careless 
handling of the truth, and I do object 
to libelou^ statements. There could not 
be a more malicious lie uttered by any­
one,” said the board member, in re-
to take legal action but, like the Irish­
man when he was kicked by the jack­
ass, we just considered the source.”
Mr. Millar’s only reply to Mr. Hcm- 
bling’.s scathing comment on his tSctics 
was to ask whose money was being 
spent for meetings up and down the 
valley to gain support for the new 
contract.
Mr. Plaskins replied that there had 
not been any meetings held as yet but 
that they would be held in the near 
future and" that it was growers’ money 
which would be spent, as the board 
members considered the new contract 
would be of benefit to the growers as 
a whole.
Mr. Haskins gave a lengthy explana­
tion of the deal to date, outlined the 
application of HJic one-desk plan and 
endeavoured to show how the one car­
tel idea would not work out satisfac­
torily to the benefit of the entire deal. 
Fie said that price-cutting would be 
.the most likely outcome of such a 
policy.
“Shippers Control You”
“Three men are unnecessary bn the 
control body,” F. W. Nesbitt stated. 
“The shippers control the deal and 
control you. The percentage of the 
varieties we grow may not be large, 
but it is all we have to sell and our 
entire living depends upon it.” This 
was in answer to Mr. Haskins’ state­
ment at the beginning of the meeting 
.that the Oliver-Osoyoos area produces 
only approxirriately one-tenth of the 
valley tonnage of Delicious and Romes, 
the two varieties on which discrimina­
tion has been charged, therefore any 
“discrimination” against those vari­
eties applied to the entire valley.
While growers in the Okanagan will 
probably receive a return ranging from 
40c to 50c per box for their produce, 
growers, across the line in the Wenat­
chee area will probably receive in the 
neighborhood of 15c per box, the meet­
ing was told by Mr. Hernbling. '
. Admission was made by board mem­
bers that it would have been better to 
have allowed sale of Delicious in an 
unwrapped pack this year, but the 
policy of insisting on a wrapped pack 
in past years had resulted in a con 
siderable premium for Delicious grow­
ers. Warning was given by Mr. Hem 
bling that the Delicious, crop had 
reached such proportions now that 
growers of this variety, might well ex­
pect a return in years to, come which 
would be but little above that for 
McIntosh.
chief objective of the diHsali.sfied fac­
tion in liu> soutii. He stated tliat lie? 
liiouglit it would dellnllely strangU; 
the deal and would lead to price cut- 
1in/t. He instanced lliat sliipper.s in 
the soutti would liave stocks of Deli- 
cinns and Romes to .sell in cutn|)(,‘(ition 
will! lyiacs from llie nortli. Eventually, 
lie ,s;ii(l, thi.s would mean that the 
sonlhern shipiier would be forced to 
lower the? price on his varieties in 
order to keep llu'in moving.
Mi-. Haskins again detailed tlie one- 
desk plan mid explained I lie set-up 
under wliieli [niymeiit will be made to 
sliijjjK.'r.s. He jjoiiited out tliat iiresent 
selling prices O f  mi.y variety an* no 
actual indicaljon of what tlie final: 
price will be. lie liazarded llie guess 
tliat tlie general deduction, which will 
be made otl all apjiles taken over b.y 
B.C. Tree Fruit.s. as at Deeembc?r ti. 
19,37. will be not more than 30c, :d- 
thoLigh then? is nothing definite on this
S H O U T IN G  at the top of his voice, in an almost hysterical manner, I yield on all fruit. , . , , , • over will be applied on varieties
Andrew Ritchie, Glenmore grower-shipper, provided the mam and the net loss will be taken oil' tin?
sensation at the meeting of Oliver-Osoyoos growers called by the contract prices .set at the time the 
" ■ ‘ . - 'shippers sold Ihe remainder of Iho
crop.
“Mac Growers Have Kick”
“It is the McIntosh grower.s who 
have the real kick.” said Mr. Huskin.s 
in dealing with (he complainis fron) 
the south (hat the Winosaps were legisT 
lated off the domestic market. “Up 
until this year, Winosaps have boon 
allowed on the domestic market with i 
out any restrictions. Small Macs were 
kept otr. This gave the Winesap grow- 
er.s a real advantage. The Mac grow- 
ers might easily hfive raised the cr.v 
of discrimination. This year, because 
the market would not absorb the smalj 
Winosaps, we ruled them off domestic, 
but we also ruled off Macs of a con­
siderably larger size., So ihd Winosaps 
were still in the preferred position.”
In dealing with the complaint that 
prices were sot too high this year, Mr. 
Haskins pointed out that the fruit 
moved at the prices and that actually 
they were not higher than the 1936 
prices within a week or so after 
opening.
Mr. Haskins agreed that the .stand 
taken by the south that Delicious 
■sliould be allowed to go out face and 
jumble, unwrapped. He pointed out 
that, until this year, the policy of mak­
ing a higher quality apple out of the 
Delicious had resulted in a premium 
for growers of this variety.
Mr. Millar, who took a small part 
m the evening's discussion, made the 
statement that all the south wants is 
•‘equal rights on packing and selling.” 
On being asked by the chairman what 
he would do to remedy the situation, 
he stated that he would put in a man 
to run the deal who would have suf­
ficient knowledge of the industry to 
handle it properly.
George Mabee gave a lengthy resume 
of the entire situation and pointed out 
what he considered, would be the ad­
vantages of the one cartel plan.
Question of the attitude of the-head 
of Sales Service on the one cartel 
plan came up.
“I am authorized to make the state- 
rnent the head of Sales Service never 
said that one cartel will work,” Mr. 
Hernbling told the rneeting.
The point .was stressed that the ap­
ple-buying public will not “buy any­
thing.” The public has. been educated 
to buy by variety and it is useless to 
present certain "varieties at an unsea­
sonable time.
P. D. Smithers rose to his feet to dis­
associate himself with what he termed 
the more radical elerhent of the south­
ern growers, stating that there are 
many growers in the district who are 
hot in support of the statements which 
had been made.
placed on the market must be labelled 
with the specific name of the ingred- I ferring to a jqrc'vious statement by Mr. 
ients and the guaranteed chemical Millar.
composition. j “It was the intention of the board
WILLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED
■ T A R . -  T A R P H A L T .  T A R  PA INT-; P E D L A R  
P R O D U C T S ;  M U N I C I P A L .  M IN IN G .  C O N -  
T R A C T O R S ’ ’A N D  R O A D  M A C H I N E R YI S -  ■ ; ' '-W,' «. ■ , • ■ •. •, ' 11 • ,’D s'
V A N C O U V E R .  B .  C .  . T E I _ i  S E Y .  2- 2 2 5 "
20 GIRLS WANTED
T o  L e a r n  H a i r d r e s s i n g
Also Boys to Learn Barbering
Both these, professions provide prof­
itable employmiftnt with pleasant snr- 
soundings and oa opportunity for In­
dependence by, opening your own 
shop. Tuition Reasonable. T003<S / 
FXtBE. Terms Arranged.
the city visit 
Hairdressing 
"W. Hastings
Hairdressing School
3 0 3  West Hastings 
Vancouver, B. C. Sey. 7789
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from Vancouver
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service 
Greyhound 8:00 p.m. Iv. KELOW NA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Bus .......  10:10 p.m. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m........... Bus
No. 11 ...... 10:35 pan. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a.m....... . No. 12
No. 11 ...... 10:00 aan. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8:15 p.m.    No. 12
Dine leisurely V IA  SICAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Daily Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous and Sicamous
4:00 pan. ly. KELOW NA ar. 2:25 p.m.
8:05 pan. ar. SICAMOUS Iv. 10.25 a.m.'
8:25 pan. Iv. SICAMOUS ar. 6:50 p.m.
9:00 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbouncl via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
' “Hypothetical Theories”
Albert Millar asked Mr. Haskins if 
the'board had ever had any experi­
ence with a one cartel arrangement.
“No,” 'was the reply, “but in 1932 we 
did have two cartels, one for Macs and 
the other for all other varieties, which 
closely aproached it.”
“Then you never have had one car­
tel?” re-iterated Mr. Millar. “In that 
case, all your arguments against one 
cartel are hypothetical theories.”
“And so are yoqrs,” was Mr. Has­
kins’ reply.
. The discussion threatened to become 
acrimonious on one occasion. At this 
time Mr. Flaskins stated that “he was 
an Irishman and if it was a brawl that 
was wanted, he was willing to oblige.” 
“You’ll get it in Oliver,” was one 
comment from the floor of the meeting, 
which did not appear to meet with 
general approval.
P. Huckerby asked Mr. Barrat if he 
would not be willing to forget his 
personal interest in fruit growing for 
the sake of his position on the board.
“No, I  would not.” was the board 
member’s reply, “and I am a Tittle 
tired of these insinuations which have 
been cast here tonight. I have never' 
asked for the support of the growers 
for any of the many positions I have 
held.”
Mr. Barrat’s reply to Huckerby was 
greeted with considerable applause 
from the meeting.
“You may not like me—lots of peo­
ple don’t, but don't let that cost you 
any money,” Mr. Haskins told the 
meeting. “There have been several 
things which have cost the growers in 
this valley thousands of dollars. One 
is sectional jealousy and the other is. 
individuality. I think you should re­
alize .that meetings of growers else­
where in the valley are not making 
these complaints against disci'imina- 
tion, where they have just as much to 
complain of as you have. It is not you 
against the board, it is you against the 
growers in the . rest of the valley.
Shyiipers Blamed
“You have been led to believe,” the 
board chairman went on. “that it is 
the cartel regulations which hold back 
the sale of your ^ruit. There is no 
regulation which holds back your fruit 
if it can be sold. It is up to your 
shipper. It seems to me, though, that 
there is a cause for grumbling per­
haps because Delicious and Romes 
were sold later than you thought pro­
per. But this was not because of any­
thing done by the board. You advo­
cate one cartel as a solution for all 
your difficulties. I believe that the 
one cartel plan would be disastrous to 
the deal as a whole and to you.”
Mr. Barrat gave his opinion on the
“Membet- Of Family”
Mr. Smithers also arose when An­
drew Ritchie first made his spectacular 
introduction; and pointed, but that 
Ritchie was not a southern grower and 
suggested that he be invited outside. 
However, Mr. Nesbitt pointed out that 
he was a grower and a member of the 
“family of Okanagan fruit growers,” 
to which Mr. Haskins had alluded 
earlier in the evening, and, as such, 
was entitled to be heard.
A  reference by Nesbitt to what 
he termed Mr. Haskins’ “august opin­
ion” was cut short by the chairman, 
who suggested that if personalities 
were not indulged in, the meeting 
might progress more rapidly.
Mr. Haskins, early in the meetlxig, 
pointed out that all of the board mem-
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Mike; "Thi? liiiicoln Highway ha.s 
signs all along wnniing potters.”
Ike: “What do tlu* signs say'/”
Mike: "Beware of soft slioulders.”
bens are interc'.sicd in (he varieties 
grown in the south, Winesap.s, Delici­
ous and Koines.
erve he^ oth
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Quaker
MuFFets.
The Whole Wheel Cereal Biscuit 
that's different
ajvVieya''® •  T h o u s a n d s  
cnjdy MufTcts 
every day. Buy 
a package from  
your grocer—  
serve regularly.
11 ^ e a € t4 /-to -e r U -^ o t (h £ d \
Mad( by
The Quaker Oats Company
^ '" " " E h e a i t h
BREAKFAST I
QUICK
Q UM EH O UTS
« 8 es.
Of
30 GENEROUS 
HEALTH BREAKFASTS 
IN EACH PACKAGE I
L IS T E N  IN
— 8 n.m
—“Marmot of Cnstlowood” anil “Cabin 
Croasroatla”. Lovo, (7:oiiianco, Music 
P.S..T., MONDAY to FRIDAY. NBC Rod Notworb
i l at tlio I 
and Comody I
K II o j
We WANT HAAirBOIlED
Buyers TO LOOK I f f  THESE ARIAZiNG FACTS
iSiWJPS
Take n .  \
You Get fn.. y . «
• _ . W  Y o u r^  T ea r ; iHoney
Panson at tA«
en r JI,
the R ig iii !
ANY man who buys o?t habit, this year, iS; losing out on 
PLENTY! And with my new X-RAY, I can PROVE THIS q uick  ! 
Nash’s amazing new su per -th rift  engine design (10 % more 
power and 1 2 %  more mileage on same gas) c a n  sa ve  y o u  
MORE than the slight diSfiference between Nash and “All Three” ! ' 
Come in and drive a Nash , . . the one really new car of the 
year . . . with 83 startling new features. Amazing improvements 
lik^ NASH Conditioned A ir system.. . . “Dancing Sand” sound­
proofing . . .  automatic cruising gear . . . perfected automatic
gear-shifting. ■ -kt ,
After looking these carsSrrer you will realize only a Nash
costs so little per year.
So big it tarns into a sleeping car with full-size bed!* K e l o w n a
D. j .  K err Garage
LIMITED
P H O N E  17
Y O U  C A N  B E  S U R E  O F H i p H
P E N D O Z I ST.
K E L O W N A
R E S A L E  V A L U E  I N  N A S H
OUR BIG PAINT SALT
Remember— Saturday, 23rd, is your last opportunity.
A P R IL  8th td_23rd 
O N L  Y  !
S A L E  P R IC E
S A L E  PR IC E
54-Pt.
.25
.35
Qt.
$1.40
$1.85
V2-rt.
.45
REGULAR
.60
J/-Gal.
$2.60
REGULAR
$3.50
.$1.00
Gal.
$5.00
’^ 6.50
1 ,QUART
Reg. $1.45 
GALLON  
Reg. $5.10 
Yz GAL. 
•Reg. $?:6'5 
PIN'T.-’'' 
Regj'^SOc ... 
Yi PINT  
Reg. 45c ...
$ 1 .0 0
$3.55
:$L85.
60c
35c
SAVE NOW!
Buy your supply of 
paint for your use 
now ■
AND SAVE
—  P H O N E  —
29
t 1
L.1 J l
B f
1
piAWtOT I
S A L E  P R IC E
S A L E  PRICEi
PINT
Reg. 80c ..
QUART
Reg. $1.40
5^ GAL,
Reg; $2.65
GALLON
Reg. $5.00
65c
$1.05
$2.05
$4.05
PINT
Reg. 60c ........
PINT
Reg. $1.10 ....
QUART r A
Reg. $1.95 tDAatH F  
GALLON
Reg.;^ $^6.75
85c
$5.40
Kelowna Growers* Exchatige
FREE CITY DELIVERY “THE HOtJSE OF SERVICE AND  QUALITY” PHONE 29
P A G E  E O U K T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIER
i -ic'«:n c i;k (;nANTi-:i>
A  luimbci’ of licc’tici's w o to  granted  
at M onday 's  city eouneil meeting. The  
re(iue.st of A lex ,  I’. I 'et lypiece for a lic­
ence to operate !is an inve.siment agent, 
.sLicco’eding liie lati; S. W ad ( ‘ was  
/'I'iinted. It w as  aicreed to pi.'iniit Leon
.Saw to operate a .shoe repair shop on 
I.awrence Aveniie, i)roviding that he 
did not sell any article.s. If he wishes 
to .sell goods the required bond must 
be posted. A licence was granted to j 
A. MacDonidd, agent of the Metropoli­
tan Life Insurance Company.
—More About----
DUBBING 
THE TUB
STIRUNG AGAINST 
DOUKHOBOR VOTE
e r r .-y
.P E A S , RECIPE
VECETAIILE CASSEROLE
1 20K o«. tin Hoyal City
drainrd1 rup oooked cuimhI
1 cup o«M>k€Hl carrot®* cubca
1 cup raw onion* mlnoTKl
3 ruiHi nKMilunt wlilto •auoo
2 l^ nrd cookod 
Grated chcooo
In a bullcrcd ciisscrolc arrange vcgctaWcB alterna­
tely. Fill coBBcroIe half full, cover wiUi 
egg, continue lilHng with vcgotuhlcs.
Bunco over and Bprinklo with chocBO or 
cracker 9ruml»8. Bake at 350" F. for 40 minutoB.
TH E  STR O N G  R IG H T  A R M  
O F  C A N A D A
i r  *
R e c e i v i n g  deposits or making  ^loans, Canada’s banks are dealing largely with other people’s 
money. Parliament has placed the strictest safe­
guards around the handling of other people’s money.
Wlien you deposit, or when you borrow, the 
strong right anp of the nation, itself is thrown about 
you, for banking is subjected, through The Bank 
Act, to greater Government regulation, stricter 
supervision and more penetrating Parliamentary 
scrutiny than any other business in Cadada.
Banka assemble the surplus funds o f miUiona o f Cana­
dians, mostly in  small sums. Based on these deposits, 
and their otvn resources, they make credit available 
where needed, fo r  agriculture, commerce, industry, 
lumbering, mining, fishing, transportation, markets, 
governments, municipalities and individttals.
These are grave responsibili­
ties. In discharging them ^ e  
hanks are well supervised.
Charters of all Canadian 
hanks expire at the end of every 
ten years; they can be renewed 
for no more than ten years and 
then onl^ a ft^  the most search­
ing parliamentary. investigation 
of the whole business of banking. 
Can you name any other form 
. of enterprise in Canada in which 
every company’s charter expire 
at one time? Or which has to 
undergo parliamentary inv^ti- 
gation as a condition to continu­
ing in business?
Parliament can, of course, 
amend The Bank Act at any 
time, but every ten years that 
Act is thrown o^n  for what is'
, known as the "Oecennial Revi­
sion”. Bank officers are called 
before the Banking and Com­
merce Committee of the House 
of Commons. They are examined 
and cross-examined by members 
and every phase of banking is 
fully disclosed.
It is a large committee which 
includes inany of the ablest 
minds in Parliament. Every 
province and eveiy political 
party is representeci on it, so 
that Canadians do not lack in . 
any sense for the most penetrat­
ing examination of the businera 
of banking. .
Canadians as a pe<mle thus 
regulate the business of banking 
through their elected representa- ' 
tives. Into The Bank Act, by 
reason of the work of this Com­
mittee over the years, have been 
built all of. the safeguards 
prompted by experience.
In addition, Canada’s char­
tered banks are supervised in 
various other Ways and operate 
under almost continuous scrut­
iny. Shareholders appoint their 
own auditors—chartered accoun­
tants— who closely examine each 
bank’s affairs.
Then there is 'an Insftector 
General of Banks, an officer 
"■under the Minister of Finance, ' 
whose duty it is to keep through­
out the year a vigilant eye upon 
banking operations. He has ac­
cess to all i>ank records.
Banks have to make statutory 
returns to the Minister of Fin­
ance and to the Bank of Canada, - 
periodically. Heavy penalties arc 
provided for neglect to make
them or if they contain falsity 
or de^it.
Each month they must report 
to the Government the total of 
loans made to baiik directors or 
to firms in which they are part­
ners, and of loans which directors 
guarantee. The return of January 
31st, 1938, shows that the total 
of such loans does not amount 
to more than l/98th part of the 
. total bank loans.
There Is no "money mono­
poly” in banking. Any group of 
responsible peome who will get 
. $5(H),0{)0 capital subscribed and 
half of it paid up, and who fulfil 
the requirements of The Bank  ^
Act, can start a bank. The re­
quirements are devised to safe­
guard the people against fly-by- 
night promoters.
Up till 1934' chartered banks 
issura their own notes to the 
amount of their paid-up capital 
and might, on occasion, exceed 
that sum under definite and rigid 
legal limits.
In establishing the Bank of 
Canada, Parliament provided 
that for ten years iirom and in­
cluding 1936, there should be a 
steady year by year reduction in 
the note circulation of the char­
tered banks.
We can issue our own notes 
now only up to 85 per cent, of 
our paid-up capital. Each year, 
as. tms reduction takes place, the 
note issue of the Bank of Canada 
incr^ses.
-Thus it must be seen that 
banks have never had an iin- . 
limited power to issue notes—  
they have always been definitely 
restricted by Parliament, witn 
heavy fines as penalties for any 
breach of these restrictions.
There is no mystery about the 
work of Canada’s chartered 
banks—their doings are an open 
book to the Hommion Govern­
ment, through the Minister of 
Finance, his officers, and the 
Bank Canada.
The chartered banks are con­
trolled by specific laws, regula­
tions and restrictions designed 
for your protection as depositor, 
note-holder dr borrower. Their 
work is to safeguard the thrifty, 
promote the flow of trade and 
commerce and to facilitate the 
transfer of goods and services.
T H E  C H A R T E R E D  BAJNKS
O F  C A N A D A
Your local branch b€ink manager u M  he glad to talk bankiagg 
with you. Be will be glad to answer your questions, frbtn  
standpoint o f  his own experience. The next orCiele its  iM h  
series will appeiar id. this newspaper. Wdtdh fo r  ]
(Continued from Page 1)
I Im i)rovident, Infro(juence, Inefllcicnl.
1 Should this attempt prove to be in 
I favour of your judj^cs I should be glad 
to receive a subscription voucher to 
I your paper.
Yours truly,
D O N  F A L L W E L L .
Member For Yale Fears Recur­
rence Of 1930 Election Condi­
tions.
SC O TT 'S  SC R AP B O O K
A ,o^
iM
"M.S. INVINCIBLE"
Kelowna, April Fool’s Day, 19,18. 
I To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
I Dear Sir, . ,
I I suggest the ICclownu-WcstbunK 
ferry be named “M.S. Invincible!” 
Because it CAN be docked in any 
wind. Oh, yes, she may miss the dock 
completely, come in beam on the next 
time, back up a couple of timcs,.bunq3 
the passengers into terror, but “M.S, 
Invincible is invincible against any 
gale, and always makes the dock.
Because it CAN perist in its habit of 
lying docilely to the dock when the 
ice is merely thick criough to permit 
potential passengers to cross afoot.
Because it CAN keep Kelowna, the 
"most Eastern city in the West’, for on 
I sighting M.S. Invincible, all that’s 
needed to remind a Quebecer of home 
|is the crew to be wearing “habitant" 
costume, then the touring Quebecer 
I will realize th,ore’s no use  ^fretting 
about getting across, because just like 
the old river ferries back home, the 
ferry may make a trip—after the cows 
are milked. ,
Because it CAN persist as a symbol 
of politics, when new ferry landings 
are talked about, not in relation to 
the shortest and best distance across 
the lake, but in relation to who -wiU 
benefit from the sale of the land in 
volved for the docks and highway ap' 
proaches. When A  party is in power 
the new ferry route is this and that, 
and when B party is at the helm, the 
new route is such and such. This keeps 
party adherents a-dreaming and a 
scheming, and if they can’t be a -d re^  
ing and a-scheming oyer a political 
plum like this choice, politics will die. 
So M.S. Invincible can maintain, un­
questionably, the balance of power 
between the adherents of parties A  
and B.
The highway system IS the property 
of the people of the Province, alright, 
alright, but the ferry system and sche­
dule are not. No, siree! The ferry is 
darned near the property of the pion- 
I eer who for so long ran an unsubsi­
dized, barge. and. launch,.seryice in the 
days of wagons and tonnage of baled 
hay, not trucks and tomatoes. Old 
M.S. Invincible is, by way of a post 
subsidy, a sort of local autonomy for 
the pioneer, and don’t forget he’& ra­
ther Invincible himself, because there 
aren’t many mariners afloat who have 
had their necks broken! You’ve gbt 
to convince him first, that there isn’t 
plenty of mileage in the 1927 model 
yet, before bringing on any shiny 1938 
model, with a long wheelbase, full of 
snappy schedule, easy steering, and 
M.S. Invincible REMAINS invincible 
finally, without a curfew whistle!
M.S. Invincible remains invincible 
agiainst all attempts at a revision of 
schedule, and JUST WON’T take a 
back seat for any new ferry.
Oh! No! Good old M.S. invincible! 
Yours truly,
R. A. MOWAT.
Man. Grole Stirling, M.P. for Yale, 
took an active part in the debate in 
the House of Coniinons last Thursday 
on the subject of giving the franchise 
to the Doukhobors, which Is strongly 
opiiosed by nearly every member from 
British Columbia.
He considered it “an ominous sign” 
that the Dominion government is pro- 
po.siiig to give the vote back to the 
Doukhobons. “Steps must certainly be 
taken,” ho added, “ to prevent the re­
currence of the disgraceful conditions 
under which the Doukhobors voted in 
the 1930 election, In both Yule and 
West Kootenay constituencies.”
The bill now before the House will 
go back to a special committee and 
there is no telling in what form it will 
rc-cmcx'gc. Many proposals rejected 
last year, now seem favoured and 
some favoured then, are now unpopu­
lar, declares Charles Bishop in the 
Vancouver Province.
YOUTH CONGRESS TO  
MEET IN  VANCOUVER
c a h a -o A.
I* LAW.C4E.P.
-AllMl -lIlE. 
UNi-iko
•HCLUDIKq
a ia s k a
B^.nC.RA.A.
OoHM a • PemMtuq 
WA5 pecorathp 
wnHIKB 
ahp uiobom or-ltit 
L&qiou of Honor..
«F FRAHCE-'rtlErtMtyl' 
0tCOBA.-rtoM EVC.R. AWABOED 
AH AMtRICAM
1m $UMA<RA..
BURIAU Of A
rcIlltP -fAKB. PIACE. IK 
'-<Wo IM^ -TAUME H-ri-
-fttll BODY 1^ KEI't'm A 
f WOODEN COFFIN FoR.'fwo VEAB.5 AFl'S.R Wllicit-(Ra 
' HEAP li BURIED IK AH URN AMD '<KE BoDY It 
PLACED IM A EAR^ VE. CARVED RECEPl'ACUE.
F COPVAICilT. I9jfl KINC UATUfltS VVNlXCAlt
-IRID 
BAHAMAS'
Jr rAMP 
1659, IK PALE LAKE 
COLOR I*
VALUED A(
H7K, Birr 
m DARK LAKE It OMLV 
WOR-rtl
it appears to be “so be it’’ to our 
hopps for a new ferry.
Yours truly,
MRS. L. MILLS.
Miss Muriel Cunliffe Goes To  
Coast For Big Gathering.
The second annual Greater Vancou­
ver and New Westminster Youth Con­
gress meets in Vancouver on April 15, 
16, 17 and 18. A  number of youth or­
ganizations in Kelowna are joining 
with the Youth Christian Study Club 
to send Miss Muriel Cunliffe, of the 
High School staff, as a delegate to this 
convention. The opening address ot 
the Congress will be on the subject, 
“Kinks in Democracy," by Hon. G. M. 
Weir, and the concluding address will 
be delivered by Rev. Dr. Willard 
Brewing.
Delegates to the National Youth Con­
gress, Toronto, May 21-24, will be el­
ected from this convention. Miss Cun­
liffe will sit on the commission, “In­
ternal Peace and Civil Liberties,’ 
where discussion and recommendations 
will be given on the meaning of de­
mocracy and civil liberties, their rela­
tion to internal peace, and youth’s re­
sponsibility for citizenship. On her 
return, a mass meeting of the youth of 
Kelowna will be held and Miss Cun­
liffe will report on the activities of the 
Congress.
LICENCE REFUSED
The city council on Monday night 
by unanimous vote refused the request 
for a printing licence made by L. H. 
North of East Kelowna.
DIDN’T  WORK THAT WAY
A woman was having the upper 
rooms of her house painted and she 
fancied that the painter was slacking 
on the job.
“Painter, are you working?” she 
shouted at the foot of the stairs.
“Yes, ma’am,” came the reply.
“I can’t hear you.”
'Well, do you think I ’m putting it 
on with a hammer?”
ISHORTER F E m  
ROUTE DISCUSSED 
A T PEACHLAND
West Shore Municipalities Won­
der W hy Shortest Crossing 
Could Not Be Used
An altenuiUve and .shorter route uc- 
ero.ss the lake from Siwash Point dir­
ectly acro.ss to Kelowna was discussed 
over the week-end by repre.sentativcs 
of Sununerlnnd, Peaehland and Wcai- 
bank, when the po.s.sibllity of this route 
was explored.
The route would cut off half the dis­
tance of the lake cros.sing, it is con­
tended, and tlius make it po.ssible to 
make twice'the number of trips with 
the present ferry accommodation. This 
would speed up crossing but on the 
other hand would make a longer walk 
into Kelowrta for those coming from 
the west side who habitually leave 
their oars on this side and do their 
shopping and business on' foot. It would 
also necessitate building new doclts 
but it is undci-stood that the present 
docks will have to be re-built in any 
case. A  meeting of the Summcrland 
Board of Trade is called for Tuesday 
night to discuss this plan.
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C l e a n s  D i r » y  H a n a »
Till at last, Ah! Hark!
It’s coming— t^ubby old “Ark!” 
Yours truly,
BERTRAM CHICHESTER.
Okanagan Centre, April 5, 1938. 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
I beg to submit the name of “Hope 
Deferred” for the Kelowna-Westbank 
ferry boat.
When one recalls the old saw which 
starts •with those words it is perfectly 
obvious to every user of the ferry why 
this is appropriate:
“Hope deferred maketh the heart 
sick.”
Yours truly,
ELLA L. H. PIXTON.
Okanagan Centre, April 5, 1938. 
I To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
In reference to giving a name for 
the ferry, my choice would be “M.S.
I Only way.” ""
Only one way to travel between east 
and west across the lake, until the 
I government supplies cheaper and bet- 
[ter transportation.
Yours truly,
P. W. PIXTON.
April 8, 1938.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
I would like to suggest as a name, 
“A Men”. >-i
With apologies to the Captain; and
Having "borrowed” an umbrella from behind Ezra 
Wilkin’s cigar counter, Mr, Picobac had privately 
scratched a small "P” on the handle, dolling it wMi 
his thumb. "April showers—^May flowers,” quoted 
he, watching the rain, "and a. good Burl*y crop.” 
"Look’s like my umbrella you’ve got,’* said Boa., 
Mr. Picobac pointed to the letter "P” scratched on 
the handle. ’’Picobac, his mark,” said he. ’’1,01- 
ways like a crook-handled umbrella. Then I  can 
hook it in my elbow. I don’t have to lay it down 
to fill my pipe. Sure as I do I forget it. I  want 
to be free to enjoy a mild . . . cool . . .  sweet 
Picobac smoke any time—ram or shme.’’
H A N D y  SEAL-TIGHT POUCH •  IS c
1/2-LB. “ LOK-TOP" TIN - 60c 
also packed in Pocket Tin*
•|t DOES taste qood in q  pipe!"
Im peria l Tobacco Com pany o f Canada, Tam lh id
G R O W N  I N  S U N N Y .  S O U T H E R N  O N T A R I O
H a v e  y o u  t r i e d  P i c o b a c  S l i c e d  P l u g  -  v e s t  p o c k e t  t i n  I S c
■ Kelowna, April 4, 1938. 
I To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
I Dear Sir,
Re your article of March 31st, in the 
[ same spirit as your article is written, 
re name for ferry.
Suggest an appropriate name would 
I be, “M.S. British Columbia Hold-up.
■irhe ferry is a hold-up to commercial 
business, a. hold-up to tourist traffic,
[ a hold-up to the Naramata road and 
i to Mr. and Mrs. average citizen, it is 
a highway hold-up.
For a return trip on this ferry Mr. 
and Mrs. average citizen, driving their 
car, pay $1.70, see receipts attached 
herewith.
For $1.70 this same Mr. and Mrs. 
average citizen with the same car, 
could run to Penticton and return, or 
could operate the same car from Kam­
loops to Kelownaj in each instance Mr. 
and Mrs. average citizen, may have a 
I little gas to spare.
Yours truly,
S. J. WEATHERLY.
Peaehland, B.C., April 4, 1937. 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
Re the “Dub the Tub.”
I think she might be named the 
“Ever Never” because she is ever on 
the job, but never quite where you 
want her; neat, simple and appropriate 
and would look well printed in gold 
letters.
“H.M.S.C. Ever Never.”
Yours truly,
E. H. PIERC^E.
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Rutland, B.C., April 4, 1938. 
To the Editor,
 ^ Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
May I suggest that they christen the 
ferry: “Thie Ark” or “Noah’s Ark.”
If you have ever waited long and 
late on a cold winter’s night for the 
ferry, you’ll understand the following 
line, well!
“What a lark! (?)
No sign of the. barque.
So, we park—- 
A ll in the dark.
Without even a spark 
To see our mark.
V
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By J. R. A.
Jack Patterson’s Sports Map (;<>lumn 
in the Vancouver Sun last w«‘clc had 
an IntcrestintC comment from friend 
Abo Saperstein, the cagey little manager 
of that famous aggregation of coloured 
hoop stars, the Harlem Globe Trotiers. 
When Abe and his boys were here last 
winter they informed this writer tliat 
they would challenge the New York 
Celtics for the world’s professional bas-, 
kctball championship. The ehallengc 
was issued and accepted and the Cel­
tics came to Chicago followed by a 
number of gamblers from New Yawk. 
who were ready with some heavy 
sponduliks to place against tlie Globe 
Trotters. They found ready money 
and the game was all set. Tlie New 
Yorkers considered they had an easy 
mark, but the Globe Trotters soon let 
them know they were in a ball game. 
With but a few riiinutes left to play 
the Celtics called time out and walked 
off the floor with the score tied at 
36-all. They refused to finish the game 
and the bets were called otT. Some 
sportsmanship!
* « •
Basketball as she should not be 
played was displayed in no mean man­
ner at the Scout Hall last Friday eve­
ning and low were the moans and 
many were the creaking joints as the 
aftermath. It was a game between two 
so-called Junior Board teams, one cap
Louis Beats Thomas T
B a s l< e t b a l l  T h r o u g h o u t  I n t e r i o r
C o m i n g  T o  C l o s e  A f t e r  S e a s o n  In
W h i c h  G a m e  S h o w e d  C o m e b a c k
--------------------------------  •
Kelowna And Kamloops W in  Two Interior Titles Each—  
Penticton And Salmon Arm  Also Victors— Princeton 
Favoured To W in  Senior C Title From Ashcroft—  
Kelowna Scouts Forced To Default To Nanaimo
Champion Joe Louis successfully defended his title against Harry Thomas 
in their recent Chicago fight. Louis knocked Thomas out in the fifth roimd. 
tained by Corresponding Secretary I The above picture was taken during the first round of the fight and shows 
Parkinson and the other piloted by Re- | Thomas preparing to uncork a stiff one at the champ, 
cording Secretary Armstrong. The cor­
respondence team was adjudged the 
wjnner, although they didn’t care at| 
the end of the game whether they won 
or not.. They were too tired and spent 
to be bothered. It was rather a fam­
iliar sight to see Dick Parkinson and 
Stub Roweliffe holding down the de­
fence position, although in the latter 
case the defence was held down more
solidly than in yesteryears.
• • «
CHAMPIONSHIP WON 
BY VERNON RINK
Two Kelowna Foursomes Com­
pete In Bonspiel At Vernon.
Stars and would-be stars were on i 
the floor Friday night. The captain of 
the losing team was observed to run 
up the floor twice and then collapse, 
being unable to generate enough breath also from Vernon, .and
TENNIS CLUB
to get him back again. Rotund Ed Neff I
lost at least ten of those valuable | _ Staples Ke-
pounds, while Terry Bennett was prac­
tically wraith-like at the finish. Bus
[lowna foursome.
J. Patterson’s Revelstoke rink' won
Taggart showed the most promise, and 
in watching his smooth efforts, one
f'niilrl not hpln hnt wonder whv he I rink skipped by .Fred Murray,could t elp but  y  ’ iviurr , 
gave up the game just when he was ^ ^ ^ tro n g . w^ the Wildfire trophy 
He could still come Ihitting his stride, 
out and show many of the lads a few
tricks. on the cage floor.• ♦
A ll year long there has been a pro­
crew, of Trail.
The Staples rink consisted of Don 
McLean, Harry Chapin, Art Lander 
and R. B. Staples, skip.
longed howl from coaches of school I another 
and college teams in the United States reached the
that the new rule eliminating the cen- 
tre jump in basketball is practically
kiUiug toe contestants. It looked for | ^ cKay second and Dqn Ytoitham toir^ 
a while as i f  the centre jump would
be reinstated, and I, for one, would clearly showed that she is one of the 
hate to see that take place. But the | outstanding players on- this continent, 
new rules will stay in .effect for an-
Trail. Smoke Eaters are carrying'the
“stream-lined” ^m e the cage officialss t r e ^  imea game, tne cage oinciais and it would appear that
British Columbia tefm will be 
time-oute to five^ for each team and 1 j to  there for the Allan Cup finals, 
al ow the optional use of four ten- closest competition which Trail
experienced to date was right in
fnH f^ rth  S  t^he °wn sectional play-offs against Nel-third and fourth periods. This is tne „  . TrailitP«<3
ACM E YEAR
Season 1937 W as Not Success 
From Financial Standpoint But 
Expect Membership Increase
G IV E  L IF E  M E M B E R SH IP
W . Metcalfe Honoiired For His 
. Valued Sbi;vices In Kelowna 
Tennis Tournament Circles
last winter, and as a matter of fact 
no 20-minute games were played here. 
These are two of the five changes pro­
posed and sound like good ones to this 
writer. The speed of the basket game.
two of the three games into overtime, 
but the fiery men from B.C- overpow 
ered all opposition and won the semi­
final round in three straight, not al 
loivirig any of the wiseacres to sneeras it is pnerally played is teritoc 
and to stand the pace players need 1 ■ ^
frequent rest periods, despite what 
some strict advocates of hockey, as I Every hockey fan in, this pr6yince,.j 
against basketball, have to say to the and there are thousands, is anxiously 
contrary. awaiting the outcome of the Allan
finals between Trail and Cornwall 
Margaret Taylor, who sallied forth to Aces. Thesfe Eiaters have piled up 
Quebec and acquitted herself in no quite a record, for starting with the 
mean manner on the shuttle courts in Nelson Maple Leafs series, they have 
the Canadian badminton champion-1 lost but one game to the Flin Flon 
ships, has been awarded third ranking Bombers, and have scored 77 goals to 
spot in the Dominion of Canada, ac- their opponent?’ 17. That seems to be 
cording to latest advices from the Can- a fair percentage to take any team 
adian body in charge of this sport. This into the finals, even though this is the 
graceful, left-handed star has long been sixth year lof their endeavours. For 
a top ranking player in this Dominion five previous years they reached the 
and has brought a great deal of pub- western finals, only to be eliminated, 
licity to the Orchard City. Her per- twice by Port Arthur. They success- 
formances at Quebec, where she reach- fully hurdled the final obstacle in the 
ed the semi-finals of the ladies’ singles west and have set their sails for the 
and won the Canadian doubles crown,' Cornwall Ace$,
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
Anticipating a banner season with 
an increase' in membership, the Ke­
lowna Lawn, Tennis Qlub annual meet­
ing in the Casorsp Block, Bernard Ave­
nue, was an enthusiastic one . on Tues­
day evening, and was attended by 
some 25 members. ■
' Although 1937 was not a success from 
a financial standpoint, the net deficit 
being approximately $95, and the bills 
outstanding being $153, the addition of 
the lighted court whs an expensive 
proposition and; accounted for a big 
part of the loss, Mr. H. G. M. Gardner, 
president, reported at the outset.
Optimistic Outlook
With renewed enthusiasm for all 
sports being shown in Kelowna this 
spring, the tennis members were op­
timistic in their outlook. Fred Tag­
gart has been appointed chairman of 
a membership drive committee, with 
power to add.
A  number of holders of ten dollar 
debentures in the Kelowna Lawn Ten­
nis Club had donated these holdings 
back to the Club, the annual meeting 
was informed, and -a hearty ' vote of 
thanks was passed to these generous 
persons.
Although the official opening will 
not be held until May 1, four courts 
are now available for play, and teas 
are to be served on the holidays this 
week-end.
An attempt will be made to provide 
free coaching service for school pupils 
on Saturday morning, in order! to bring 
along the younger people and start 
them on the right course on the courts. 
This idea was received with enthusi­
asm and the members authorized the 
executive to continue with its plans.
Life Membership
One of the most ^ pleasing functions 
.of the evening was the presentation to 
W. Metcalfe of a life membership in 
the Club, in appreciation of the. valu­
able/ services rendered? Both Presi­
dent Gardner and O. St. P. Aitkens 
spoke highly of Mr. Metcalfe’s valuable 
work and the untiring efforts expended 
in tournaments. .
T h e  Tennis Club has agreed to apply 
for the dates from July 4 to 9 for the 
Interior Tournament this year, and it is 
quite likely that these lyill be the dates 
allotted.
The main directors of the Tennis club 
were given unanimous re-election on 
Tuesday, H. G. M. Gardner. returning 
as president. W, Metcalfe, as vice-pre­
sident, and Fred Williams, secretary- 
treasurer. The committee members 
consist of Mr. W. W. Pettigrew, Miss 
Mary Stubbs, O. St. P. Aitkens, F. W. 
Pridham, F. Taggart and N. Izowsky. /
Ba s k e t b a l l , after a comeback season, has settled quietly down in the Interior and is prepared to fold up for another year, A  
review of achievements in the past year again shows Kelowna to be 
in the foreground of all Interior centres, but in other towns and cities 
the game has taken some strides forward.
Interior Champions
The only Interior title which ha.s not 
been completed is the Senior C divi­
sion, and Princeton and Ashcroft haye 
to settle dilToreiices on that score, with 
the former being decided favourites.
Other Interior title holders are:
Senior B men: Kelowna Pheasants.
Senior B ladies: Salmon Arm.
Intermediate A boys: Kamloops.
Intermediate A girls: Kamloops.
Intermediate B boys: Kelowna
Scouts.
Junior boys: Penticton.
Kelowna and Kamloops each won 
two divisions, while Salmon Arm and 
Penticton split the other two, with 
Princeton a likely factor in the Senior 
G group.
This past season saw Princeton make 
strong bids in the junior and Interme­
diate B boys divisions, only to lose out 
by narrow margins. Revelstoke came 
back into Senior B men’s play-offs 
after a two-year absence, and although 
the main line lads were somewhat out­
classed they had a young team which 
may well be heard from at a later 
date.
In B.C. playdowns, Kelowna was the 
only club which carried through for a 
B.C. title, the Pheasants defeating 
Hoyle-Brown of 'Victoria in the finals,
-Kamloops Ousted
Kamloops lost out to Trail, Kootenay 
winners, in the BU. semi-finals, and 
Trail later lost to the Coast champions.
The girls’ divisioris were not consid­
ered strong enough to go up against 
the Coast champs,» and declined to 
enter B.C. play-downs.
Thus Penticton juniors were the only 
other group of cagers -to meet a Coast 
squad. On Friday, April 1, the Pen­
ticton juniors were the only other 
group of cagers to mept a Coast squad.
On Friday, April 1, the Penticton 
youngsters played at Chilliwack and 
lost out by a narrow 30-28 margin, in 
a fast, clean contest. Penticton led by 
eight points at one time but could not;
BIGGEST ENTRY 
LIST IN LADIES’ 
GOLF CONTESTS
Thirty-Eight Members Particip­
ate In Two Competitions—^Tic 
For Low  Net Score For Quali­
fiers
hold up. Andrew Bennie, the Pentic­
ton manager, was quite elated with 
the series and did not ^cem to mind 
the defeat a bit as the Chilliwack 
crowd seemed to be so tickled over 
the win—it was the first B.C. cham­
pionship that city ever enjoyed.
Story Of Scouts
The fate of the Kelowna Scouts, In­
termediate B winners of the Interior 
for the second straight year, was a 
sad one. They were slated for a trip 
to Nanaimo and negotiations concern­
ing dates were started. Unfortunately, 
Nanaimo exceeded its authority and 
set a definite date without waiting for 
confirmation. A  hall was, rented and 
advertising posted before the Kelowna, 
Club could notify them that the date 
was impossible.
A  date a few days later was suggest­
ed by Nanaimo, but that took the Ke­
lowna lads right into their Easier ex­
aminations, and it was impossible for 
them to travel. The Kelowna Club 
endeavoured to have the contest post­
poned until this week, after to® Easter 
examinations had been concluded but 
Nanaimo would not agree. The Ke­
lowna boys had no recourse but to 
default, as they could not travel on 
Nanaimo’s chosen dates.
Attempts have been made to re­
open the negotiatibns with Nanaimo, 
but it is considered unlikely that there 
will be any chance of the competition 
being completed.
Senior C Mix-Up
Another unfortunate incident occurr­
ed in the Senior C division semi-finals. 
Both Salmon Arm and Enderby regis­
tered a “J. Monk” with the Interior 
secretary, J. R. Armstrong, who consid­
ered that they were two tofferent men 
and accepted the registrations.
But both teams had been registering 
the same man, and without informing 
the Interior Association of the situa­
tion, decided that Monk would play 
the first round for Enderby. Salmon 
Arm won and then took Monk to Ash-
LACK OF QUALITY 
IS OVERCOME BY 
LARGEJFRN-OUT
Poor Scores Registered In Play 
For The Rees Cup Qualifying 
Round And Spring Flights
Quanlily more than quality featured 
la.st week-end golf competitions at the 
Kelowna Golf Club, when 39 entries 
participated in the qualifying round 
for tlie Rees Ciijj and tlie spring 
flights.
Low gross score for the eighteen 
holes was turned in by Chester Owen, 
In the spring fliglits play, over 16 j  with an 60, but otlicr scores were no­
holes with handicap, Mrs. G. E. Wi.se- | thing to write home about, 
man and Mrs. A. C. Lander tied for ' The ciualifying round has been post- 
low net score. Sixteen golfers teed j cd witli sixteen players, while the first 
off, with the following qualifying for [ flight contains the same number of
Tliirty-eight lady golfers participated 
in the competitions last Saturday af­
ternoon, at the Kelowna Golf Club, to 
set a new high in entries. Never be­
fore in the history of the Club has 
there been such a line turn-out in, the 
ladies’ section. ”
future rounds: Mrs. Wiseman, Mrs.
Lander, Mrs. A. McClymont, Mrs. A. S. 
Underhill, Mi’s. John Cushing, Mrs. L. 
L. Kerry, Miss Renwick and Mrs. C. 
Owen.
A nine-hole competition, was held 
for those who did not wish to enter 
the spring flights, and Mrs. A. Mac­
donald was the winner.
This Saturday will see the monthly 
medal play, plus a nine-hole medal 
contest, among members of the ladies’ 
section.
VERNON, April 14.—That there were 
63 fewer heads of families and single 
unemployed on the civic rolls during 
March than was the case in the corres­
ponding month of 1937, was the en­
couraging report given by Alderman 
A. C. Wilde at the City Council meet­
ing on Monday evening.
croft and played one game, winning 
by six points. When Ashcroft returned 
to Salmon Arm, word of the mix-up 
had leaked out and the potato town 
team asked Salmon Arm to withdraw 
the man.
Monk did not play in the second 
game, which Salmon Arm again won, 
but Ashcroft protested the series on 
the ground that Salmon Arm had used 
an ineligible man in toe series. Monk 
having played with Enderby and then 
transferred to Salmon Arm without 
authority.
The Interior Association officials, 
considered there was no other course 
open but to. throw out the Ashcroft- 
Salmon Arm games and order a replay. 
Salmon Arm replied that it could not 
raise the necessary funds to travel and 
would have to default, and although it 
seemed an unfortunate occurrence all 
around, the Interior body considered 
it had no option but to inform Ash­
croft to proceed to play Princeton in 
the finals.
contcstajits. There ore seven in the 
second flight play. ,
Complete In Week
Each round is to be completed in a 
week’s time and the match committee 
is hoping that every member makes 
an elTort to keep the competition up 
to date.
This Fi’iday, April 15, there will be 
a mixed foursome contest, two-ball 
handicap style, while Sunday will see 
the qualifying round for the club 
championship and the Knox-Campbell 
trophy as v/ell as the Barton trophy 
for the flights winner.
IVlonday has no scheduled play, but 
is being held open for players to cona- 
plete various rounds in the competi­
tions already stai'ted, H. K. Todd, cap­
tain, states.
In the Rees Cup first round and 
flights rounds, play will be over 18 - 
holes, with a handicap of thl'ee-quar- 
ters of the difference in scores in each 
case.
Here Are Golf Draws
Rees Cup first round is as follows:
Chester Owen and S. McGladdery, 
Dr. Newby and Doug Buckland, A I 
Weddell and Dr. Underhill, E. W. Bar­
ton and Frank Dobson, H. K. Todd and 
A. Macdonald, G. Pavis arid W. Petti­
grew, T. Forbes and J. Ladd, M. Fraser 
and D. Curell.
First Flight;—E. M. Carruthers and 
J. Cunliffe, W. R. Foster and A. E. Cook- 
son, J. A. Hafnilton and F. Cadman, 
W. Forsyth and Bob Seath, Doug Bur­
den and Bill Embrey, F. Barnes and 
Chas. Kirkby, H. G. Bowser and Bert 
Johnston, Norm DeHart and J. D. 
Quine. -
Second Flight.—T. Griffiths and T, 
Treadgold, E. C: Weddell and H. John­
ston, T. Henry, bye, G. Meikle and J.
C. L. Brown.
PENTICTON BALL PROSPECTS 
BRIGHT
PENTICTON, April 14.—Prospects 
for the local baseball club are looking 
brighter, it has been indicated by Neil 
McKerracher, manager, and. other of­
ficials of the club. Not only is there 
more than a possibility that Penticton 
will again field an “unbeatable” nine, 
but the new twilight league is organiz­
ed and will be off to a good start with­
in a short time.
FIRST' FULL- LENGTH / 
FEATURE PRODUCTION-’
W H I T E
’A N D  'iim DWARFf
The Empress Theatre is seeking a 
Princess Snow White in Kelowna 
and seeks your co-operation.
Any girl between the ages of 14 and 16 may enter.
^ Just fill in the attached coupon and the Empress 
Theatre fans will do the rest.
To the Manager,
Empress Theatre, Kelowna.
I desire to enter my name in your Princess Snow 
White contest.
Address .... ......... -................ -.... ........... ........ ;....................
Phone ..................... . .. Date of Birth .......................... . .
i a •• •
i Hear the hit songs of 
J the dayI...See the 
I picture that was 3 
I years in the making 
I by a thousand artists I
Fllmad In marv«lo»> 
M U l T i r t A N F  
. TECHNICO lO K
Dlitrlbut»dty RKO RADIO Pitttin
 ^ All contestants’ hair will be dressed without Charge at Bob- 
In, BeWty Parlour.
 ^ All contestants will have photographs taken by Ribelin Photo 
Studio. The photographs will be displayed in the Empress 
Theatre Lobby and the Empress Theatre fans will select 
our Princess Snow White by ballot.
^  The Princess elected will receive shoes and stockings from 
the Williams Shoe Store and a dress or suit from Bon Marche 
and a three month’s guest ticket to the Empress Theatre.
No W ork! —  A ll Fun! —  Fill in the coupon now!
FIRST^FULL- LENGTH/ 
FEATURE',PRODUCTION
w U Y T l !Ww JniJl JL JEi
I A K O  T H E
e iH  DWARF!
Hear the hit songs of 
the doyl...Sec th e -C y ^ ^  
picture that was 3 ' '
years in the making 
by a thousand artists I
m' ■
Fltm«d In morveloa*
M U IT  I (> t  A N  E 
. T E C H N IC O IO R
Distrlbulid by RKO RADIO Fieturu
CEMETERY CARETAKER NAMED
H. T. Ashton was appointed temporl- 
ary caretaker of the cemetery by the. 
city council at its meeting on Monday 
nij^t. ’ I
MAY 2,0, 2,1 
Thurs., Fri., Saturday
»*AGE SIX TH E  K E L O W N A  COURIER THURSDAY, APRID 14. 1038
Houtli Okuiiagan Monuineiit Worka 
IlliADSTONKS AND 
MONUMENTS
InipuiUKi urid native granite or 
{{uararjtec’d
• olon, B. C.
niai lil<‘ S.i' 
at rlcht piuv 
Dox 504, 1
JO SEPH  ROSSI 
CO N TR ACTO R
Phistcring and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
rhoiic 398
U .G U ID l& O R S l
Contractors for 
MiASTEKING, STUCCO ond 
MASONRY WORK 
Rhone 494-L OR C34-L
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTlD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS! 
Day Phone. 33; Night. 502 & 791 
KELOW'NA, B. C.
MONUMENTS« ! ♦
i  Sand Blast Lettering
dUb VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks ' 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO.^LTD.
Phone 4G9 - - Kelowna, B.C.
-More About-
MINISTER  
AND TRADE
F o r  S a l e
AT A VERY LOW FIGURE
Splendid home situated on Har­
vey Avenue, in excellent condition 
both inside and out, contains on the 
ground floor, entrance hall, living 
room with open fireplace, dining 
room, kitchen, pantry, small hall at 
side entrance, lavatory and wash 
basin. Upstairs: 5 bedrooms, bath 
room and separate lavatory and 
wash basin, large linen cupboard 
Basement a.nd hot water heating. 
Garage, stable. Woodshed, chicken 
house. Size of lot 142 x 305. 22
bearing fruit treses,
ANY REASONABLE OFFER WILL 
BE CONSIDERED.
Apply—
OKANAGAN INVEST­
MENTS CO., LTD.
Real Estate 
PHONE 98
Department
PHONE 332
37-2C
------------------------4,
From I’ngo 1, Column 1 
fidd Motliiiig to tlu> local bourd’f; know­
ledge of tjie situation. He did iiow 
ever. e.xpreHs liim.self as being mo.sl 
anxious to see a b<*Uer service inaug­
urated and fc‘It lliat once the /nailer 
was started it should be but a tvw 
months before (he new ferry was In 
commission.
W. A. C. Bennett, chairman of the 
board, in his opening remarks outlined 
why tlie meeting liad been called. He 
explained that the ferry trufilc was in­
creasing steadily each year; that lire 
steamers were not now operating on 
the lake and the ferry hud to accom­
modate all tiro traffic; tliat it was a 
vital link in the only through highway 
in tlie Intei'lor; that freight, express, 
mail, trucking as well as private pas 
senger traffic had to be accommodated. 
'I’lie Irucks were steadily getting larger 
while at the same time motor vehicle 
licences had already this year increased 
by more than two hundred over the 
same period last year. Although It was 
only April, cars wore already being 
left and the whole district had become 
alarmed about the hold-up that would 
result this summer if no oiTort was 
made to improve the service. One 
hundred additional acres of tomatoes 
are being planted this year at West- 
bank anci these must be brought to the 
Kelowna factories and will add just 
that much more traffic at the height 
of the busy season. The conference 
had been called in the hope that the 
minister, who had just returned from 
Victoria, might be able to shed a little 
light on the government’s plan regard­
ing a new ferry.
No Oriental Sympathy 
Dr. MacDonald stated that his sym­
pathy could not be gained by any Ori­
ental development. As far as he vvas 
concerned he was through doing a 
thing to help the Oriental in B.C. One 
speaker rejoined that whether these 
two hundred acres were grown by Ori­
entals or not, they were an added 
burden on the ferry and the white 
grower was the one that was penalized 
by the inadequate ferry accommoda 
tion
C. E. Bartley of. West bank pointed 
out that the increase was not one large 
area. Every grower was increasing 
his acreage so the increase was spread 
over the whole district. There are 
only about five Japanese there, Mr, 
Bartley stated.
Resents “Big Stick”
Dr. MacDonald, launching his attack, 
stated that he was ready to assist but 
that he would not be driven by any 
big stick. He had come to the meet­
ing in the hope of being able to assist 
the district but if the district was go­
ing to try to wield the big stick in an 
effort to coerce the government into 
building the ferry; he was through. He 
had stated in January that a new ferry 
would be built as quickly as possible 
but the board of trade apparently 
doubts the veracity of the government 
and now is callingm eetings which 
published reports indicate are decid­
edly hostile to the government.
Donnybrobk
At this point W. A. C. Bennett tried 
to point out that'the meeting had been 
called, not in a bull-dozing spirit, but 
solely because the people were con­
cerned about the situation and were 
anxious to obtain the latest information 
on the government’s ferry policy.
Immediately there was a verbal don- 
nybrook with the chairman and the 
minister each trying to shout the other 
down, with an occasional remark be­
ing hurled from the audience adding 
spice.. “Politics” and “fair-play’’ /were 
words'which were heard frequently 
and for a moment it looked as though 
the meeting was going to end before 
it started.
C. E. Bartley seized a moment when
REPLACEMENT TAX FELT TOO HIGH 
BY WES1RANK IRRIGATION MEETING
W . H. Hewlett And J. W . Han- 
nam Are Elected Trustees— 
Next Year's Taxes $10 Per Acre!
■More About-
PROVINCE
LOOKSThe iimuial Ineeling of the Weslbnnk 
Irrigation Di.strlct was held in the 
Co/imumily Club Hall on tlie 4tli inst. ,
Mr. W. Hewlett was appointed Cliair- I'rom luge 1, Colunln 5
man imd Mr. H. O. Paynter secretary No. 99. Fifty-one billboards will be 
for the meeting. 'I’lie minutes of two posted along the way and will be kept I 
general meetings held during 19:i7 were serviced by an artist. The boards are 
reud and adopted. 'I’he Trustees re- c)f two varieties, one deiilotirig a hund- 
port* auditor’s report and financial some R.C.M.P. officer, in his .scarlet 
statements were also adopted, 'riiere tunic, on a beautiful black horse, stand- 
was a little discussion with regard to ing be.side a mountain lake. 'I’lie other 
some of the items in tlie finaiieial type of board shows a large lake trout | 
statements and they were explained rising to meet a lly, the picture being 
very .satisfactorily by Mr. C. H. Jack- so real that it will lure any fi.shermun. 
son tlie District’s auditor. Besides tliis row of boards, udvertis-l
In tlie Trustees’ report the building ing boards are being placed south of
o f. tlie Bear Lake Dam was considered 
a great asset to the district. Mr. E. C. 
Payntor, the storage baililT, considered
the live principal entries into this pro­
vince in the Interior. These' boards 
carry a mention of the Okanagan Val-
tliis tlie first year lie felt Safe in saying | loy, as well us general B.C, advertising, 
there would be plenty of irrigation for
the wliole season. He pointed out that 
the District’s best source of supply was 
Bear Lake and its tributary Lambley
B. C. Day On July 1st
At San Francisco for 1939, 2,0001
square feet of space in the Court of
Creek had a water shed 8 miles long \Ve.stern States, has been rented. July I 
and (infined 'tlfe higJHest mountains 1, 1939 will be known as B.C. Day at| 
making the runoiT much later than the the World’s Fair.
lower creeks. “'rhis is the first time in the history!
The voters list was read and nomi- t>f the Fair that any single province or 
nations wei-e called for two trustees, | state has ever been granted that priv-
O u ts ta n d in g  V a lu e s
Easter Shoppers
E a s t e r  S u i t s ,  C o a t s ,  D r e s s e s  
a n d  S p o r t s  W e a r
Match Accessories with “Flowers”
A lovely collection for your suits and other
costumes; "IK .,*  to
priced ...............................  I O C 7 5 c
nineteen electors being present 
Messrs. T. G. Mahon, W. H. Hewlett 
and J. W. Hannam were nominated.
The result of the ballot showed W. H. ^
Hewlett and J. W. Hannam to be elect-! show*
ed.
The trustees remuneration was set 
as at the same amount as last year.
C. H. Jackson was appointed Audi­
tor for the ensuing year.
ilege and honour,” declared Mr, Craig. 
“And we had the assurance from the! 
Exposition officials that B.C. is making 
a real contribution towards the success
It is expected that several million 
persons will visit the British Columbia 
stand during the ten months of the 
fair. Every person will be, registered, 
along with the type of business or re-
The trustees announced that tax and Lreation they are particularly interest 
tolls after this year would amount to Ld  This information will be sent
Victoria, where pamp’ilets and fold- 
made up of a tax of $6 for replacement I forwarded to these persons.
fund and a toll of $4 per acre for oper- ^heir names will also be sent to the
? f  " " f * -  district in which they have expressed)
mg that the replacement cost was too ! „  interest so that a follow-up cam- 
high as a great many of the system' . i
properties would outlast the life given 
them. The electors requested that the 
Trustees ascertain all they could about 
the rates of other districts and before 
the Westbank amounts are set to call 
another general meeting. It is under­
stood that this will be done.
■ • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice from Manitoba 
have been visiting their daughter Mrs.
W. D. Gordon. '
* * •
The W. A. of St. George’s Church 
met at the home of Mrs. Harry Brown 
on Wednesday afternoon. There was a
Misses’ and Women’s Coats - $10.95
JSwagger and fitted styles, in serviceable Tweeds 
In popular colours. Sizes 14 to 42; ^  0 5
Two-Piece Tailored Suits, from
$9.85 - $16.50
stunning n-e w 
styles in superior 
quality tweeds — 
short to full length 
swagger coats over 
n e a t ly  tailored 
sikrts., Sizes 14 to 
40; each—
$9.85 - $16.50
Misses’ and 
W om en’s 
Street and 
Daytime 
Dresses $2.95
You’ll need TWO 
at least for re­
freshing changes
FOR THE EASTER PARADE — BUY KAYSER
HO SIERY
paign can be instituted.
Facilities should be set up by such I 
organizations as the Board of Trade 
to carry on this work, Mr. Craig in­
timated. “We expect to have more 
people here next year than this pro-| 
Vince has ever known.”
Neon-Lighted Map
In the B.C. section there will be a I 
large relief map under glass, showing 
every part of B.C. and extending down 
through Washington and Oregon into 
California and right to Treasure Is­
land, off San Francisco. From that
iPOint will run red neon lights up the good attendance with the president, -or-i a*n  c+„KK.- 1., roadways which lead to B.C. At the |
— Flattering new 
styles with clever
rims, short or long 
'sleeves in colour­
ful printed rayon 
crepes; floral pat­
terns on darker 
grounds; Sizes 14
to 20, 
38 to 44. $ 2 .9 5
N ew  Easter Hats, $1.59, $1.95 to $4.95
Mrs. G. Sjaibbs in the chair. Plans 
were mdHefbira tea and sale of work 
to be held in May.
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. A. C. 
Hoskins held a most successful tea 
in aid of Kelowna hospital.
border, the red neon stops and chan­
ges to blue and slowly meanders up' 
through the many tourist resorts in| 
this province.
This B.C. exhibition at San Fran-| 
cisco will be one of natural resources 
and hunting and fishing. A  five-min- 
Okanagan trade bodies for “dragging I ute talk will be given daily for 2881 
the Pattullo Bridge into the ferry days over one of San Francisco’s radio 
question,” at the previous meeting. He stations. Pictures showing every pos- 
held that the bridge in question had sible beauty spot in the province will 
no place in . the discussion of a new be given three times daily in an aud- 
ferry locally and explained why the itorium built especially for this pur-
government had taken the action it pose. Each showing will last for thirty
did in the bridge matter. He felt that minutes and will be given every day
his own personal as well as the gov- of the World’s Fair,
ernment’s interest in the Okanagan To obtain these pictures, the provin 
had been shown in numerous substan- cial department is despatching a man 
He instanced the irrigation throughout the province within the 
settlement and the apple advertising next few weeks and he will visit the 
campaign. W^ e cant do everything | okanapsin Hurincr Wnccntn timo
Special purchase in this group of newest styles— 
clever trims, in fine Pedalines, rough sennett, Bal- 
licloth and novelty straws—;rich trimmings, flowers, 
veils, ornaments and ribbons. This is your oppor­
tunity to select your hat for Easter at a great 
saving. A ll 
head sizes. .
IS an important 
part of your 
Easter Costume
Sheer Chiffons; pair—
75c, $1.00, $1.25
Dull Silk Crepes; pair
59c, 79c and $1.00
Semi-Service; pair—
79c, $1.00, $1.25
Heavy Service; pair—
$1.00 to $1.50
I “Every pair guaranteed 
perfect.”
Kayser and Corticelll.O
It ’s Fumerton’s for Shoe Values
Outstanding selling of Fine Footwear—Spring’s 
newest styles for dress and sports wear—Roughie 
suedes in popular new shades, military and low 
heels. Kids in black and colours, calf skin in black 
and brown, made in combination fitting lasts.
$ 2 .4 5 ,  $ 2 .9 5 ,  $ 3 .4 9  $ 4 .9 5
PARENTS, Note these values in Growing Girls and
Children’s Footwear
Sturdy Straps and Oxfords in black and brown 
calf leathers and patent straps—^with or without 
shawl tongue, d»-| QjQ 11 to 2;
Sizes 8 to 10j4; p rw X ««y O  per pair 
Two Tone Elk Oxfords—heavy Panco sole— 
Sizes 8 to 10^; ^  J  2 5  H to 2;
per pair ........... ' per pair
$ 2 .2 5
ICO
$ 1 .4 9
$ 1 .5 9 ,  $ 1 . 9 5 ‘° $ 4 .9 5
Fumerton’s for Gloves
Laced-to-Toe Badminton Oxfords
All sizes for Misses and Women—heavy quality 
white duck with extra weight cor- IT O ii  
rugated soles. SPECIAL, per pair'......  S 5/C
. , J Okanagan during blossom ti e. There
that is asked, _ he said. We can only jg a possibility that he may come back 
meet the situation m proportion to our L q Kelowna and take shots of the Re- 
ability to finance it.  ^ gatta, Mr. Craig informed Mr. Parkin-
Makes Own Stand Plain son, in answer to a query.
I f the district would only be reason- These movies will be coloured and 
able, he is confident that the situation will be taken in May and June and 
. . .  J  ^ jTthere is to be a fight, also in September and October, after
both combatants had paused for breath he will stand with the government. the smoke haze has cleared awav
to pour oil on Believes Ferry To Come Three million pamphlets wSl be
^ I “It is my considered belief,” the needed for British Columbia in this 
minister said, “that the ferry will be I Fair, Mr. Craig believes, adding that 
ly we can discuss' this matter without) %  ^  it every article, in the ,B.C. building will
losing our tempers and heads.” ‘'t® J -  crop | be made in B.C
Dr. MacDonald pointed out that he it can be built in four
was not prepared to make any state- r  my personal opin-
ment about the new ferry. Replying ; officially,
to a question he stated that the ferry
plans were ready and that, as soon as J* built. You must
there was money available, he wasthA Pon=fr.ir.t.v,„ I fc^i^itory m this province and a hand­
ful of people and every district has 
its needs equally as important as 
yours.”
Only Communication Link
tlemen! Gentlemen! 
information and at once we are accus­
ed of bulldozing the government. Sure- I
Newest, gayest, smartest 
import^ kid and suede 
gloves; 
per pair ....... $ 1 .9 5
Smart slip on and Dome 
Styles in fine suedette and 
silks, in a grand array of 
styles and colours. Priced—
Sir 4 9 c '“ $ 1 .0 0
Misses’ and Children’s Neiw W ash  
Frocks
Beautiful new prints in gay colours.
Sizes 2 to 6 years; 9 8 e  8 to 14 years;
each ...... each $ 1 .2 5
N ew  Coats for Baby, $1.95
Dainty little coats of cello silk, shirred or tailored 
styles; pink, blue and white.
(Dresses to match at 98c.—each .... $ 1 .9 5
FUMERTON'S LIMITED
“ W H E R E  CASH  B E A T S  C R E D IT ”
confident that the construction would 
begin. The plans were,<now just about 
ready. The new ferry would give a 
much better service as it would not 
have to turn around and would be 
faster and larger.
The minister returned to the attack
of the government, you need not expect 
my help.”
Unfortunate Word
Mr. Whillis stated that it was unfor­
tunate that the word bulldozing had 
crept into the matter. It was not the 
board’s intention to try to bulldoze the 
government when it called these meet­
ings. The board appreciates the e f
‘Thi= ic ni,r nnw I fo^ts of both Capt. Bull and Hon. K. C.
off in this ferry matter butare now oil the lake and we have no i.___ , . x,
by stating he did not like the publicity 1 other source of communication. ‘Where
being given to the ferry matter. State-I else is there a .similar .«;itnat.ion?” w  “  eady advanced and as the feiry was
On Monday, W ednesday and 
Friday each week Canadian 
National operates a through 
sleeping car from  the Okanagan 
to the East. Aw ake next rnorn- 
ing aboard The Continental 
Lim ited. , Okanagan sleeper 
goes as far as Blue River, 
\sdiere transfer conv'eniently ar- 
range^i to space already reserv­
ed in your name.
T R A IN  L E A V E S  K E L O W N A  
5:05 P.M. D A IL Y  E X C E PT  
S U N D A Y
A. J. HUGHES, Agent 
Phone 330 Kelowna, B. O.
i  i    f  .  l  i    si il  situ io  W. 
ments made at the previous meeting | A. C. Bennett demanded.
Alderman Whillis pointed out that 
the meeting the previous week was not 
opposed to the building of the Pattullo 
bridge. The bridge was only used to 
illustrate that the government can find 
money for emergencies and the Oka­
nagan feels that the ferry is as vitally 
important to the yalley as the Pattullo 
bridge is to the Fraser Valley.
The minister retorted that it was 
purely a matter of finance and the
could not be borne out and the whole 
tenor of the meeting showed an at­
tempt is being made to use a club over 
the government’s head.
Doubts St!atements 
The statement made by Mr. Bennett 
at the previous meeting, as reported 
by The Courier, to the effect that 
thousands of cars were left on the 
banks of the lake because of inade­
quate ferry service, was attacked by
even now unable to cope with the 
traffic, that in view of the fact there 
had been no definite word as to the 
government’s intentions, some action 
should, be taken to ascertain what mea­
sures the government intends to take 
this summer. The meetings could be 
considered in the light of advertising 
to bring the matter to the attention of 
the government. Other members of 
the government must be made aware 
of the desperate situation in the Valley. 
Dr. MacDonald appreciates the state of
Mr. Bennett retorted that the state- coming, in his opinion, if a little pati
the minister as a statement which government recognized the necessity of affairs but some of his colleagues are 
could not be born out by the facts. )a better service. This would be forth-| not as familiar with the problem. A t
no time had there been an attempt to 
bulldoze.
Resents Interference
“I have been a member of' this board 
for many years and today is the first 
time I have heard the word. “politics” 
mentioned in this board. I do not 
know the politics of the men here to­
day and I do not believe that politics
V-13-38
men was correct as every day there 
was a number of cai's left either in 
Kelowna or on the Westbank side be­
cause the people preferred to leave 
them there and walk rather than take 
a chance on missing the ferry. During 
the year these would amount to liter­
ally thousands.
The minister questioned the accur 
acy of this and tempers began to flair 
again. The chairman asked every rhan 
in the room who supported his conten­
tion to stand and every man stood with 
the exception of D. C. Fillmore.
Doubts Members’ Veracity 
Dr. MacDonald rubbed ifis head for 
a moment and remarked, “Well, gentle­
men. you. force me to doubt the verac­
ity of the members of this board.” 
Rashes To Catch Ferry 
At this point C. E. Bartley again 
broke the tension as he rose and said, 
“Pardon me gentleijieri, I must hurry 
to catch the ferry,” and rushed from 
the room.
ence was used but the ferry would 
never be built if the attitude of the 
previous meeting was adopted. 
Charges Meeting Unfriendly 
“At that meeting you felt that the 
government was not friendly and that 
is not correct. You talk about sending 
delegations down to Victoria because
they usually come back . with what I have entered into-the board’s work in 
they went after. Let me tell you this any degree. I would like that under- 
that no delegation coming with that stood.’,’ said Mr. Whillis. 
attitude and axes to grind will get any Dr. MacDonald retorted that-boards
• x J trade had been known to play pol- 
Even though their case be just and jtics and that in any case one'^could 
their requests reasonable?” queried D. -
terests of their communities.
Parries Questions 
The meeting resolved itself into 
series of questions and answers which 
led nowhere. The members of the 
board executive strove to obtain some 
definite statement from the minister as 
to the government’s plans for an aux­
iliary service as soon as it- is definitgly 
evident that the new ferry will not be 
in commission in time to handle the 
traffic rush.
Their trusts however were definitely 
parried by the minister who assured 
them that ^e personally believed the 
new ferry would be ready in time and 
that “there was plenty of time yet to 
worry about an auxiliary service.” 
Dick Parkinson contributed to the 
debate a bit of praise for the govern­
ment’s road work and stated that the 
purpose of this and previous meetings 
was to endeavour to ascertain what 
progress the government is making in 
the ferry problem.
The meeting commenced at ten-rthirty 
and lasted for two hours.
BIG W ORK PARTY  
ON NARAM ATA ROAD
fF e  /lave been appointed Agents for the
McDonald Block
The owners have under consideration remodelling this building 
to make it available for RETAIL STORES.
V Situated on a corner of the two main streets of 
the City, it is a choice Business Location.
ALTERATIONS WILL BE BASED ON THE NEEDS OF
THE TENANTS.
For further particular's enquire from:
M cTAVISH &  W HILLIS, LIM ITED
Insurance and Real Estate Agents.
Whitham.
It is the ambition of the Okanagan 
Highway Association to push forward 
the road to such an extent that Horse 
Creek will be reached by the end of 
June.
Thirty-Five Junior Board Of n iT J I  A M n  C M  l O Y ^  
Trade Members Do Volunteer J U 1 0
Work
Fillmore,
Not Passing Buck
“There is no buck passing by^  the 
government,” the minister continued, 
ignoring Mr. Fillmore’s remark. “If 
and when it is possible to accomplish 
it The ferry will be built. I do not 
think that you have anything to worry 
about. • You have our word and I do 
not know what more you can expect.
The minister censored the South j If you are going to doubt the veracity
not entirely suppress the individual’s 
thought.
Capt. Bull supported Mr. 'Whillis by 
stating that he had never seen any 
indications of politics being played at 
any of the meetings of the local board. 
He did not know the politics of the 
.majority of the men present and he 
had found the general tone of the meet­
ing a week ago friendly. He felt that 
the meeting was that of a group of 
men doing their best to serve the in-
Eighty-two persohs, including nearly 
a dozen women, turned out on Sunday 
to aid in the Naramata road work, by 
far the largest gathering of the year. 
The numbers were swelled by a group 
of 35 Junior Board of Trade workers.
Last Sunday saw the first push for­
ward of the year, most of the tirne pre­
vious being taken up with putting the 
road in shape. The road, as far as it 
has been constructed, is in better shape 
now than it ever has been.
The determined group of workers 
last Sunday had a formidable task to 
conquer,, as a deep fill was needed, as 
well as considerable rock work. How­
ever; by the end of the day, the sec­
tion being worked on. was transformed, 
and the dfi'ectors of the movement 
were highly gratified with the re­
sults.
Several camera experts were present 
and numerous shots, both stills and 
movies, were taken during the day, 
especially by W. H. Ribelin and Don
KELOW NA CHOIR
Concert Held To Raise Funds 
For School Movie Projects
A musical treat was enjoyed by those 
attending the concert given by the 
combined ladies’ - and men’s choir of 
Kelowna, in the Hall on Monday last. 
It would be difficult to say that any 
particular item was more heartily re­
ceived than another, but the double 
piano duet, by Miss Frieda Dilworth 
and Mr. Cyril Mossop was, perhaps, 
the most enthusiastically received. Mr. 
F. Snowsell in a few words pointed out 
that the object of the evening’s enter­
tainment was to raise funds for a mo­
tion picture projector for use in the 
school. Mr. D. H. Campbell thanked 
the choirs on behalf of the school for 
coming out and giving such a splen­
did performance.
The Welfare Club met at the home
of Mrs. E. Mugford on Wednesday last. 
It was decided at this meeting to hold 
a Daffodil Tea in the Hall on May 5. It  
was also decided to sponsor the annual 
drive for eggs to preserve for the Pre­
ventorium. The school children are 
being asked to help in this. The next 
meeting will be held at the home of 
Mrs. D. H. Campbell on April 27th. 
Miss V. French the hostess served tea 
at the close of the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Bourquin, of Els- 
tavan, Sask., are visiting at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. M. Bourquin. Mr. An­
dre Bourquin is a nephew of Mri Bour­
quin sr.
• • • ,'
The Physical Culture classes will not 
meet during the Easter holidays. 
The next practice will be held April 
20. The local class hopes to visit Ver­
non May 6.
Miss Mildred Hume of Glenmore 
sang solos at the United Church Sun­
day evening. She also assisted the 
choir in the singing of an anthem. 
Miss Hume is a pupil of the Cornish 
school of music at Seattle, Wash.
Mrs. E. V. Cummings and family 
have taken up their residence at their 
ranch. Mrs. Cummings has been liv ­
ing in Kelowna for the past two or 
three years. ^  -
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Classified Advertisements
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NEW
GAUCHO
FROCKS
KATKS
Fir.st twcnty-livi! words, llfly conts; 
additionnl words ono coiit onch. 
If Copy Is uccompiuiicd by otisli 
or iicvouiit is puiti within two 
wcclis from date of issue, ii dis- 
eoiint of twenty-live cents will 
be made. Tims a twenty-live 
word advertiKement uceompanl- 
ed by eusli or paid witliin two 
weeks cost twenty-live cents.
Minimum cliargc, Z5 cents. 
Wilt'll it is desired that replies be 
addressed lo a box at The Courier 
Ofllce, an additional charge of ten 
cents is made.
Each initial and group of not 
more than live figures counts as one 
word.
Advorliscrnonts for this column 
should be in The Courier Office not 
later than four o’clock on Wednes­
day afternoon.
IWORK STOPPED 
ON PERMITLESS 
CONSTRUCTION!
Council Takes Action To Stop I 
Construction On Plans Having 
No Permit— Same Contractor | 
In Both Cases
%
.A
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7
SKIRTS
BLOUSES
PURSES
GLOVES
Be the first to wear 
the new, rhythni-mad 
gaucho frock! Balloon 
blouses (full as a 
rhumba dancer’jS f.) 
atop slim-waisted, full 
skirts . . . frocks ex­
citingly sophisticated! 
Vivid print or pastel 
blouses , with dark 
skirts. ..Sizes 14-18.
BE SURE THAT YOUR 
EASTER ENSEMBLE 
IS COMPLETE
Be sure and see our new 
stock of—
Two and Three-Piece
COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
HOSE
FLOWERS
FOR SALE
J ERRY Foot has broken his engage­
ment with Iva Corn. He is in love 
with Cress Corn and'Bunion Salves. 
Sold by P. B. Willits & Co., Ltd., and 
at all drug counters.
F o r  s a l e —a  1937 'Triumph motor
cycle, 500 C.C., O.H.V., new condi- 
I tion, only run 1,700 miles. Complete 
I with licence, $250 cash. A. J. Richards,
I Enderby, B.C. 37-lp
F o r  s a l e —Brand new Plymouth Se­
dan, 1938 model, $1,000 cash. Apply, 
I Royal Anne Hotel. 34-tfc
F o r  s a l e —Brick house, 5 rooms, and
frame house, 3 rooms. Apply I. 
Pioli, Coronation Avenue. . 32-5p
T r a c t o r s —New Caterpillar crawl­
ers and- rebuilt tractors, all types. 
Our prices are lowest. Don’t buy before 
I looking at our stock. SPRAYERS—
I New Bean sprayers, both tractor- 
drawn and horse drawn. Full stock 
of new equipment. Look at our 
stock. The Oliver Chemical Co., Ltd., 
agents for Caterpillar Tractors, John 
Deere implements. Phone 207, Pentic­
ton, B.C., or J. C. Martin, Phone 628-R, 
Vernon, B.C. 29-13c
Considerable irritation was expressed | 
I by the Kelowna city council on Mon- 
I day night when it learned that two 
contracts of one building contractor, 
A. C. Bennett, were partially cornplet- 
I ed and biiihling iiorinits had not been 
taken out. Wiien it was discovered 
that ill each case the new construction 
[ did not conform, with tlie building by- 
I laws, the irritation changed to indig-,
I nation.
’i’he building inspector reported that 
j a building wa.s being erected at Mo­
dern Foods without a jicrmit and was | 
eight feet higher than the by-law por- 
niitted. Greenhouses were also being |
I built nt W. J. Palmer’s and these, too, 
were not in accord with the rcc|uirc- 
I ments of the city.
Alderman Sutherland explained that 1 
I in the case of Modern Foods the build­
ing being erected vyas to cover vinegar |
I processing tanks and the height was 
necessary to cover the tanks. He point-
D ON'T miss the Junior Board Bowery business meant a pay-
xNue. Apru zi. 35-tfc | means should be taken to cooperate.
Mayor Jones stated that he agreed 
with Mr. Sutherland but there was a 
by-law governing building and the
was breaking it 
and was deliberately defying the 
council. These things must bo handled 
legally and while the council is anxi­
ous to extend every cooperation, it 
cannot permit things to go on in this
i
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EASTER CHOCOLATE 
NOVELTIES
for the Kiddies; |gr 
priced from . O C  Up
8
COMING EVENTS
Gaiiofig*s Chocolates
CONS OF ENGLAND BALL, May 5th, 
lin I.O.O.F. Temple. Proceeds to 
TOC H and Sea Cadets. 3«-2c| e^Si-tor''ltnew"*ho
"THE GIFT OF GLADNESS”
1 'IIE  United Church “Mcrlry Mack 
A Circle” are holding a Social Eve­
ning on Friday, April 22nd, in the '\Vil- 
low Lodge at 8 p.m. Admission 25c. 
Everybody welcome. 37-2c
M I L L I N E R Y
‘‘TOMORROW’S TREND TODAY”
W E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand 
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture
Co., Ltd. 24-tfc
lENNIE Twinkletoes wais the belle of
_________ _________ manner, mayor suggested that
C OME to the apron and home cookingl building inspector be instructed to
sale put on by the Ladies’ Orange stopped at once and |
Lodge at Don MacLean Motors on appeals are made, a special session 
Saturday, April 23rd, from two to six of appeal might be held,
p.m. 37-2e delay work for as short a time as
' possible.
The council was in agreement that I 
the contractor should be checked up I 
______________severely and the penalties that may be |
B e d e l l —To Mr. ■ and Mrs. Harold I ™Posed under the by-law were look- 
Bedell (nee Barbara Browne) at contractor
Nanaimo Hospital, on April 8th 1 9 3 8 conversant with the by-law
BIRTH
—a son. 37-lp and some action should be taken.
MARRIAGE
— at —
(KELOWNA), LIMITEDT.TiW¥'ri?rk ^
' the dance. She uses Cress Corn 
land Bunion Salves to keep her toes
I twinkling. Sold by P. B. Willits Ja^rett, eldest
Co., Ltd. and all drug counters.
WANTED
On Tuesday morning, the building | 
inspector, acting under instructions 
from the council, ordered work on both
— -----;----- -----——  ------ ------— ----- I projects halted immediately. Appeals
A  quiet wedding took place on Fri- were entered and a special session of 
day, April 1st, at St. Michael and A ll the court of appeals was to be held at 
Angels’ Church, with the Rev. C. E. the earliest possible moment
daugh- The court of appeal met on Wednes- 
ter of Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Dumont, of day night and heard the appeals of 
.e n/r o ^ ^  ®t  son Modern Foods Ltd. and W. Palmer, in
OT Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Jarrett, also of both cases permission was granted to 
Kamloops. 37-lp I continue the work. Mr. Palmer mu^
r t  A A conform with the building by-law.
CARD OF THANKS board also decided that a letter
A A I should be written to A. C, Bennett,
the contractor in chargp of both oper-
Make Sweetheart, Mother, Sister happy for Easter with a lovely box 
«£ those 0„o chocolate,; g 2 , 2 5
priced at up.
Easter Gut Flowers
i
ailiii
O N  S A LE  
S A T U R D A Y
DAFFODILS
TUUPS
NARCISSI
FR ESH  FRO M  
T H E F IE L D S
ill
E r r *  i P A I  A I T D I M r '  p u r e l y  v e g e t a b l e —
E i l iU  NON-POISONOUS
RED, GREEN and YELLOW;
priced at ............ ........... ;..
bottles
for 2 5 c
IT  WON’T  BE 
LONG BEFORE
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
W ANTED—Old horses orcows.Phone rpr,„ tr . i , — ----- —
710L Gold Medal Foxes Ltd 36-2nL ^ielowna ^Hospital Women’s ations, and draw his attention to the
■ __________ ____________  ^ Auxiliary extend their sincere thanks provisions of the by-law and warning I
E x p e r ie n c e d  glrl needs house work Convenor and Committee who him that if he again ignores the by
badlv. Miss M. Garland. General performances of law the city will take action agains
“ Twin Beds” and to all the donors of him. 
the candy. Also to Mrs. E. M. Carruth-
E XPERIENCED girl wants work in “ rs and “ Vemie’s” for two boxes of 
cafe, store or~lionie. References. | which was given |
O PEN T IL L  5.30 p.m. T H U R S D A Y  
CLO SED  on G O O D  F R ID A Y  and EASTER  M O N D A Y
ly. i  . rl , r l 
I Delivery, Greenwood, BiC. 37-lp
—More About-
B u n s
In the Matter of the Estate of 
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON MILLER
Deceased
And in the Matter of the 
“ Administration Act.”
Free to go anywhere, 
ier. ,
No.
FOR RENT
209, Cour-“ ^sy  each night to the lucky ticket 
37-lp pol'ler- 'The grand sum of $57.00 was 
realized, which will help to replenish 
linen for the Hospital. 37-lc
ORDER YOURS 
N O W !
PHONE 121
FOR OUR , 
DRIVER TO CALL
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on I pO R RENT—On Richter near
the 29th day of March, 1938, by Order NU Church and schools, six f room 
of His Honour Judge John Donald house, two screened in yerandabs, vac- 
Swanson, Local Judge of the Supreme ant about 15th. Phone 489-L or write 
Court, I was appointed Administrator | Box 80, Kelowna. 36-2p
of the Estate of the said ALEXANDER 
JOHNSTON MILLER.
All persons having claims against the 
said Estate are required to file same 
duly verified on or before the 15th 
May, 1938, after which date I will pro­
ceed to distribute the assets according 
to the claims received by me.
C. H. JACKSON,
Official Administrator,
Kelowna, B.C.
Dated this 12th April, 1938.
NOTICE
D r . MA.THISON, dentist.
Block, telephone 89.
Willits’
49-tfc|
WESTBANK TALKS 
OF REMOVAL OF 
W AR MONUMENT
I Large Body Of Citizens Urges 
That Corner Be Given Care
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
IN THE MA’l^TER of the Estate of 
William Oliver, deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that all 
persons having claims against the Es­
tate of William Oliver, of Kelowna, 
B.C.. who died on the 7th day of 
August. 1937. are required to send full 
particulars of such claims to the E.x- 
ecutor in care of E. C. Weddell. Solic­
itor. Kelowna. B.C.. on or before the 
1st day of June, 1938. after which date 
the Executor will proceed to make 
distribution.
DATED this 31st day of March, 1938.
J. E. STONE,
35-5c Executor.
WESTBANK HEARS 
TREE ROOT STOCK 
DISCUSSION
Expert Tells Of Effort Being 
Made To Improve Trees
At a meeting of the B.C.F.G.A. held 
in the Community Hall oh Wednesday 
evening. Mi'. Mann of the Experimen­
tal Station, Summerland, gave a most 
interesting and instructive address on 
the work carried out at the Station 
in the improvement of I’oot stock of 
fruit trees. Those who did not attend 
missed a treat,
Mr. Mann was follovved by Mr. John 
Tait who discussed spraying operations 
for 1938. Mr. Tait is arranging a spray­
ing demonstration to be held here 
shortly, full details to time and place 
will be given in advance.
WESTBANK CENTRE 
SEES BIG DISPLAY 
BY 75 PRO-RECSl
EASTER SERVICES 
FEATURE MUSIC!
Two Hundred Witness First Of 
Final Displays To Be Staged 
In Most Valley Centres
Tuesday night marked the first of 
final displays in the Okanagan Valley 
Recreation Centres. Before a crowd 
of 200 spectators about 75 “Pro-Rec’s” 
from Kelowna, Penticton, Summerland 
and Westbank displayed their wares 
at the Westbank Community Hall. All 
numbers were very outstanding and 
showed the great deal of preparation 
that was put into the display. Colour 
was added to the gymnastics by spe­
cial dance numbers from the Kelowna 
and Penticton Centres.
After the display, refreshments were 
served by the Westbank Centre for the 
gj-mnasts. Rex Morrison acted as 
master of ceremonies, and Jack Lynes 
district' supervisor was called upon to 
give a few remarks at the opening 
grand march.
Towards the end of April, displays 
will be put on at Penticton on April 
25. East Kelowna April 26. and Rut­
land April 27. Kelowna's filial display 
is billed for May 3rd. In all final dis­
plays special numbers will be featured 
from Valley. Centres. It is planned to 
have 200 taking part at Kelowna’s final 
display in the Scout Hall. The wind­
up of Valley displays will be held at 
the Vernon arena on May 6th. It is 
hoped to have 500 mernbers.taking pai't 
in the arena.
Next week classes will be held, on 
Tuesday and Friday evenings at the 
Junior High School, because of Easter 
Monday.
The Westbank Public Cemetery 
Trustees called' a general meeting on
RIBELIN PHOTO studio for your Kd-1 Monday night to be held in corijunc- dak finishing. Prompt and efficient tion with the Westbank Chamber of 
___service, in before 9 ajn., out at 5 p.m. Commerce.
37'^ 2c1As*'^  ^0’  ^ our FREE enlargement card. A t this meeting the subject of the
33-tfc. I removal of the Monument to the Great 
War veterans was considered. Nothing 
definite was decided on, but, another 
meeting is to be called. A  large sec 
tion of the people is not in favour of 
having the monument moved. The 
corner it stands on. was given by Mes 
srs. T. B. Laning and M. Taneda and
TT • t rr^ i TT ne  TA I excellent position, but it has
United Three Hours Of Devotion received no care. A  very little money
At Anglican Church On Friday would make it a spot of beauty and a
committee should be formed to take 
Kelowna churches are making active | over the care of it. 
preparations for the commemoration 
of Easter services and music will play 
a large part in the ceremonies 
On Good Friday, one of the features 
will be a united three hours of devo 
tion at the Anglican Church, conduct­
ed by the rector, Rev. C. E. Davis, and 
assisted in addresses by Revs, Dr. W.
W. McPherson, H. P. Humphreys and 
S. N. Dixon, from 12 noon to 3 p.m.
Previous to that, at the Anglican 
Church, on Thursday, Holy Commun- 
i,on celebrations will be held at 7.30 
and 10 p.m. and continuous service on
MINISTER ASKED 
TO SET FERRY 
MEETING DATE
Trade Board Asks Hon, F. M. 
MaePherson To Set Any Date 
Convenient To Him For Talk
WEST SHORE 
URGES
LEAVE EGGS HERE FOR! HOSPITAL
G o r d o n ' s  G r d G e r y
PH O N ES-  3 0 -  31REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
From Page 1, Column 4 
^ e  Summerland Board of Trade, was 
attended by Alec Tough, Fred McLeod 
and H. T. Griffiths of the Penticton 
Board, the executive of the Summer- 
land organization, officials of the Sum­
merland Liberal Association and a 
large delegation from Westbank.
The resolution, which. sets out m 
considerable detail the reasons for im­
mediate action on the question is as 
follows:
Whereas there will be an increase in 
the ^estbank tomato tonnage this 
yeaF which will arnount to approxim­
ately 300. truck-loads over last year’s 
shipments.
“And whereas the ferry was greatly 
congested in 1937.
And whereas the bus service, which 
is the only connection for others than
TRANQUELE 
ACCOUNTS AGAIN 
ARE HOISTED
Council Writes Provincial Gov­
ernment Stating Stand On 
Acciounts
■The Tranquille account was once 
more shelved by the city .council at its 
regular meeting on Monday night. This 
action has been the policy followed for 
the past several months since the pro-
-More About-
START
ALREADY
vincial government has recommended _
charging—or endeavouring to charge—  ^numbers 250 and 248'shall be assign-
. From Page 1, Column 7 
are placed. In each case every effort 
will be made to have the numbers 
placed right oyer the front door for 
uniformity. >»
The intersection of Bernard Avenue 
and Richter Street is the focal point 
in the house numbering scheme and 
the numbers are placed north . and 
south and east and west therefrom. ' 
Clause 33 of the by-law dehotes the 
method of numbering, as follows: “The
owners of automobiles, has been forced | the municipalities with a proportion of ed to the Richter Street side of the
ferpr being ihe g^ st of the patients in the Tran-, subdivision lot at the north-west cor-
b ^ n S a v ’seriSees | ner of the said intersection commenc-
 ^ ' The council was unanimous that no ing from the south, and thereafter to
And whereas passengers have ntiiss- i should be taken on the accoimt
ed their trams owing to this delay. months of last year during
“And whereas the mail truck is often which time the municipalities under­
delayed thrOugli an over-crowded stood that no charge was to be made
ferry. against them, there was, however, some
“And whereas it is considered that
-4.^
Kelowna Board of Trade has writ- 
Good Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 pirn. Of-1 ten to Hon. F. M. MlacPherson, minister
“ rtories tooughout the day will go!  ^ public works, asking him to set a 
+''wards the mission to the Jews. , , , . , ,
„  „  . T-, .. -nu l l .  date on which he can meet the Okan-Gn Easter Day, there will be celebra-  ^ ,
tions of Holy Communion at 7, 8 and“ ®^  ^ Valley Boards of Trade in Kel­
l i  am. (Choral), also a children’s ser- owna to discuss the ferry set-up, and
the 1938 tourist traffic will be the 
heaviest on record;
‘And whereas we are reliably in­
formed that tourists are avoiding the 
Okanagan route because of unsatisfac­
tory service;
I .discussion as lo  the method of hand­
ling the account ’ rendered for the cur­
rent month. It was finally agreed to 
take no action.
Mayor Jones pointed out that all 
municipalities in the Union of B. C. 
Municipalities had agreed to withhold
vice at 2.30 p.m.. with address by Mrs. 
Murdoch and festal evensong and ser­
mon at 7.30.
On Good Friday evening, at 8 o’clock, 
at the United Church, the choir will 
present; Maunders’ dramatic Easter 
cantata, “Olivet to Calvary”, and a col­
lection will be taken on behalf of the 
choir fund.
On Easter Sunday morning, the 
musical programme follows: Anthem,
“Be glad then, ye children of Zion,” 
A. Hollins: solo. Mrs. H. Glenn, “In the 
end of the Sabbath,” O. Speaks; Easter 
hymn, ‘“This Joyful Easteytide”. Sun­
day evening’s music follows; Anthem, 
“See now the altar garlanded with 
flowers”, J. Faurer; solo, Mrs. P. 'Tren- 
with, “Awake, arise”, C. Edwards; pas­
ter hymn, “Hallelujah.”
the possibility of obtaining a new ferry.
He was asked to set this date as soon 
as possible, as the Boards of Trade 
are anxious to obtain an answer to this 
problem which is affecting the entire 
Valley transportation situation.
Premier T. D. Pattullo will also be 
asked to come to Kelowna on his re­
turn trip from Ottawa, W. A. C, Ben­
nett, Kelowna Board president, intim­
ated to the executive on Tuesday 
morning.
The consensus of opinion at Tues­
day’s meeting was that the ferry will 
not be built this year, but it has been 
decided to press forward and attempt 
to have a start made this year, at any 
rate.
“And whereas the limited passenger payments and his personal opinion was 
accommodation on the present ferry, that the current account should be 
which is restricted by federal law, withheld as well as that of last year, 
causes great inconvenience, on holi- He felt that as a governing body the 
days; council has some rights in its dealings
And whereas, owing to the increas- with the province and that the govern­
ed tonnage of soft fruit and agricul- ment had not observed the principles 
tural products annually that have to | of common courtesy in not discussing 
be hauled to Kelowna and ■ Vernon the matter before an attempt was made 
from the southern part of the valley j to reimpose the charge
1 Aldermeii Pettigrew and WhiUis took
,, . ^  resolved that at the stand that the matter was closed as
this joint meeting of the boards of | fgp gg council was concerned. If the
trade of Westbank, Summerland and 
Penticton, we urgently request the 
provincial government to commence 
immediate action on a new ferry that
government wished to carry the ac­
count on their books it was all right 
with the council. , The government had 
no right to impose fixed chatges on the
municipairn consulting them.need.': on this highway which is a 'n m n
vital link between valley points for 
commercial, private, tourist and busi­
ness travel.
“Copies of this resolution to be for­
warded to the council in each valley 
town, to the Associated Growers, Sales
The council finally decided that a let-
each lot fifty feet or less in width, and 
to; the remaining part of the said last'- 
rnentioned lot, if any, oln the West side 
of Richter Street, there s.hall be as­
signed the next consecutive even num­
ber preceding the said number 248 and 
proceeding north from the said inter­
section.’'
Along the east side of Richter Street, 
proceeding north, the nu.mbers will 
start with 249 and recede with each 
lot of fifty feet width, odd numbers 
being used. On Richter and proceed­
ing south on the . west side, the num­
bers will start with 252 and increase 
on even numbers in each case. On the 
opposite side, east, proceeding south, 
the numbers will start with 251 and 
increase.
Other Streets Coincide
The same method of numbering the 
subdivision lots bn all streets east and 
west of the said Richter Street shall be 
followed.
Running east bn Bernard ixom the 
Richter intersection, on the south side; 
the numbers start with 149 and will re­
cede in odd numbers. Across Bernard 
on the north side, the numbers rim- 
ning east start with 150 and recede. 
Running west on the south side the
ter would be drafted and forwarded to : numbers start with 151 and increase, 
the government. j while on the north side, going west.
The following resolution regarding the numbers start with 152 and in- 
the Tranquille accounts was received j crease.
by the city council from the Okanagan j in all, 4,450 numbers were purchased
Service, C. H. Tupper, Capt. C. R. Bull Municipalities: “ That this by the city for this plan. The Junior
and Hon. K. C. MacDonald, the Hon. record as opposing Board has undertaken the entire work
F. M. MaePherson, Vernon,’ Kelowna, cents per day levy in connec^jof placing the numbers so that the city
Westbank, Peachland, Summerland. the maintenance of patients [ will not be put to any unnecessary ex-
Penticton and Oliver Boards of Trade.” tubercular hospitals now being at-, pense.
• These boards will be asked to circul- by the provincial government,! As there is no mail '.delivery, the
arize all fruit houses in their districts view of Hon. J. Hart’s Post Office has asked that letters con-
and ask them to write to their district Budget speech, also the fact that the I tiniie. to be addressed to the box num- 
members and to the minister of public government did not attempt to collect'bers of the receivers, apd not to the 
works, pointing put the urgency of the tWs charge for the period of nine ’ new house numbers, in order to get 
need, and supporting the resolution, months,” “ way from any confusion..
PAGE EIGHT T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIER
THURSDAY, APRIL 14, JOaO
A  little /'lycerine or .salad oil will 
lubricate Ihe food chopper and viW. 
beater be.st, a liouKCwife declui'tss.
SMART
LEATHER 
HAND BAGS
in black, brown and 
navy.
— •'i'2‘'*®
COSTUME
JEWELRY
to complete the 
Spririf' Ensemble.
$ 1 .0 0
SILVERWARE
FOR THE SPRING BRIDE
Saturday's train will bring the 
largest range of high quality 
silverware we have ever shown 
in Kelowna.
P e ttig re w
JEWELLER and DIAMOND 
MERCHANT
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGHLIGHTS
Thi.s week the .students have beiai 
.spending tno.st of their time studying 
hard for the Easter Examinations. 
Everyone will be relieved when they 
are all over.
IIow(‘ver, the exatps have not kept 
our clubfi from functioning. The Glee 
Club ha.s been asked to sing at Mie 
Royal Anne Hotel on Wednesday eve­
ning. We all feel that this dub, under 
the able direction of Miss Gale, is ati 
as.set to our school. In addition to this 
the club is much occupied practising 
for the Mu.sical Festival wiiich is Jiot 
far away.
Several of the students have been 
busy practisirjg on the track for the 
School track meet.
A school party is to be held on 
Thursday evening. A good crowd is 
expected to help celebrate the advent 
of the Easter Holidays. .
W E S T  V A N C O U V E R
Boys’ Band
under the leadership of
A. W . D E L A M O N T
Under auspices of 
KELOWNA HIGH SCHOOLS
on
T H U R S D A Y , April 21
at 8 o’clock.
. PRICES:
Adults 35c, Children under 14, 20c
37-lc
N O W ’S T H E  T IM E  FO R  T H A T -
D o r m a n t S p r a y
WE RECOMMEND
Oil or Lime Sulphur
HAVE YOU THAT MUCH NEEDED
Fertilizer..... j
ORDER NOW
N O W  IS T H E  T IM E  T O  B U Y  Y O U R  
^ SEE O U R  B IG
S H E R W IN -W IL L IA M S  A D .
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE AND QUALITY 
Free City Delivery Phone 89
pemand HAUG*S 
Materials
-^in your specifications for a sat­
isfactory job on your home build­
ing or repairs— and you’ll get it I
T IL E  C E M E N T  BRICKS  
L IM E  G YPR O C  
L A T H S
W m .
COAL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
W A T E R -C O L O U R  T IN T S  F O R  R E STFU L L IG H T IN G
m^akes a QuSek^
Yet Permanent Job
One coat of ALATINT  covers all—  
^ ,^«>pfovides a permanent, smooth, lasting 
surface o f delicate beauty. No  glare! 
Renew its freshness any dme, simply 
by washing!
SOLD BY
LIMITED
BER N A R D  A V E N U E  P H O N E  661
SOLD BY
LOANrS HARDWARE
Don’t forget their big Paiht Sale is now <m!
P H O N E  95 K E L O W N A
"<^C ab raA tin €
SYMPOSIUM ON EDUCATION BY 
THREE TEACHERS HOLDS INTEREST
GLENMORE COUPLES 
MARK WEDDING 
ANNIVERSARIES
OF PEACHLAND ASSOCIATION Mr. And Mrs, G. C. Hume And Mr. And Mrs. W . Short Receive 
Friends’ Felicitations
Miss Morsh, Mr. Barwick And E. H . Bowering Speak On 
Modern Educational Trends— No Cramming For 
Exams Permits Teachers To Give More Attention 
To Lower Grades
Mo d e r n  Trends in Education” were discussed by the three school teachers, Miss L. Morsh, M. Barwick and E. H, Bow­
ering at the Peachland Women’s Institute meeting held on Friday 
afternoon. Mrs. G. Dpll, convenor of the Education and Better 
Schools Committee was in charge of arrangements for the meeting.
Previous to the addre.ssc.s a short 
busiiie.ss meeting was held at wliich it 
was decided to send a delegate to the 
Provincial Convention in July with 
each member paying 25c toward the 
trausi)orlallon fund. Mrs. A. Smalls, 
convener of the Community Better­
ment Committee, and the president, 
Mrs. A. McKay, were delegated to 
meet the counciT to ask for the $25 
grant for the upkeep of the Cenotaph.
A  series of bridge games will be held 
Tuesday. April 20, at the homes of 
Mrs. F. Maker. Mrs. T. Redstone. Mrs. 
H. Ibbotson. Mrs. N. Evans. Mrs. A. 
Ferguson and Mi’s. R. Nourse with a 
small prize to be given at each place 
and two grand prizes given for the 
highest scores of the evening. Members 
were also asked to take home cooking 
to A. C. Vincent’s store on Saturday. 
May 7. where it would be sold for the 
funds of the organization. ^
The teachers were welcomed by the 
president who voiced her pleasure at 
having them pi’esent at the meeting; 
Miss Morsh spoke first, stating that 
the schools were now in a process of 
advancement and experiment, but that 
the modern aim of education was the 
development of chai'acter. Socialized 
work was taken up so that the pupils 
might learn to get along with each 
other. The new course in education 
was much broader than the old, with 
more music, more handwork, and less 
cramming of facts. There was more 
emphasis on activity in training for 
observation so that they might learn 
about the things around them. She 
spoke of the value of acting out the 
lessons in encouraging the pupils to 
read intelligently.
Mr. Paxton Morsh was accompanied 
by Miss Leah Morsh as he played a 
violin solo “Humoreske” , after which 
Mr. M. Barwick took up the subject 
of the aims and objects of education. 
As society advanced these must also 
advance he stated, but the biggest 
change had taken place in the last two 
years. 'The modern aini in the element- 
tary school was to provide a suitable 
educational environment for the child. 
Every child differed in outlook and 
ambition but the chief purpose was to 
give a common basis of knowledge. 
Education must develop character and 
this would either miake or break him 
in after life.
Mr. Barwick deferred to the morgue­
like silence of the classroom which 
had been replaced by the bustle of 
activity. This morgue-like silence had 
been needed because of the lack of 
interest in their work, but now interest 
was being developed in their work and 
they were encouraged to work singly 
or in groups with the guiding hand of 
the teacher present.
The teachers were now freed from
the cramming for exams which in the 
smaller schools led to neglect of the 
lower gr.'idcs ns Ihc pupils were pre­
pared f . entrance. Children were 
now not encouraged to compete again.st 
eticl other as hi the old way where 
one was elevated and the rest discour­
aged. The aim now was to raise the 
whole plane of the classroom.
Some competition was furnished by 
the physical education and sports, with 
harmony between body and soul 
tauglit. The healthier the body the 
better the brain has a chance to work, 
both are developed together.
In conclusion he said the question 
is being asked if this system wilt bring 
as good results as with the old, and 
he reminded his listeners that the three 
R's woi-e still being taught although 
methods have altered.
An interlude of piano music was giv- 
qn as Paxtom Morsh played Handel’s 
Gavotte in B flat, and then Mr. E. H. 
Bowering spoke of the general chan­
ges in education. He commended the 
co-operation between schools and the 
public in the last few years in the 
promotion of a National Education 
.Week. This gave the public a chance 
to visit the schools and see the school 
in operation. In the larger centres 
radio broadcasts had been arranged 
for school use and the teachers could 
oi’ganize the day so that the pupils 
could hear them. Another tendency 
was towards the consolidation of school 
districts, and re-groupjng of grades as 
in the Junior High Schools.
Guidance and character building is 
being introduced with a better plan­
ning of courses. Extra subjects may 
be taken and the curriculum broaden­
ed. Where formerly geometry, algebra 
and arithmetic had been taken separ­
ately now they were grouped under 
general mathematics and co-ordinated, 
and the sanie had been done in general 
science.
Changes had been made in English, 
particularly in literature where short 
stories and essays were treated as well 
as poetry. The social studies included 
civics, civic government, ample oppor­
tunity for analysis of current events. 
The whole course had been more 
broadening with the High School 
course not alone a preparation for 
University.
Ther were many faults in the new 
order, it was not yet ideal, but changes 
had been made and would continue to 
be made. Opinions and comments 
were being constantly invited from 
the teachers in ah effort to still further 
improve the curriculum.
The president Mrs. McKay expressed 
the thanks of the meeting for the in­
teresting talks given after which tea 
was served and a social time enjoyed.
Glcninorc celobiated two wedding 
nnuiver.sarie.') dufitig the past week 
Mr. and Mr.s. G. C. Hume, who wen: 
inarried at Narainata, marked their 
iwenly-dr.st anniversary on April t)th, 
while Mr. and Mrs. William Short 
were married in Hunipshire, Eng 
twc'nty years ago on April lOth.
Mr. and Mrs. Short were taken by 
surinise on Sunday afternoon when a- 
bout twenty friends descended upon 
lliem in a body, to congratulate them 
on their twentieth anniversary. Mrs. 
R. W. Corner presented them with a 
very pretty three-tier wedding cake 
which was later cut by the bride. Mr 
Charles Henderson presented the cou­
ple with a dainty china ten set. Re­
freshments were served by ladies of 
the group.
Miss Mildred Hume arrived by bus 
from Seattle on Friday last to spend 
the Easter holidays at the homo of 
lier parents, and also to be here for 
their anniversary.
Spraying and tractor discing seems 
to be the order of the day with the 
men folk, while gardening and the 
annual spring cleaning is keeping the 
women folk out of mischief.
* • •Mr. Bert Kerr has been a patient in 
the hospital since last Thursday.
Mrs. Charles, Henderson is directing 
a play, which, it is expected, will be 
staged at the Vernon Drama festival 
early in May.
PAULINE JOHNSON’S 
HISTORY IS TOLD
Y.P.S. Of United Church Holds 
Entertaining Sunday Evenings
from L o c a l T r o o p s  •(
1ST RUTLAND TROOP
Orders for the week ending April 16: 
The troop will parade in the com­
munity hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m., 
sharp, in full uniform.
Duty Patrol: Beavers.
At this meeting a definite start will 
be made with rehearsals for the con­
cert. Any who have mouthorgans, or 
any other musical instruments are re­
quested to bring them along.
A hike is under consideration for 
Easter Week. Details w ill be announc­
ed next meeting.
1ST KELOWNA TROOP
We were glad to see Assistant Scout- 
ipaster Ritchie on the job once more, 
after an enforced absence of several 
[weeks with rehearsals for “Deacon 
Dubbs’’ in which he played the leading 
part. Another smiling face we were 
pleased to see after a long absence was 
[ that of Troop Leader Maurice Soames, 
who is now working in Ellison and 
will be attending our meetings as. often 
as possible. There were 33 scouts on 
deck for last week’s meeting, and the 
following programme was carried out: 
Physical exercises, marching, relay 
races, Scout Law pl^ ays, (4th Law). 
Dodge Ball. rehearsaF of. Investiture 
ceremony, practice of “Scout Yells”, 
Inspection of uniform. In the plays 
the Kangaroos were again winners, for 
the second meeting in succession. Next 
'week the 5th Law “A Scout Is Gour- 
I teous”. will be the subject of the one- 
act. impromptu plays.
' With only a short while to run, the 
Kangairoos have increased their lead 
slightly in the competition, but exact 
^ures are not available for publica­
tion. The Seals are runners up.
Orders for the week commencing 
Thursday, April 14, 1938.
Duties: Orderly patrol for the week, 
Otters, P.L. Eugene Ryan; next for 
duty, Beavers.
Rallies: The Troop will rally at the 
Scout Hall on Tuesday, April l9th, at 
7.15 p.m. Please note: there will be 
no meeting this Good Friday. The 
Scout Easter hike will take place on 
Monday and we will leave , on the 9.10 
a.m. ferry, the fare being 15c for the 
return trip. Those wishing to pass 
their fire-lighting and cooking tests 
will remember to bring thq required 
material, namely one quarter pound of 
steak and a raw potato. As these out­
ings are so few and far between we 
would like to see a real good turnout 
to make it a real Scout hike. Any Old 
Scouts wishing to make this trip with 
us are indeed welcome. Provisions re­
quired will only be one meal as we 
will be back in town for supper.
Tlje Local Int; “Bs” or Scouts as we 
know them were obliged to default to 
Nanaimo in the Provincial final as the 
date for travelling was set too close 
to the Easter exams making it im­
possible to make the trip. Nanaimo 
refused to postpone the game and ac­
cepted the default. Since then we have 
been trying to arrange a game with 
them during the Easter holidays but 
so far have, had no reply of any kind 
from them.
An out-of-the-ordinary programme 
centering on Pauline Johnson, the In­
dian poetess. was enjoyed by the Y.P.S. 
of the United Church on Sunday eve­
ning, April 10.
Entering the oddly furnished room 
which was lighted by dim lamps, the 
members were seated on the floor, car­
peted with Indian design rugs, in front 
of a small conical tent and a small 
fir tree.
Acting as master of ceremonies, 
“Chief” or “T y ^ ” Harold Burks was 
seated in front of the tent. Introduc­
ing the theme, Walter Watson told a 
little of the Indians’ idea of religion. 
Miss Georgina Meehan followed with 
the life story of Pauline Johnson, the 
woman of half Indian blood, who in 
earlier days thrilled European audi­
ences with interpretations of Indian 
life. Miss Meehan concluded with a 
realistic recitation of the late poetess’ 
poem “The Pilot of the Plains.”
Ethel Blackwood played the piano 
while singing the “Lullaby of the Iro­
quois.” Jean Biirt ably tpld the legend 
“Tulameen Trail” describing a young 
Indian who won the daughter of his 
enemy, a chief. Pauline Engel nc xt 
told the legend of the “Two Sisters,” 
the mountains across from Vancouver. 
The “Two Sisters” were said by the 
Indians to have been a chief’s daugh­
ters who w^re in this way made im­
mortal because they persuaded their 
father to make peace with other tribes.
Gladys Swainson with her violin 
played the beautiful “Indian Love 
Call,” accompanied by Ethel Black­
wood at the piano. Hal Odium next 
told the legend, “Deadman’s Island,” 
the isle near Stanley Park in Vancou­
ver. This W3S said by Indians to be 
the site of the massacre of 200 young 
stalwart Indian warriors who _ gave 
their lives so that the members of their 
tribe who had been captured by their 
foes would be released.
“Tyee” Harold Burks concluded 
with the Omaha Tribal- Prayer in the 
Indian language. A  social period with 
refreshments followed the ^irogramme!
NO GRANT FOR VERNON AIRPORT
VERNON, April 14.—The City Coun­
cil on Monday evening received a let­
ter from J. A. Wilson, controller of civil 
aviation, Ottawa, in which he said 
that money voted his department for 
development of landing fields must.be 
concentrated on the main Trans-Can­
ada route for this year at least.
The communication was in reply to 
a resolution sent by the Council re­
questing a grant for the local airport.
PEACHLAND BADMINTON TOURNEY 
SEES CLOSELY CONTESTED FINALS
Mrs. E. H. 'Bowering Wins La­
dies’ Singles— Men’s Singles 
Yet To Be Decided
Tluusday after Hi)cnding U)c winter at 
Vancouver.
W l 4 i ^ K Y
:>-y'
t . • ■ • ■ . ■
The new catalogues from Ottawa 
came to hand, and one was issued to 
hach scout on Friday last. It is hoped 
that all scouts will do their utmost 
to obtain complete uniform for the 
summer months, preferably in plenty 
' of time for the concert.
OBJECT TO SIDEWALK 
LOUNGING CHAIRS
The city ieouncil on Monday night 
received a complaint from the Trav- 
ellers’^ Cafe regarding chairs placed on 
the sKlewalk by adjacent business pre- 
rpises. The cona,plaint stated Jhat the 
chairs were occupied by loungers and
.  ^'•y, > '
were a senous detriment to business 
as well as being tihgightly. The mat-. • « • • ® *“ *f»*&**v*jr, XIlC AIlctL*
ter ^  being investigated by the proper 
authorities. \
This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
Final.s of llie Peuehlund badminton 
lournanie'nt were held on Saturday 
night when u niu.st interesting series of 
games was held to decide the club 
championships. The games were veiy 
close and keenly contested. Sheila 
McKay lost out in the ladies single’s 
to Mrs. E. H. Bowering after winning 
the second game, but Slieila McKay 
with Vivian Vincent won tlie doubles 
in a elo.se contest witli Mrs. Bowering 
and Mrs. N. Evans, with the score tied 
at 14 all in the third and deciding 
game before tlie winners were able to 
make the scoring ijoints.
Hamish MaeNeil and Geoff. Garlinge 
took two straight games from Jack 
Maddoclc and M. Barwick to take the 
men's doubles. The play off games in 
the men’s singles will be jilayed this 
week with MacNeil and Garlinge to 
play off-for the honours.
The doubles mutch was keenly con­
tested with Mr. and Mrs. Bowering 
taking the first game while Sheila Mc­
Kay and Geoff. Garlinge took the sec­
ond game. 'Phe third game saw the 
Bowerings behind 14 to 3 but they kept 
their opponents from scoring as they 
came up to tie 14 all. With a point 
for each the score still stood at a 15 
all tie, with the Bowerings taking the 
two straight to give them the game 
and the match.
Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Borland arrived 
home on Wednesday after spending 
the winter at Chilliwack.
W. Goudie of Kelowna is engaged 
in hauling logs to the lake at Deep 
Creek and had the misfortune to over­
turn his truck above the Jim Miller 
place last week but no harm was done 
to driver or truck.
Mrs. G. Garlinge and baby son ar­
rived home from- the Summerland Hos­
pital on Thursday.
Miss Helen Arnott who had been 
visiting Miss Emmie Hunt left for her 
home in Summerland on Sunday.
Mrs. E. II. Pierce left on Sunday 
night for Vieloria where .she will visit 
Col. and Mrs. O. St. John.
Cai)tuin C. R. Bull met the executive 
of the local Liberal Association on 
Tuesday evening when they were en­
tertained at the home of the president. 
Arnold Fergusoji.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McDonald and 
two sons of Penticton have taken up 
their re.sidence on Miss Twiddy’s lot.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Shatto and family 
have taken up their residence iu town.
Plans were made on Monday night 
for the big annual dance of the Peach'- 
land Athletic Association which cele­
brates the third anniversary of the 
opening of the new hall. The dance 
will be held April 22.
Tlie Athletic Hall has once more de­
monstrated its usefulness as a centre 
for the community as it was used con­
tinuously through the winter for bas­
ketball, badminton and recreational 
classes. A ll three branches of activity 
have been well supported and have 
filled the need for winter activity.
♦ * ♦
Eyre Palmer arrived in town on
E d .  S c o t t
R A D IA T O R  SH O P
If your car is running hot, 
let us clean your radiator.
We repair and replace 
radiators on any make of 
car or tractor.
B O D Y  and F E N D E R , 
A U T O  P A IN T IN G
PHONE 138 Kelowna
35-4—46-4
For Sale
F U L L Y  M O D E R N  H O U S E  on Glenwood Ave­
nue, hot water heating, 4 bedrooms, dining room, 
kitchen, living room and den, 2 open fireplaces. 
1 acre lot.
Price 5 0 0 * ® ® ^  reasonable terms.
Or will rent from April 15th at $30.00 a month.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Incorporated 1909
Phone 98 Phone 332
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
W e now have the newest and latest method 
in Dry Cleaning Equipment.
Dri'Sheen PROCESS-THE N E W
HAVE THEM CLEANED BY THE NEW 
DRhSH£EN PAOCESS-IT CLEANS AHO 
REFRESHES, YET C0STS_N0 MORE THAN
ORDINARY WAYS.
MAPLE LEAF
CLEANERS & pYERS 
New Location — Lawrence Ave. 
PHONE 285
5--
«
l i l i
M O N D A Y , A P R IL  18 to SA T U R D A Y , A P R IL  23
On this particular week a drive is being made to supply 
eggs for the Hospital, but donations of eggs will be grate­
fully accepted at anytime, at the Hospital.
Children are being asked to bring eggs for Hospital 
Egg Week to the children’s services on Easter Sunday. 
Eggs can be left at either D., K* Gordon’s or Gordon’s Gro­
cery, and eggs will be accepted at the Hospital on anyone’s 
account.
HiELP T H E  H O S P IT A L  Q N  E G G  W E E K
TJlUnSUAY, APIUl. 14, MKIH TH E K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE N IN E
S
> ^
S U P E R S T IT IO N
By Oren Arnold Copyright 1937, NBA SERVICE, in<
40  ox. 9 4 ^ 0
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
Con-
Tlie charucte>;.s and situations in 
tills story aro wliolly lletional and 
iniaf'inary and aro not intended to 
portray any actual persons or 
events.
BARGAIN FARES
VANCOUVER, NEW WESTMINSTER, 
VICTORIA AND NANAIMO
Thursday, April 21
Vancouver it o An
New Westminster - - - - -  SJ> 9.40
Victoria . .   $11.40
N a n a im o ....................................... $10.90
(Good in. Coaches only)
Leave K E L O W N A  - - - 5.05 p.m.
Returning Lv. V A N C O U V E R  - - 7.15 p.m., April 24
EQUALLY LOW FARES FROM OTHER STATIONS 
Children Half Fare - Ask any Agent
V-22-38
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS
i
of the important services of 
this Bank is the making of loans 
to business firms and individuals.
I f  you or your business can, in your 
judgment, be helped by a loan do 
not hesitate to discuss your plans 
with us. We shall be glad to be 
of service to you.
T H E  C A N A D I A N  B A N K  
O F C O M M E R C E
Mr. W. M. FRASER, Manager of the Kelowna Branch, 
will be glad to have you call and discuss any matters 
in which the Bank can help you.  ^ ,
%
C O C K T A I L  
O R  C O L L IN S
Rare flavou red  gins, d istilled  
a fte r  the finest Lon don  tra­
d ition . T h e  perfec t base fo r  
cocktails o r collins.
“ M O N O G R A M ”
12 oz. _____________ -9®
^2 5  oz___________
40 oz. ....______ $2-9®
“ S T E R L IN G ”
12 o z ........  _...51-®®
25 oz____ _ . $2-®®
“ P IP E R S ”
12 o z ._.51-1®
25 oz. .. ........... 52-i5
G-2-84
Look fo r  this Seal o o  o il 
B, C . D .  Brands
The BRITISH COLUMBIA DISTILLERY Co. Ltd
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the 
Control Board or by the Government ot Britiah CoHfmb«a
CHAPTER 1
NINA BLAKE saw him llr.st—a lla.sh 
[of colour through the taxicab window.
Hi.s sombrero was white and his scrape 
was crimson; both were ctclicd with 
gold. His pants were jHirple velvet,
I ills .shirt green. He leaned with artis- 
I tie indolence against the hotel wall.
“Well! If there isn’t Don Pedro or 
somebody him.self! Snap out. Stew, I-we“rc going wild and woolly! With a 
land behold the scenery!” Nina sat up gro.ss of six shooters and—and a 
straight and stared. It took a lot to smirked elaborately,
interest Nina. “That’s just it, old tough-and-torriblc.
“Stew” was a sisterly name for You can’t even speak the language 
[Stuart Blake—Stuart Alfred Blake, Jr. Just a penthouse pal, you are. What’ll 
He didn’t like it, but he couldn’t do you do when an Indian pokes his head 
! a thing about it. Nobody could do around a rock and growls BOO? 
anything about Nina. Ho stepped Stuart grinned. Nina couldn’t help 
I from the cab and assisted his father smiling back at the handsome bum,
Stuart agreed 
“Murders aren’t hokum, son. ’Two or 
tiiree unsolved, the papers say. People 
do queer things hunting for treasure.’ 
Treasure! I ’liat’s right, there was gold 
in Superstition, or supposed to be. A  
lost mine, or something. Stuart didn 
need gold; he would Inherit plenty of 
money. But hidden /(old—that’s dif­
ferent! Adventure! Fun! Stuart came 
striding acro.ss the lobby now to join 
ills sister and father.
“Everything’s set,” he announced 
“Superstition Lodge, right at the base 
of the mountain. Four rooms reserved 
Bingo kid—’’ he slapped Nina’s arm
and sister to aliglht. '
"Ulinh.” whispered the father, ap 
I prcciatively. “Have to get me an outfit 
[ like that, eh, Nina? The old South- 
I west!”
Stuart answered. “Too swanky for 
you, Dad. I ’ll wear it. I know what 
to do when the seenoriters smile!' 
Ta-tum, tata-ta!’’
But Nina snapped him up.
she told herself; he always beamed 
with some kind of enthusiasm.
For 55 years the firm of L. Potter 
and Sons in Phoenix has owned the 
same life-sized bronze statue of a 
horse, and has kept the poor critter 
outside in the elements every hour of 
that time. Old Lemuel Potter paid 
twice its cost to have the horse wag­
oned across the desert and bolted to 
the top of his first saddle and harness
T’ll testify you do! Glide into a I store. It has out-lasted Lem, Mrs. Lem 
tango, and try to kiss her in the first and four sons. It has nicks from bul- 
chorus. And some black-eyed lover lets of carousing cowboys; one ear was 
I like our friend here will dag you with shot half off in the midnight celebra- 
I his dagger! Listen, sweet brother—if tion on December 31, 1899-1900. Fred 
you can weather my sarcasm—this is Potter, last of the sons, has had senti- 
Arizona, not Chicago. Even I don’t ment and sense enough to let it remain 
know how to act, out here.’’ on the roof of even the modern Potter
“Well I do!’’ store.
‘Well you don’t, you’ve never been Old timers still gravitate to Potter’s 
west of Des Moipes in your life!. You as inevitably as they come to town; at 
think this is—’’ some of their yarns Fred has laughed
Stuart Alfred Blake, Sr., interrupted tactfully at least a thousand times. He 
them, moving with them meanwhile was a polite audience this morning 
[ to the ho'tel clerk’s counter. He roar- when the talk was all about mining. He 
ed a little. himself was more than usually inter-
“Stop that, you two! Arguing like ested in the powwow about Supersti-
school kids, at your age—good day, 
I sir, I want a comfortable suite for a 
[man with two babies.”
‘Babies, si^?” The clerk was defer- 
lential.
“Ya, these two! ’Twenty-five and 
[ twenty-two. Years, not months!’
tion Mountain’s gold. -Indeed, who 
isn’t interested in a murder mystery, 
especially one where hidden trfeasure 
is the motivating force? And the pap­
ers had been full of it lately.
’The front of the store did a heavy 
“dude” trade now, catering to tourists
You could set Hotel Westward Ho who wanted to go western, in costumes 
down on one of Chicago’s main streets, | at least. Fred could get fancy prices
turn around twice, and have to call a 
policeman to help you find it. Nina 
mentioned as much, following an after- 
breakfast tour; but her father inform­
ed her that hotels, and people, are 
different in Phoenix, Arizona. This 
was “out West,” said he. Nina sighed.
The hotel didn’t matter anyway.
[ They were heading for the hills—"go­
ing western”—and the wilder the dude 
ranch the better. They had been in­
trigued by frequent news items about 
Superstition Mountain, 40 miles from 
I Phoenix.
“They keep telling about excitement 
[ up there-—might be interesting,” Mr. 
Blake, Sr., had admitted.
“Probably hokum,-but it’ll be fun,”
from them  ^ Back around the L. in the 
store, though, was a different atmos­
phere. ’The old coal stove still func­
tioned there in winter. ’There the at­
mosphere eternally commingled of the 
flavour of leather, tobacco, human 
sweat, and conversation. Fred liked 
this part of his store better. He liked 
the humbler customers who gathered 
there.
“Colter's my name,” one be-whisk- 
ered arrival had just introduced him­
self. “This here’s my wife. Them’s 
my sons, Paul and Silas. And this 
here—” (spoken proudly) “is our Caro-: 
lee. ,
“Pleased t’meetcha,”  ^ d  Fred Pot­
ter, who would have said “How' do,
you do?” up front.
“We’re from West Texas,” Mr. Colter [ 
went on. “We seen the horse on yore 
roof, and I says to m’wife, this here’s 
a friendly store.”
Fred Potter beamed. “Tlianic you, 
sir. You’re welcome hero. yVe do try [ 
to make friends. Set down. Set down, 
all of you. No liurry about doin’ busi­
ness licre. You flggcring on talcing up | 
farming out here, Mr. Colter?”
The old gentleman’s expression be- I 
came serious. He was poorly clad. His | 
family was obviously touched by pov­
erty. In the bearing of both father 
aqd sons one read the unmistukublc 
evidences of an honest but buffeted | 
people. Paul Colter held a long rifle. 
He could have been 18, or maybe more, [ 
and Silas was his somewhat sullen | 
looking twin. In the sister, however, 
was a. facial contradiction—maybe it [ 
was pride, or determination. Certainly 
it was backed by inherent beauty.
“We ain’t farming no more," the old | 
man confided. “I hev got a m‘ap to a | 
rich mine. I bought it offen a feller. 
We went busted farming, four years | 
in a row. I done some mining once.
I can do ’er again. With this here map 
might make m’self rich! Who | 
knows?”
His concluding tone seemed to dare 
Fred to dispute it.
“Your mine—it’s in Arizona?” Fred | 
probed.
“Th’ same. It’s in this Superstition [ 
Mountain right east o’ here. It dates 
plumb back to Spanish days. Carolee, 
she says it’s probably nothing to it, but | 
can tell. I can feel it!”
Fred Potter swallowed. There was­
n’t anything to say to that; he had I 
seen gold fever working in many an-| 
other hopeful soul. You can’t cure it.
It has to run its course.
The door banged a sort of fitting I 
punctuation anyway, and Fred went 
up front. Two men had walked in, [ 
vastly different from the Colters, and | 
one spoke boldly to Fred.
“Are you Mr. Potter?” he. addressed | 
Fred. “Blake, Stuart Blake. 'This is 
my father here. Say, Potter, we’re go­
ing up into Superstition Mountain for 
a bit of vacation and want some out­
ing togs—boots, heavy sox, khaki suit 
and such. The hotel says you have] 
them if anybody has. Right?”
Outside oh First Avenue, alert Jim I 
Burke, policeman, had observed the 
Blakes’ taxicab stop at Potter’s. More 
tourists, Jim mused; good spenders.' It 
was a little early in the morning to 
begin tagging over-parked cars, and 
the day seemed too tranquil for any 
sort of crime. Jim didn’t have much | 
to do.
He loafed around for 15 minutes or I 
so, finally decided to amble over to | 
Fred Potter’s himself.
Then, abruptly, the musing and the | 
ambling were cut short.
CRACK—a rifle shot!
In the same instant, bits of plate | 
glass tinkled to the sidewalk.
A  woman screamed.
With his pistol drawn. Officer Burke I 
sprinted the remaining 50 feet and | 
entered Potter’s.
(To Be Continued)
: LETTERS TO THE J 
EDITOR S
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SUPPORTS DENTAL CLINIC WORK
MILUON BEES ARE 
LIBERATED LOCALLY
Victoria, B.C., April 6th, 1938. 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
In a report I have received from 
Kelowna there was enclosed a clip- 
I ping of an article which appeared in 
your paper on dental operations in the 
Rutland district.
I trust that the people as a whole 
[ will be awakened to the fact that this 
is one of the most valuable pieces of 
work in regard to humanitarian results 
that could have been selected.
The principle adopted was correct 
but the success of the movement in 
such matters rests upon the application 
of the principle and the education of 
the public to secure their endorsation.
In looking over the report I find a 
very deserved tribute paid to Mr. 
Campbell, principal of the Rutland 
school the school to which your ar­
ticle refers. In the report there is also 
mention made of the splendid co-op­
eration that the local health author­
ities have received from the large ma­
jority of the teachers. JTeachers count 
for so much in carrying out such work 
and it is almost impossible to accom­
plish very much without their full 
co-operation.
Mrs. Grindon, the nurse in charge 
as administrator and as a teacher in 
health has brought about a splendid 
organization which is working very 
successfully and in many ways has 
been of enormous help to the Provinr 
cial Board of Health and particularly 
of benefit to the people of the district.
May I ask that you will please note, 
in your paper our thanks to the people 
mentioned for the hearty co-operation 
that we have received.
Yours truly,
H. E. YOUNG, 
Provincial Health Officer.
G. F. Pearcey Replaces Supply 
Laid Low  By Arsenical Spray
Canadian Pacific Express Go. lost no 
time last week in disposing of one 
shipment of goods, consigned to G. F, 
Pearcey, of the Linden Apiaries. And 
there was good reason for the speed, 
as the shipment consisted of eighty 
packages of honeybees, each cage con 
taining one queen and either two or 
three pounds of bees, which, ■ with 
smaller subsequent shipments, repre­
sent an addition of approximately one 
million workers to. the force which 
will be occupied in Kelowna and dis 
trict orchards. '
According to Mr. Pearcey, this im 
portation represents, an average annual 
replacement of losses, caused largely 
by increasingly heavy applications of 
arsenical sprays, which have made it 
practically impossible to .keep bees 
anywhere in the vicinity of the local 
orchards.
Many apiaries have been entirely 
wiped out and it is estimated that the 
number of hives at present in the 
area from Oyama to Summerland re­
presents* less than 25 per cent of the 
total in operation five years ago.
“DUBBING THE TUB”
2206-33rd Ave. S. W„ 
Calgary, Alta., April 7, 1938. 
To The Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
After three months in hospital and 
now in convalescency a copy of your 
paper sent to me a few days ago was 
indeed welcome. Last summer I spent 
three months between Westbank and 
Kelowna and I  am, of course, must in­
terested in news from that district.
Your contest for a name for the
ferry is too good to pass up, as I be­
lieve I spent about one third of my 
time waiting for it to come in, and 
although I am entering into .the spirit 
of the fun with a jovial mind, I really 
cannot bring myself to write in seri­
ousness a name that would slur that 
poor old Sea ■ Horse because it is not 
in itself that the trouble lies, but ra­
ther in those responsible for the opera­
tion of it.
You would not be the kind that 
would shoot a horse when ilr+iad fin­
ished its years of usefulness or call It 
nasty names I hope, but rather you 
would put it out on pasture' and speak 
kindly of it occasionally. You don’t 
doubt that it was a pretty good tub 
when “Noah built it, but because of 
years of profitable work it has become 
obnoxious in the eyes of its users. I 
sometimes wonder if it has not made 
enough money to build a bridge across 
the lake and also a decent road from 
the landing into Westbank. However, 
af'tho present time I must admit this 
old tub and dusty road, where you 
can’t see two feet ahead of you, and 
everybody swishing past in a cloud 
of dust, and Tommy Reece swishing' 
past them all, would look good to me 
at the moment.
I would like to see the 'Old Tub’ put 
out on pasture at the Westbank wharf. 
It could generate enough electricity to
COURT APPEAL 
WILL SIT TUESDAY!
z The court of appeal ‘ will sit on I 
Tuesday, April 19th to hear three cases 
building inspector. ’The cases have 
arisen out of the council’s action in 
condemning a number of old buildings 
int he city which are beyond repair. 
In three cases appeals have been en­
tered and these will be heard next | 
’Tuesday. ,
K. G. E. BUILDING TO COME DOW N
Mayor Jones anounced to the city | 
council Monday night that the K.G.E. 
building at the foot of Bernard Avenue | 
was up for and as soon as it was sold, 
it would be torn down. His Worship 
pointed out that the building was half ] 
on the city park property and half on 
C.P.R. property, and was sqmething | 
of an eyesore in its present location.
supply that district and is badly need­
ed, and get a modern ferry to take its 
place; but for the love of Pete don’t 
get one that goes to bed with the 
chickens. A  public highway should be 
open at all times and without cost and 
even if the service were slowed up at 
night it should be capable of taking 
care of the traffic at all times.
Instead of drawing visitors to our 
country it seems that we are sending 
our 0;wn peoplfe>^ to the States on vaca­
tions and this is one of the many rea­
sons why they go. I have read on 
many occasions in your paper of your 
efforts to better this situation and wish 
you every success in the undertaking, 
and might gio so far as tb suggest that 
you hire a “Steve Wilson” from the 
Illustrated Press if you know what I 
mean.
Yours truly,
DON FALL WELL.
CORRECTS ERROR
Victoria, B.C., April 10, 1938. 
To the. Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
I have just f.nished reading your 
issue of April 7th and wish to com­
pliment you on the improved appear­
ance of the paper which has been no­
ticeable lately, also the news pub­
lished.
I thank you for the reference to my 
son in “Bygone Days,” but wish to 
draw your attention ' to an error in 
the amount of the bursary he obtainr 
ed. You state it as $75.00, instead of 
which it was $750.00-^ a considerable 
difference. He now holds a respori-, 
sible position in the Research and De­
velopment Department of the Cellu-|
" I  hope fhoy’ro not lost up ihoro—
'’Mac 1$ lost anywhere without his Sweet Caps I*
S W E E T  C A P O R A L  C IG A R E T T E S
''The purest form in which tobacco can be smoked'*
ELEPHANT BRAND
TERTILIZEr
give a balanced soil condition for
GROWTH^/UALlTY-NUTRITION
These fertilizers fill every requirement of this 3-point
program.
1. Chemically combined nitrogen and phosphoric 
acid supply energy for rapid growth.
2. Correct proportioning of superior chemicals improve) 
size, color and quality of many crops, including de­
ciduous, truck and field crops.
3. Aids cover crops, and supplies health and vigor for 
next season’s production.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET “POWER TO GROW”
AND  FERTILIZER CHART
Address to: Consolidated Mining & Smelting Company of Canada, 
Ltd., B.C. Sales Office, Marine Building, Vancouver, B.C.
Ammonium Phosphate
For greater root growth.
’•'Complete Fertilizers
Ready-hlended in correct pro­
portions.
♦  Ammonium Sulphate
For more abundant crops.
Mono-Calcium Phosphate
(Animal Builder)
A  concentrated, purifi^  he^th 
food .for livestock.
Manufactured at !i^ail, B. C., by the
CONSOLIDATED MINING & SMELTING
COM PANY OF CANADA LIMITED  
Distributed in British Columbia by Buckerfield’s Ltd., Vancouver.
LOCAL DEALERS: . . .  »<
B . C . Fruit Shippers, Kelowna.
B. C. Orchards, Kelowna. ~
Growers’ Supply Co., Kelowna.
Kelowna Co-Operative Growers’ Exchange.
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Ltd., Kelowna.
Occidental Fruit Company, Siunmerland.
Walters Limited, Summerland.
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna.
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna.
^ J ie w e ^  y jie a f^  H atir /
The Master Brewer's Pride
. . .  and annual spring treat 
will be available April 9th. 
Brewed early in the Fall o f 
19.37, and age-mellowed to  
perfection. Cascade Bock has 
a tang and flavour all its own.
Remember, Bock Beer is olt- 
tninablc only in the Spring, 
and is sold in bottles and on  
xlraught.
Vancouver Breweries Ltd .
^ jJ J A  7^^ctcCuct~^
This 'advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
loid Corporation, Inc., in Newark, .New. 
Jersey.
Wishing you every success in the 
operation of your paper, and with 
kind regards to the members of the 
staff. I am,
YourS very truly,
JOSEPH BALL.
Teacher: “Percy, why arc you cry­
ing?”
Percy; “Jimmy kicked me in the 
stomach.”
Teacher; “Jimmy, did you mean to 
kick Percy in the stomach?” '
Jimmy; “iSTaw,' he turned arobnd just 
when I kicked.”
P A G E T E N
t l l E  K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
TmJHSDAY, AIMUl, 14, HKIIl
N o w
Is the ritiht time to 
build or remodel your 
home.
k , ....
: s' 4s" s'i
'<CjT i i X
See us now for proper electrical 
w iring, outlets, etc.
A  M O D E R N  
L O O K IN G  H O M E  
YES, B U T ...........
The first thing in a 
modern home is
MODERN
WIRING
»
A M O D E R N  H O M E  IS Y O U R S  W H E N  Y O U  
H A V E  U P -T O -D A T E  L IG H T IN G
For estimates Phone 12
CLIFFORD HUCKLE
E L E C T R IC A L  C O N T R A C T O R
1 *
M odernize
YOUR KITCHEN
S 'l l l
MODERN PLUMBING
M E A N S  E C O N O M Y  IN  
T IM E  A N D  E F F O R T
You’ll find that a modern sink with 
running water will repay the original 
investment many times over in increase 
ing convenience and time-saving. Call 
today and let us explain how easy it is 
tb'have a modern water system.
E ST IM A TES  G L A D L Y  GlVEti.  
P LU M B E R S  —  S T E A M FIT T E R S  —  T IN SM IT H S
J. ®al|)raitti
P H O N E  100
Building is one o f the greatest means o f spreuling prosperity. The building industry is 
recognized as one of the finest methods o f increasing business and spreading die How of 
dollars. The governm ent recognizes this by assisting you to build. It oilers facilities o f the 
Dominion Housing A ct and the H om e Im provem ent Plan. Do your part in boosting 
Canadian prosperity by building that house n o w ! ! !
Take
Advantage of thet T
present l>uildint> pric- 
es--the costs are rlsim^ .o
Borrow  
To BuUd
Your opportunity to build or 
remodel.
M O R T G A G E  L O A N  W I L L  
P A V E  T H E  W A Y .  
we represent
T H E  Y O R K S H IR E  
S A V IN G S  & L O A N
‘ ASSOCIATION
This Company will 
bridge the gap be­
tween borne owner­
ship and rent paying 
that obstructs your 
iitdcpcndcnce.
FOR APPOINTM ENT
P H O N E
127
E ,  M ,  C A R M U T H E R S  &  S O M
TREADGOLD’S
PAINT STORE
PAINT
VARNISHES
WALLPAPER
SIGNS
SHOW CARDS
W e will be only too 
glad to give you an 
estimate on
DECORATING AND 
PAINTING
Now ’s the time to beautify 
your home— it’s really that 
necessary investment.
PHONE 134
TREADGOLD’S
 ^ .'4
v * w  "ib>
ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR PRESENT HOME ?
When you say “That’s where I  live”—are you ashamed of the condition of your house?
W H Y  N O T  T A K E  A D V A N T A G E  O F  T O D A Y ’S L U M B E R  PR IC E S  
A N D  B U IL D  N O W  —  W E  C A N  H E L P  Y O U .
Let us show you our plans for that home you’ve always wanted.
Sawmill Co., Limited
P H O N E  221
A  Canadian Home can no longer be con­
sidered modern unless it- is properly in­
sulated. Insulation is practical for the most 
moderately-priced house.
G Y P R O C  W O O L  has all the primary 
requirements of a proved and tested 
Insulation.
G Y P R P C  W O O L  carries the name 
of a manufacturer famous in Can­
adian Constructibn for over fifty 
years.
F IR E -P R O O F  - V E R M IN -P R O O F  - S A N IT A R Y
SEE US NOW!
P H O N E  66
WM. HAUG &
; '
H om e B u ilders A lw a y s  Consult Sim pson’s !
INVESTIGATE THE INSULATION Don’t be Deceived —  There is Insulation and IN S U L A T IO N !
Many home owners believe they are buying effective insulation when actually this is far from true. They 
have been led to believe that anything called “insulation” wilT give them substantial comfort and economy.
When you plan to build or buy a hew house investigate the efficiency of the insulation before you buy. 
Beware of thin materials having slight if any insulating value.
Johns-Mariville Ful-Thick Rock Wool. Home Insulation Batts are equal in insulating efficiency to II  F E E T  
O F  SO LID  STO NE. They give you maximum all-weather comfort and winter fuel economy.
BE PROUD OF YOU^ HOME!
Live in a home that is modern and convenient— that gives all the advantages your children need- that you 
will be proud to iiivite your friends over. Don’t tolerate discomfort and bad conditions when it is so easy 
to have a better home. Whether you plan to remodel, repair or build— SEE US FIRST. W e will be glad to 
show you plans and give you the benefit of our years of study in home building.
V H f  a O O K  O P
Exclusive Agents for J O H N S -M A N V IL L E  PR O D U C T S
S .  M .  S I M P S O N ,  L I M I T E D
J O H N S -M A N V lllE
LU M B E R  —  M IL L  W O R K  —
Phones: Mill, 313; General Office, 312.
Quality Building Materials 
SH IN G LE S  —  G LASS —  SCR EEN
J.
—  W A L L B O A R D  —  IN S U L A T IO N  
Call, write or phone for literature on home building.
i,.
I
T H U R S D A Y ,  A P R I L  H . llWi!
t
T H E  K E L O W N A  CO U R IER
•
B O N  T O N
FORMER KELOWNA 
WOMAN REACHES H i n t s  O n
T T O l
F a s h i o n s
3TT>nnTT 1
Hither And 
Yon-ft ft V1 he rashion t arade 85TH BIRTHDAY Child’s Shoes Important Part of Easter Outfit
PAGE E LE V E N
.S|)iin/; is dcdiiltcly iioro to stay, imd 
vvitti llu' sliowitiK a colourful
ariay of dall'odils, violets, croci and 
countless other early blooms, the fash­
ion experts forecast a colour chart 
similar to the annual one of “Dame 
Nature.”
Hats with two or three contrasting 
tones are very popular amoni; hifjh 
style merchandise. Fuschia, with navy 
is a veiy important colour combina­
tion. as is black with white, natural 
witli black or colour.s, and believo-it 
«.r-not purple is combined with cerise 
very successfully.
Mrs. S. V. Bray Is Subject Of 
Interesting Comments From 
Winnipeg Tribune Columnist
P IO N E E R E D  IN  W E S T
Self-applic|ued pritits are very new- 
this charming treatment of the printed 
I dress is sponsored b.v Molyneux—he 
cuts out appliques of the ijrint and 
catclies them to the dress, as llnishinp' 
' for bodices and also scattered here 
and there on the body of the frock it­
self. Done with tloral prints in light- 
weifdit materials, it gives the dress a 
delicate, leafy quality that' is enchant­
ing for summer.
---- o-----
Some of the very latest ways of 
combining a variety lof colours are
most charming. For example, a spring 
suit of two-toned blue, trimmed with 
yellow, could be worn with grey ac­
cessories. Yellow and rust augmented 
by a deep delph blue is another pop­
ular combine. Gray and blue, rust 
: and beige, Parisian and navy, navy 
and yellow are a few of the reasons 
why this year’s colour parade is more 
fascinating than ever.
Some of the latest fashion foibles are 
really enchanting. For instance: A
baby bonnet of navy felt with white 
ruchings for mother and a similar one 
for daughter. Gold lame caps for eve­
ning wear to complement blonde tres- 
se.s^—they really are becoming.
The new “old fashioned” silhouette 
for evening gowns are all the rage in 
London. To get the effect of the wasp 
waist today, fashion dictators allow 
, pads to add to hips and accent the 
waist where girls three generations 
ago had to diet religiously.
---- o-----
Existed For Entire Year Without 
Having Opportunity To Even 
Bake A  Cake
Mr. 11. Silbiy, (d the J'hic Railway 
ill S;in Francisco, was a business visitor 
in town last Thursday.
- I ' K
Of much interest to many local 
friends comes the following biograjihy 
of Mrs. S. V. Bruy, well-known former 
Kelowna woman, and now a resident 
in Winnipeg. It was written by L il­
lian Gibbons in her “An Alburn of 
Winnipeg Women." column in the Win­
nipeg Tribune. Tiie comments follow 
Mrs. Bray is getting ready to cele­
brate her ti.'ith birthday. At the home 
of her daughter. Mrs. R. J. Gourlcy, 
with wliorn slie lives on Oxford street, 
she is putting in the time at needle 
point. “I learned to do it before I was 
RJ.” so tills is her 70th year. “Every 
body's doing it now—this is a revival.
have an ottoman my grandfather 
made aiid my aunt covered with 
needlepoint. She died when I was five 
years old. so you see how old this art 
s."
Was Born In Ontario
This Album lady was born Rebecca 
Bambury—“like the lady from Bam-1 
bury Cross.” at Columbus, Ont., March 
i(l, 1853. She sat telling her story while 
her daugirter did needlepoint, and her | 
great grandson, David, played with the
Mrs. F. A. Mai'tin left last Wednes­
day evening for I'InnIand via the I’an- 
ania where she will spend an extended 
holiday visiting relatives and her son. 
Corporal “Rusty" Martin, stationed
with the Scots Greys in Middlesex.
* *
Mrs, R. Siiilsbury was a tea hostess 
on Thursday afternoon last, at tlie 
I Royal Anne Hotel, in honour yf Mi s. 
Lloyd Bas.sett, of Victoria, The tea 
table, centred with a bowl of graceful 
I daffodils, was presided over by Mrs. 
C. C. Kelly, while Mrs. Maurice Mcikle 
and Mi.ss Diana DeHart assisted tiie 
! hostess in serving. The guests includ- 
led: Dr. Reba Willits, Mrs. J. S. Hen­
derson, Mrs. J. M. Large, Mrs. A. S. 
Underhill, Mr.s. Charles Gaddes, Mrs. 
Dobbs, Mrs. Beatty Lewis, Mrs. C. C. 
Kelly, Mrs. Maurice MeiklCj Miss Jose- 
I phine McLachlan, Miss Marjorie 
Waites, Miss Diana DeHart, Miss 
“Sadie” McLachlan, Miss Mary Little, 
Miss Mary Willits and Miss Audrey 
Hughes.
New children’s shoes, TOP, white jumper calf T-strap "softee”; centre,, 
two little cushions his. “Danny ” Mis I /hoe in Nord grain cubana color; RIGHT, cut-out marine blue |
Bray, had worked. They Sctuied Pejorated oxford; below, LEFT, black patent leather sandal; Right, white
crinoline ladies, one blue, the compan-'
Mrs. Francis Apployard returned to j 
Kelowna on Wednesday from a three
weeks’ holiday .spent at the Coast.,« « *
Mrs. H. Vance Dawson was a dinner I 
hostess on Wednesday evening last 
week, at her home on Vimy Avenue, 
honouring Miss “Sadie” McLachlan, of | 
Vancouver. Covers were laid for Mrs. 
Beatty Lewis, Mrs. Bert Johnston, Mrs. 
George Joy and Miss Josephine Me-1
Cuff-links assume a new importance 
in the fashion world when they form 
a shoe fastening on evening sandals. 
'Myrna Loy, as the heroine of “Test 
Pilot,” Wore a pair of silver kid san­
dals with the instep fastening, a series 
of three cuff links of braided silver 
kid with synthetic star sapphires push­
ed through buttonholes on either side.
The most novel of “twin combina­
tion” that has caught on among the 
.smart women lately is that of gaily 
■ -coloured monogrammed linen scarves 
and pocket handkerchiefs to match— 
’ especially smart with tailored suits.
French flowers are worn at the 
waistline or in the hair now. Another 
' popular place for flowers is the bust- 
line, from one side to the other, form­
ing a draped effect on the bodice. 
Poppies, roses and forget-me-nots are 
among the most popular.
. '——o— - " •
Worth has introduced a handbajg 
shaped like a watering can, with a
ion coral, done on dark backgrounds. I least important part of the
David also entertained by playing the ^® "' spring ensemble is the shoes, 
piano. di.scordantly but with enthusi- This is true, even of childi’en’s out- 
asm, so that Danny might be like the Indeed, it is doubly important to
rhyme and “have music wherever she youngsters’ shoes fit well, as
goes.” well as being good looking and “ like
In August, 1882, Mrs. Bray reached those of the other kids.” Little feet 
Winnipeg with her two children, a ^re tender, and if they are given shoes 
trunk full of preserved fruits, a keg of that are roomy without being slipshod, 
maple syrup, a giant crock of butter, tong enough, and with low, comfort- 
and the determination to like the log nble heels, they will be much less 
house her pioneering husband had built hhely to develop foot troubles later 
ready for her. He had arrived in the | °n in life. ^
We are showing you some new spring 
shoes for the little folk. They are day 
long shoes, to be worn from outdoor 
play hours until dinner time.
At the top is a T-strap white juniper
spring of the' year, with her brother. 
They homesteaded near Wolseley, Sask;
Winnipeg Was Muddy
“I remember Winnipeg for the mud
—and because a man picked me up j calf—a summer favourite softee. It is 
and carried me across the muddy perforated at the top, with graduated 
street. I bought six loaves of baker’s porthole perforations on the vamp, 
bread here, too. When I got to the
removable compact where the sprink­
ler top would be on the real thing.
Neat but not gaudy is Chanel’s quaint 
idea for evening apparel—a white dress 
with fitted, low-cut bodice, and flaring 
skirt—sleeveless, of course, but worn 
with starched white lace cuffs, about 
five inches long on both wrists. Ear­
rings that look like huge magnolia 
blossoms, . coyer the ears completely, 
and carry out the colour scheme.
fO O
E M P R E S S
MORE cues-BETTER FLAVOR
farm my husband had also got bread 
—of his own baking, out of very coarse 
flour. The two lots looked .like brown 
and white, so different they were.” 
The young wife liked her log house. 
She listened joyously to all the tales 
her husband had saved up to,tell since 
his arrival by ox-team from Carman, 
which, was as far as the railway went
Shoes Air-Conditioned
In the middle is a tongue shoe of
DEUGHTFUL SHOWER 
FOR BRIDE-TO-BE
then. He and her brother bought an nyr. _ ,
ox each “so they’d own a yoke be-1 M a r y  Campbell Honoured
tween them.” But the poor oxen got | 
lost in a storm and weren’t seen again 
for two years..
“Tell what happened to the maple 
syrup,” Mrs. Gourley put in.
By Mrs. W . E. Adams And 
Mrs. K. Duggan
Miss Mary Campbell, whose wedding 
“ Well, the last we saw of the syrup, I takes place on Saturday, April 16th 
it was standing on the station plat- , i. -l. ’
form. It was clearly marked Maple ® ® ® beautifully-
Syrup, So somebody probably decided arranged miscellaneous shower, last 
it was a fine thing to have . . . And Wednesday evening, when Mrs. W. E  
father had asked specially for it!” Adams and Mrs. K. Duggan entertain 
The Butter Lasted ed at Mrs. Adam’s home on Abbott
The crock of butter had a place all Street, 
its’ own in the tale of 56 years ago. About thirty of Miss Campbell’s 
“My mother and two sisters; said I ’d friends were present. Mrs. K. Duggan 
likely never see butter again, going to and Mrs. Francis Buck presided at the 
the wild West, so they made a huge tea table which was centred with a 
crock full and sent it along with me. lovely arrangement of pale rose snap 
We kept it in a hole dug in the ground, dragons and fern, while Miss Joan Ad- 
By the winter it,was a snow hole. We ams. Miss Doris Teague, 'Miss Jennie 
ate that butter till spring. It kept beau- Andison, Mrs. V. Lewis, Miss Mary 
tifully.” Rattenbury and Miss Marjorie Pearcey
It was lucky they had brought the assisted in serving. Mrs. L. A. Hayman 
butter; there were no cows or chickens presided at the piano for community 
in their part of the country that first singing and she also sang several lovely 
year. When a farmer finally got some | songs
Mr. George Ward returned on Wed-
, , .nesday, April 6, from Vancouver,nord grain in the outdoor cubana col­
our, with grouped perforations. Cut- The cast of the play “Twin Beds” I 
outs air-condition the design, as it was entertained by the Preventorium i
w e, and the foxing effect of the quar- directors at a reception held at the
s are different. Willow Inn after the performance on
J ”  middle is an open- Thursday evening, 
throat tie of marine blue juniper calf • * *
which has alternating sections of the Miss Marionne Meikle returned last I 
plain and perforated, with a bow collar Thursday from a three weeks’ holiday
' spent in California.
At the lower left is a sandal in jet j # * »
black diamond patent leather. . Con- j Mrs. “Buster” Brown returned on 
centrated perforations trim this prac- Saturday from a holiday spent in Kam- 
tical sandal with peekaboo toe cutouts, loops.
The sandal at the lower right is in I • • *
si^ar white diamond patent leather, j Mr. George Rose returned on Mon- , 
which features such new style points day morning from Vancouver where 
''^mdow openings he has spent the past six weeks in 
and D Orsay sideline, with wide front hospital, 
strap. « * •
Gabardine is preferred! for tailored Mrs. Charles DeMara entertained her I 
slacks and shorts. White is “tops,” bridge club on Wednesday evening at 
followed by natural and beige, light her home, 
blue, yellow, pale pink- and light navy. | *
Miss
MISSION WOMEN 
HOLD JUMBO SALE
ADIES, • IRLS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroU 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood, 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture."
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
O AO  W. Hastings. Trin. 0 0 0 7  
«JvO  Vancouver B. C. £»CtO I  
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
hens his wife brought over the first 
four eggs to show Mrs. Bray, and gave 
her two. “I said I would bake a cake 
—the first in a year, and they should 
come over to dinner on Sunday for a 
treat.”
“I worked away for several days, 
getting ready. At last, Saturday morn­
ing. I had baked the cake with the two 
precious eggs, and was scrubbing the 
floor when who should walk in but 
the guests. It was really Sunday—I 
had lost track of the days. However, 
we fetched in the men from the fields, 
they dressed* up, and we had the din­
ner.”
Mrs. Bray has two brothers and a 
sister living: R. S. Bambury, Regina; 
E. A. Bambury, at "Wolseley, and Mrs. 
George Biden. also at Wolseley.
There are three c’nildren to wish her 
happy birthday: Mrs. Gourley, here; 
B. G. Bray, Vancouver, and E. C. Bray, 
Medicine Hat. There are 11 grandchild­
ren and two great grandchildren.
“Now this is the last birthday I ’m 
going to count! After this I ’m not 
telling!” Mrs. Bray nodded determin­
edly. “I think I’ve lived quite a life.”
THE CHURCHES
T^e ladies Of St. Andrew’s Parish 
Guild held their annual jumble sale on 
Thursday afternoon, April 7th, at the 
Okanagan Mission Community Hall, 
the affair once more proved most suc­
cessful, with a big crowd on hand 
eager for bargains. Mrs. H. C. S. Col­
lett was in charge of all arrangements, 
and a number of willing helpers were 
busy on the day preceding the sale 
collecting, sorting and pricing goods 
contributed in the Mission district. Mrs/ 
J. H. Thompson* headed the tea com­
mittee, and Miss Zoe Browne-Clayton 
sold tickets for a large box of choc­
olates, which was won by Mrs. MaUam. 
■The net proceeds of the sale were a 
little over $108.00, surpassing the re­
cord of any previous year.
Mr. H. W. Ashbery went to Vancou­
ver by train last Thursday, April 7th, 
to fetch the new school bus purchased 
by Hall and Company; he drove it 
back from the Coast and arrived here 
on Sunday.
* ♦ ♦ .
Miss M. Page returned to the Mission 
last Friday from Los Angeles, where 
she has been spending a short holiday.
BURNS
Mix c<]iul of Minatd's
and <we«t oil, castor oil, or 
cream. Spread on brown 
paper. Apply, to bum or , 
tcald. Before lone tbe
painful smarting stops'
Social Evening 
and Dance
at —
C A N A D IA N  L E G IO N  
T H U R S D A Y , April 28
at 9 p.m.
Only for members of the 
Canadian Legion and 
Women’s Auxiliary
37-2c
T H E  U N IT E D  C H U R C H  O F  
C A N A D A
First United, comer Richter St. and Bernard 
Avenue
Rev. W . W , McPherson, M .A.. D.Th. 
Organist and Choir Leader: Cjrril S. Mossop, 
A .T.C .M ., L.T .G .L.
EASTER SER’VICES 
11 a.m. Topic: “Easter^ —The day that 
knows no night.”
7.30 p.rh. Topic: “The journey of the 
Soul from Calvary.” Special Easter 
music.
C H R IS T IA N  S C IE N C E  S O C IE T Y
Cor. Bernard Ave. and Bertram St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The ■ First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
ST. MICHAEL & A LL  ANGELS’ 
CHURCH
GOOD FRIDAY
9 a.m.: Matins and Litany.
10 a.m.: Children’s Hour.
11 a.m.: Ante-Communion and “Story 
of the Cross.”
12 Noon to 3 p.m.: United Service 
of Devotion.
Addresses on the “Seven Last Words” 
by Revs. Dr. McPherson, H. P. Hum­
phreys, S. N. Dixon and the. Rector.
7.30 p.m.: Preparation for Easter 
Communion. '
Offertories during the day for the 
“Mission to the Jews.”
. EASTER SUNDAY 
Holy Communion at 7, 8 and 11 a.m. 
(Choral).
Children’s Service at 2.30 p.m. 
Address by Mrs. Murdock, M.A. 
Festal Evensong and Sermon at 7.30.
Mrs. Gibson and Mrs. Wentworth 
tvere over from Okanagan Centre last 
Wednesday, when they paid a visit to 
Mrs. Wadsworth.
Some growers are still busy this 
week with a delayed dormant spray; 
apricots were starting into blossom 
early this wek, with-a very hea’vy 
showing of buds, peaches and cherries 
also promise a good crop.
Sadie” McLachlan, of Vancou­
ver, who has been the guest, of her | 
sister, Miss Josephine McLachlan, for 
the past two weeks returned to her | 
home on Monday evening.
Mrs. Wilson McGill, who has been] 
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wag- 
get, of Kamloops, returned to town last 
Thursday.
IVIr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn enter­
tained about thirty friends on Friday | 
evening at their home on Ethel Street. 
A  very enjoyable evening was spent 
in playing many amusing games.
Mr. Francis Appleyard spent the past 
week in town, returning to Blue River 
on Tuesday evening.
Miss Margaret McDowall, who has 
been the g^est of her brother and his 
wifCj Mr. and.Mrs. Vere McDowall, of 
Salmo, for the past two and a half 
months returned to her home in Ke­
lowna last Thursday.
Mrs. P. Woods and little son, of Ver­
non, were the ^ests of Mrs. Woods’ 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Ward, over 
the week-end.
South Okanagan Water Users are 
putting in a short stretch of steel flume 
below Fraser Lake, replacing the last 
remaining unit of wooden flume on 
their system. Sawmill Creek started to 
run last week, but little irrigation 
water will be used for a few days to 
come.
W ife Preservers
SALT
Rub your hands with salt to remove the 
odor o f onions or gasoline, then wash.
GRAND FORKS GIRL IS MARRIED  
HERE
A quiet wedding took place at thei 
United Church manse on Monday eve­
ning, April 11, when Miss Helen Har- 
koff, of Grand Forks, was united in 
marriage to Howard Ulysses Yerex, of 
Kelowna. Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson 
performed the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Ryall have re­
turned from their three months’ visit 
to California, much benefitted by their 
stay during the winter months.
Guests registered at the Willow Inn 
this week include: G. N. Mowat, Vic­
toria; Mr. and Mrs. Lindoe, Lethbridge, 
Miss Eileen 'i’omlin, Summerland; T. 
Blakely, Van^uver.
Mrs. A. H. DeMara entertained a 
number of friends on Tuesday evening 
at the Willow Inn at a surprise party 
for the following people whose birth­
days take place this month: Mrs. J. 
Cameron Day, Mrs. McDonald, Mr. A. 
H. De Mara, Mr. H. F. Chapin, Mrs. 
W' Lloyd-Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Cowey 
and Mr. C. Tomlinson. Games and 
dancing were enjoyed by those pre­
sent and a dainty buffet supper was 
served at the close of the evening.
Mrs, “Kay” McKergow entiertained 
her bridge club on Tuesday evening, 
at the home, of Mrs. Doris Everett on 
Lawrence Avenue.
Miss D. S. Sutton left on Monday 
evening for the coast from where she 
will leave on a three weeks motor 
trip through California and Mexico, 
crossing over to New Orleans where 
she will set sail for the Old Country. 
Miss Sutton plans to be gone about 
four months.
Mrs. C. E. Friend was a tea hostess 
on Monday afternoon, to a number of 
friends at her home on Royal Avenue.
Mrs. Lloyd Bassett of Victoria who 
has been the guest of her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. J. R. Conway for the past 
four weeks, retux i^ed to her home on 
Wednesday evening.
I ’ R IU E S  E I I ’E C r iV E  ’r i l l l l lK . ,  S A T ..  & TH EH .. A | ir ll 7Ui. 9 lh  & J2tU
CANDY FOR EASTER
C’ l IO C O l iA T E S — I ’ attcrNou ’s fin es t lb. 1»\ 7!lo
U I IO C O L A T E S — (K c'k:. IOc b o x ) 2 fo r  ...... : I5 »
.'c-TD-rsJ ^  E A S T E R  E G G S  a in l |  to
N O V E L 'J ’IE S  f r o m  1 C
HERRING -  .T:!:* unf _5c
CHEESE^ poun. " " " ... r  20c
a s p a r a g u s
C R O W N  B R A N D  SY R U P— 5 lb. tins......................  37c
O X Y D O L -t-1 large pkge and 1 med. pkgc., both for .... 26c
C O L G A T E ’S F L O A T IN G  SO AP— 3 bars for ....  lie
CLASSIC  C LE A N SE R — 2 tins for ...........................  15c
A Y L M E R  ASSO R TED  SO UPS— per tin ................. 9c
ORANGES- Med. size 288’s O  Dozen M  for 35c
BANANAS- Golden . Ripe O  lbs. for 29c
CABBAGE- California— New, solid heads Per pound........................ 6c
CAUUFlOffER- PerPound lie
MEA T DEPARTMENT
HAMBURGER STEAK-2) LBS. iFO R 25c
PORK CHOPS- 2 LBS.FOR 45c
S W IF T ’S P R E M IU M  and U N IO N  HAM S for E A ST E R
C O T T A G E  R O LL S — per lb. ......... .... - ...... -  29 c
SM O K ED  K IPPER S— 2 lbs. for . . ........ ....— — — .. 29c
H O L L A N D  H ER R IN G S——while they last; per keg $1.05
We Reserve The Right To Limit Safeway Stores Ltd.
MIS LUCKY DAY
SAID MR. GROWN:
“Do you know what hospital insurance has meant to itie? ,
I signed an insurance contract three years ago, total cost $36.00. 
My bill for unexpected illness and consequent hospital treatment, 
$310.00. M Y  CONTRACT SAVED ME $274.00.”
CAN  YOU AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT?
Sig n  n o w  your insurance contract with—
THE KELOWNA HOSFITAL SOCIETY
Office: Don McLean Motors - - Bernard Avenue
HOURS: Tues., Wed., Fri. Afternoons, and Sat, afternoon and Evening
T H E  C O R P O R A T IO N  O F  T H E  C IT Y  
O F  K E L O W N A
N n m b e r i n g  o f  
B u i l d i n g s
To all owners and occupants of build­
ings in the City.
Members of the Junior Board of Trade 
will be calling to affix numbers to your 
buildings.
Your co-operation in this voluntary 
work of civic improvement is solicited 
by the Council.
Kelowna, B. C., 
April 12, 1938.
G. H. D U N N ,
City Clerk.
37-lc
“Sadie” McLachlan of Vancouver.
J. R. We;lls of Penticton was a busi­
ness visitor in town this week.
Miss Eileen Curell left this morning 
by motor for Vancouver where she will 
spend two weeks. .
Mrs. Ralph Brown entertaned a few 
friends at the tea hour on Tuesday 
afternoon at her home on Pendozi 
Street, in honour of her niece, Mrs. 
Lloyd Bassett of Victoria.
• • * *
Mr. and. Mrs. J. M. Cave of Vancou­
ver spent the past week holidaying 
at the Willow Inn.
• * * y-
Mrs. Bert Johnston was a dinner 
hostess on Sunday evening at her home 
on Eli Avenue in honour of Miss
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Junior Auxiliary to the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital was held on Monday eve­
ning, April 11th, af the home of Miss 
Gertrude Chapin on Ethel Street.
Reports were given on the Cedar 
Chest Raffle, and the remainder of 
the evening was spent in sewing and 
knitting of infant garments for the 
Hospital.
The Junior Auxiliai-y to the Kelowna 
General Hospital held the drawing on 
the Cedar Chest Raffle on Saturday 
evening at the Empress Theatre.
Little Miss Sydney Kelly drew the 
winning tickets. The first prize, a love­
ly Cedar Chest was won by Mrs. L. 
Harrison, and the second prize, a three 
month’s pass to the theatre, which was 
won by Dr. Reba Willits, and was don­
ated by Mr. Campbell, manager of the
Empress Theatre. The ticket sales oh 
the raffle amounted to $190.00.
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
Hotel this week include: Dr. D. JI. Mc­
Kay, Kamloops; C. N. Hodges, Trail; 
J. N. Boyce, Toronto; W. C. Cowel, 
Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McFar- 
lane and daughter, Montreal; Mrs. K, 
Fernyhough and Dorothy Fernyhough, 
Peachland; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bartley, 
Westb'arik; Constable Smythe, Kam­
loops; J. A. Carmichael, Kamloops; Mr. 
and Mrs,. R. E'. Reading, Ro.ssland; Mrs. 
M. K. McKay, Vancouver; Miss Ethel 
White, Chase; Miss Edsel F. Neilson, 
Denmark; A. Boileau, Edmonton; Hugh 
P. Kane, Toronto; A. R. Mark, Van­
couver; Mrs. K. A. McLennan,, Vancou­
ver; Mrs. H. L. Green, Salmon Arm; J. 
E. Merryfield, R. McKeen: and D. A. 
McDonald, Vancouver; H. S. Spittle, 
Montreal, J. E. Blackaller, New West­
minster.
W. A. C. Bennett left on Tuesday eve­
ning on a business trip to Vancouver.
'a n TX , J*__ ASsSr
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AHOITIONAL KKLIJAKKH OKI>KKKI>
F ive  PCX’ cent leU'a.sc!) in Uirci' cnr- 
lel«, McInloMh. DeliclouH and Romea, 
etc., w «Tc  o ide icd  by JJ.C. Tree; l'’iu lla  
Ltd., on A p r i l  12, brinj'init ilie.ax? eiir- 
tel.s to the fo llow iiu f KtixndlnK: M cR i-  
to.slx, 1)5 per cent; DelicioiiH, 45 per  
cent; Rornea, etc., (10 f)i“r cent.
I'KINl/’UHS HNOW WHITE
Owiiw; to the widcstpread publicity 
tho Princeaa Snow White Conleat of 
the Enipre.as Tiieatre received tlirouRh 
th« Couiier Advertiaer, a .sutlicieixt 
number of entrie.a Iiuve been received 
anil the contest Is closed.
p h o n e  GORDON’S 178 &  179
^ S U G A R -C U R E D  H A M  FO R  
rf, T H E  E A ST E R  D IN N E R
W H O M . : -  ™ ,d  3 4 ^
“We Ixave been Ham xind Bacon Curers for over a quarter
of a century-"
PR IM E  F ILL E T S  of FRESH C O D ; per lb..............  19c
SM O K ED  H A D D IE  F ILLE T S ; per lb...................  19c
“A C A D IA ” SA LT  C O D ; boneless. 2 lb. box for ......  45c
Fresh Red Spring S a lm o n ---- Fresh Halibut
New Potatoes Caulillower Celeiy Lettuce Mushi-ooms Parsley 
New Cabbaf'e Turnips Onions Peas Butter Egj's Pickles
IVIauul’actiircd from the City water supply. Wc will 
H ^  * be plcasxxd to take care of your rci|ulrcments.
GENUINE 1938 SEEING LAMB 
SELECTED CHICKENS FOR ROASTING
D. K. GORDON
PROVISIONERS
CITY STOP SIGNS WILL PROBABLY 
BE CHANGED IN NEAR FUTURE
Council Considering Advisability Of Adopting Type In 
General Use— Police Report On Present Set-Up.
MANY SHOWERS 
FOR BENVOULIN 
BRIDE-ELECT
Friends Honour Miss Mary Fisher 
On Forthcoming Marriage
Be Careful of the Baby’s Diet
GIVE THEM STRAINED F O O D S -
Strained beets, carrots, tomatoes, peas, spinach, helms, prunes, 
vegetable soup and cereal. Easily prepared. Easily 1 
digested. Highly nourishing; per tin ............... ....... I v C
per
cake 5cMANY FLOWERS s o a pBRING YOU THE EXCITING
Game o f S  N O W  W H I T E
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS
Mail 9 wrappers o f M A N Y  FLOWERS SOAP and lOc to cover mailing and 
handling, to M A N Y  FLOWERS SOAP COM PANY Toronto. .P® fJ '’? y®"/
name and address and SNOW W H ITE  Game w ill be mailed to your, home.
IMPERIAL CHEESE—The same thing as you used to get 
in the white jars; 1 pound packages .......... .......... .
PEARCEY’S HONEY—  AND IN BRICKS
The nicest of all is the 23 ounce Squat Jar of Pearcey’s 
Honey—with a piece of clear comb right in the 
honey; per jar .....'......... —... —-................................
Shopper Suggestions:
PEARL WHITE SOAP—Buy 5 Bars and get an EXTRA one 
for a cent.
JELLO_Buy 3 packages of Jello for 20 cents and get a package
of chocolate pudding for a cent.
SWIFT’S HAM— P^hone r i^ t  away for a Swift’s Ham for 
Easter—They’re delicious.
EASTER CHOCOLATES—The nicest thing, you can do for a
former hostess is to send her a Special Easter Box 
of Chocolates.
I>  A E T i r n n i l  C Sa t u r d a y  m io r n in g - L arge, fresh,
full blooms on Saturday morning.
PHONE 214
Alclcrnum Gibb, ebairman of IhcS* 
slrcct.s coiiunillcc of Hit* city comicil. 
wa.s iii.struclcd at the council mecUiig 
Monday evening to obtain e.slimateH on 
the .sto|) and .scliool sign.s wliicli ixave 
been genex-ally adopted as t}ie .slandjxx'd 
type in tliis piovince and neiglibourixig 
.states.
'I’ liese signs ax*e (lie type whicli is 
ex’ected on posts at Uie riglxt liand side 
of tlie street. If these are adopted it 
will mean tlxat tlio pi'csent turret type 
will be eliminaled. Tliis latter type 
has Tallen into disfavour in other cities 
and provixices and tin* city council is 
of llu! opinion iliat unifoi m directional 
signs iire desii’able in all cities aixd 
municipalities.
Tliese ofiinions are given weiglxl by 
the report of Constable Sccord wlio 
recently made a survey of tlie stop 
signs in Kelowna and reported:
“The location of .stop signs is at 
present very inconsistent. I would sug' 
gest tlxat Bex'xxard Ave. from the Ver- 
xxon Road to Abbott St., and Pendo/.i 
St., from Bernax’d to the south city 
limit.s, be made through streets and 
tlxe necessary signs erected at each 
intersection. At px-escnl there are 
signs at odd ixitcx’sectioxxs, i.e., on Ber­
nard Ave at Pexidozi, there is a stop 
sign on the south side but no sign on 
the nortli side. This has a very be­
wildering effect on visitors to the city 
who would reasonably expect signs on 
each side of the main tlxoroixghfave 
into and tlirough the city.
“The px’esent type of dome sign has5 
beeix removed in all the lax'ger cities 
in favour of the standard type on po.ds 
at tho right hand side of the inter­
sections. The city of Vancouver has 
paid damage claims due to damage 
being caused by vehicles running over 
the dome type signs at times when 
they wex’e obscux’ed by dirt or snow 
Considerable attention is requh’ed in 
the winter moxiths to keep such signs 
clear.
“Some confusing situations are evid­
ent at other intersections in the city, 
i.e., at Harvey Ave. and Richter St.. 
Richter is through traffic and one 
block east at Ethel St. Harvey becomes 
a through street. I believe that slow 
or crossing signs would be more ap­
plicable to these and other intersec­
tions ixi the city where the volume pf 
traffic readies its peak only during 
certain seasons.
“With reference to the school signs 
I would suggest that the existing signs 
be replaced by the recognized design 
used by the provincial government and 
adopted by the cities of Victoria, Van­
couver, etc.”
CITY DISPOSES
OF BEACH LOTS
On Monday night the council agreed 
to sell lots 12 and 13, plan 887, at Man­
hattan Beach, to Robert Cheyne for 
the sum of $25.00. A  rider was attach­
ed to the sale stipxilating that the lots 
must be filled in before the end of the 
current year. The lots are low and 
swampy and at present are a breeding 
place for mosquitoes.
Lot 11, block 54, plan 262, was dis­
posed of by by-law to Gordon Daniel 
Herbert for the sum of $600.00. Lot 40, 
plan 1102 was sold to Joseph M. Stolb 
for $70.00, half to be paid at Once and 
the remainder by November 1st.
GOVERNMENT TO 
ALLOT PUBLICITY 
FOR OKANAGAN
Tourist Development Bureau Wi: 
Spend $750 In Three Washing 
ton Papers In May And June
SPE N D  $50,000
W . Lloyd Craig, Of Victoria, Asks 
That Okanagan Be Considerec 
And Not Individual Cities 
Therein
MATINEES 
Monday, Wednes. 
Prid&x, Saturday 
atV2.30 
2Sc and lOo
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
F R ID A Y  S A T U R D A Y
APRIL 15th and 16th
BOB’S BIGGEST HIT!
\ \
EXTRA
(A  Coloured Cartoon)
PARAMOUNT 
NEWS
BtQLIDAY PRICES FRIDAY
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
April 18th and 19th
W H A T  A  
P I C T U R E !
Wednesday and Thursday
April 20th and 21st
iH E  MOST SUSPENSEFUL SPY 
STORY EVER SCREENED
Advertising must huvo a theme and 
advertising tliis province should be 
done through one soux’ce to avoid over 
lapping, commented W. Lloyd Ci’aig 
director of the Bux'eaii of Industrial and 
Tourist Decvclopmexit for B.C., when 
speaking to a combined Board and 
Junior Board gathering Wednesday 
xnorning.
Ixi this respect, individual towns and 
cities must be forgotten and tlie gov­
ernment must adopt an attitude of ad- 
vertisiixg for big districts, besides the 
genex'al advertising for the province.
Since the fox’matxon of the depart 
meht. many letters and telegrams have 
beefx received at Victoria from various 
parts of B.C., each oxxe wanting capital 
to finance publicity schemes. This 
was one reason for his visit through 
the Interioi'.
Dollar For Dollar
Vancouver had asked for $30,000 from 
the Bureau and was only going to put 
up $10,000 itself. The government has 
agreed to put up dollar for dollar with 
Vancouver, axid has made the same 
stipulation with Vi,ctoria on a smaller 
scale.
After he had visited in Kamloops 
and Vernon, and since arriving in Ke 
lowna on Tuesday evening, he had 
come to the conclusion that the Okan 
agan had no money available to match 
the governmexit expenditures. There 
fore he had decided to allocate $750 
for newspaper advertising in Yakima, 
Wenatchee and Spokane during May 
and June, to be devoted generally to 
B.C. and particularly to the Okanag­
an.
Vernon, jKelowna and Penticton will 
also be mentioned as the three main 
centres of the Okanagan Valley, and 
fishing will be one of the main thiemes 
he intimated.
Anticipate Big Bend 
Asked by Maurice Lane what at­
tempts his department will make to­
wards diverting tourists over the Big 
Bend from Banff and Lake Louise, 
Mr. Craig stated that this matter was 
being serioiisly considered. As soon 
as definite word is giyen out as to 
the opening of this highway, the gov­
ernment will proceed with publicity 
steps, probably at the turn of the year, 
he said.
The government realized the import­
ance of this new highway and the in­
flux of tourists which can be brought 
here; he intimated. Adverti^ng along 
this line will be of a'more pfermarlent 
nature than that for the World’s Fair at 
San Francisco.
Another point in advertising this 
province was mentioned by Mr. Craig 
in connection with licence plates. On 
the 1939 plates, he hopes to have “B.C. 
Invites You”, or some similar word­
ing, as an addition to the plate.
From April 1, 1938, the provincial 
government will be spending $50,000 
on publicity for B.C.
_  Starring
Ka t h a r in e CINCER
H E P B U R N  R O G ER S
ADOLPHE
V . .M E N J O U
G AIL PATRICK
^9onstance ColRer • Andrea 
Leeds • Sannel S. Hinds 
Lncilte Bali
(KO-tAOK>
Directed by GREGORY LA CAVA 
Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN
Som a  Ptay b r Monie KytUod and Andioar Vetllai
E X T R A !
D O N A L D ’S OSTRICH
COLOURED CARTOON
M ETR O  NEV/S
with
DOLORES DEL RIO
GEORGE SANDERS
PETER LORRE
ADDED
SATURDAY MATINEE AT 1.30 pjn. B R IN G  Y O U R  
N A B O B
“W INDS ^  WASTELAND” c o ^ o m
ANNUAL SESSIONS 
FOR GROWERS ARE 
BEING ARRANGED
Start To Be Made In Kelowna 
Area On April 19— T^o Appoint 
Convention Delegates
The B.C. Fruit Board is preparing 
this week to arrange for its series of 
meetings in the Interior of British Co­
lumbia, preparatory to the delegates’ 
session in Kelowna in May, for the 
purpose of electing the Board members 
for the ensuing year.
Each meeting will appoint a chair­
man and secretary for the session, and 
will elect one delegate to attend the 
convention in Kelowna.
One of the most important features 
of the sessions will be the discussion 
of the standard contract, copies of 
which have been printed by The Cour­
ier and despatched this week to the 
growers. There will be a chance to 
have full discussion at all these meet­
ings, it is planned, and one or more of 
the Board members will attend each 
session. .
'The B.C. Fruit Board completed its' 
arrangements regarding meetings on 
Wednesday afternoon and announced 
that the first would be held on Tues­
day, April 19, at Winfield, Oyama and 
Ellison. Following are other dates ar­
ranged.
April 20, Glemnore and Okanagan 
Mission; April 21, East Kelowna and 
Rutland; April 22, Westbank, Peach- 
land and Naramatd;'April 25, Pentic­
ton; April 26, Oliver; April 28, Vernon 
and Coldstream; April 29, Airnstrong, 
Salmon Arm, Elamloops and Sorrento; 
May, 5, Srurunerland; May 9, Creston; 
May 11, Nelson; May 12, Grand Forks; 
May 13, Kaleden, Keremeos and Os- 
oyoos.
W. E. Haskins and G. A. Barrat have 
left for Creston, where they w ill attend 
a meeting of growers tonight, Thurs­
day, to discuss standard contract pos­
sibilities.
Miss Miiry Fislicr liiis bfuii llu* guest 
of lionour at several leas given in Ixon- 
our of Ixer forUieoming xnarriage Ix) 
Mr. Leonax'd Ifiddocke vvliicix will take 
place 0X1 llie 2Ulli.
Mx-s. Cyril Gillurd was lioste.ss last 
’riuir.sday uflernoon at a deliglitful tea 
and xniscellancous sliower when a num­
ber of Kelowna friends assembled Ix) 
hoxiour the biide-clcct. The gifts were 
presented in u d.'jixitly dccoi'atcd small 
tub by little Norma Smith and Donald 
Glllard.
Also on Tuesday aflerxioon of tills 
week Mrs. Eric Holland, assisted by 
Mi\s. Alfle Berard entertained a number 
of fx’iciids at tlxe tea houi*, tlic occasion 
being a cup and saucer shower. Many 
varied pieces of beautiful china were 
concealed in a pi-ettily decoi-ated Easter 
basket, the presentation being made by 
Miss Phyllis Holland.
A number of Bonvoulin girls xnct at 
tlxe liome of Mx*s. F. Munson on Tues­
day night of this week, honouring 
Miss Fislior. Miss Gwen Munson acted 
as liostcss. A unique showei*, which 
took the form of a ti’casUi’e hunt, pro­
voked much mirth, the gifts being dis­
tributed in the rooms. 'The serving of 
refi'cshxxrients concluded a most enjoy­
able evening.
• • •
Mr. W. S. Young of Naramata arrived 
on Monday for an extended visit with 
his sister-in-law, Mrs. J. B. Fishei*.
- « * «
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Benvoulin W. A. was held at the home 
of Mrs. D. McEachei’n on Tuesday of 
last week in Kelowna. Mi’s. A. Hardy 
led the devotional and gave a vex’y 
insph’ixxg paper entitled “Our Risen 
Lord.” At the conclusion of the busi­
ness refreshments were served by the 
hostess.
• * •
Miss Beatrice Fisher returned home 
last Saturday evening after a two 
weeks visit in Vernon.
-More About-
CASE
From I’age 1, Column 7
failed to eonfonn witli tlie city’s clos­
ing bylaws, pointing out Hint tlic stoi'c 
xcixmincd open on 'rixursday afternoon. 
A general diseu.s.sion followed witli tlxe 
nxajority of Uie nxembei’s exixi’e.ssixxg 
tile opinion tlxat tlxe city sliould have 
control over tliis busine.ss as well as 
otlier lines of trade. Wlxile tlie .store 
is oixerated by a subsidiaxy of tlxe gov­
ernment, the city sliould, in the eoun-
eil nieinbers' opinion, exercise Uie same 
control over it jis it does over any 
oilier business. TIu! nieinbers express­
ed lliemselves as failing to see why 
(bis business shoukr operate vvltlioid 
a city lieeiice.
Mayor Jones recalled a ease in On­
tario last year wliere the jud/;e ruled 
that he could see no dilYereiiee between 
a liquor store paying u licence and tin* 
C.N.H. paying mnnieiiiul taxes. Both 
were operated by government subsid­
iary bodies and were the inoperty of 
tlie |ieo|)le. If the I’allway sliould pxiy 
tuxes, tlie liquor stoic sliould pay a 
licence fee.
Tlio "Courier”  For Fliie Commercial Printing
Mass Gymnastic
D I S P L A Y
P R O V IN C IA L  R E C R E A T IO N  C E N T R E S
Special numbers from Oka- I Mass Formation, exercises, 
nagan Valley Centres and I jumping, dancing, etc. 
Vancouver. | Something really fine.
Adults, 40c —  Children, 25c —  8 p.m.
East Kelowna, Apr. 2.6 
Rutland, April 27
. D IS P L A Y  A N D  D A N C E I
Kelowna, M ay 3
S C O U T  H A L L
Every W anted Style .
Suits reign supreme for all spring! Clean-cut, figure-flattering suits like these. 
So choose Y O U R  suit from our complete, fashion-right colleetiom Moulded 
man-tailoreds, soft “little” suits, reefer and box coat suits, furred costume suits 
. . . . your new suit is here at your price! A ll meticulously tailored of finest 
woollens. Sizes for misses, women and juniors.
G o a ts
DRESS UP FOR EASTER 
WITH A  NEW COAT
$9.95
Three styles favoured—sports 
or polo types, Jigger coats and 
the fitted dress coats. The 
Jiggers are made on straight 
loose lines, fawn, blue, gold, 
green and rasp- 
berx’y; prices at
$11.95 “"$13.95»
HARRIS TWEEDS and MAN­
NISH TAILORED—from
$16.50 r $32;00
An extxremely attractive show­
ing is ready for inspection of 
suits—Grey flaxmel with pleat­
ed and belted backs or plain 
fitted lines, also tweed in blue, 
green and faWns. O K
Prices ......  ......
$11.95 "  $13.95
^ S T E R
DRESS TAILORED SUITS in
navy, black, stripes, checks; 
silk linings,zippers on skirts, 
and are beautifully tailored. 
Prices—
$18.95 $25.00
KAYSER CREPE in all the new shades—South sea, 
strand, clime, oasis, Bengal, Senegal, d»-| A l l  
and adventure—silk to the top, at
EiAYSER SEMI SERVICE with cotton top. For 
good hard wear buy this hose—^All the new light 
and dark shades, grey, fawns, and C l .  O O  
browns. to per pair ........
THE NEW KAYSER NON-BUN HOSE-r'This is a 
fine mesh and positively will not run.
Comes in the new shades, at ....... $ 1 .0 0
SUPER SILK HOSIERY—45 gauge mystery 
hose which is a beautifully sheer d * l K A  
^chiffon; at ....... ...................
WHISPER HOSE in crepe, extra ^ 1  pTA
fine, at ... .... ...... .....  ....... <I7A.OU
SUPER SILK CREPE and service d>-j A  A  
chiffon, at ............ ..... ....... ty
•  ^■
MERCURY CREPE HOSE—This is a very sheer 
crepe and comes in three lengths; colours are 
Taupemist, rio, glitter, fairway and d*-| A  A  
gunmetal, at ...  ..........
ANKLE SOX for children and niisses. A  large 
assortment to choose from; white, navy, fawn, yel­
low, green, brown, red and white with coloured
stripes on cuff. A
All at one price .........  .................... ........  xwDL
GEO. A. MEIKLE, Limited.
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
P H O N E S : 143 and 215. K E L O W N A , B. C.
